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ABSTRACT
BLESSED MOTHER THEODORE GUERIN, BISHOP CELESTINE DE LA HAILANDIERE,
AND THEIR SEVEN-YEAR “TIME OF TRIALS,” 1840-1847
Halter, Rosemary K.
University of Dayton, 2001

Advisor: Sandra Yocum Mize, Ph.D.

Blessed Mother Theodore (b. Anne-Therese) Guerin founded the Sisters of Providence
of St. Mary-of-the-Woods, Indiana. She was beatified by the Catholic Church on 28 October
1998. Celestine de la Hailandiere was the second bishop of Vincennes, Indiana. The “time of
trials” is a period of disputes and misunderstandings between the two which lasted from
1840 to 1847. It culminated with Mother Theodore locked in a parlor, excommunicated, and
expelled from the diocese, and with Bishop Hailandiere resigning from the episcopacy.
The purpose of the study is threefold: to promulgate the life story of Mother Theodore; to
examine her spirituality; and to present an objective portrait of Bishop Hailandiere and the
seven-year time of trials.
Primary and secondary sources are utilized to situate the subjects contextually as
nineteenth-century Catholics, first in Brittany and subsequently in Indiana. The French
School of Spirituality, which influenced both subjects, is examined in detail. The time of
trials 1840-1847, is presented from the perspectives of both Mother Theodore and Bishop
Hailandiere. The external forces which influenced their decisions are analyzed to uncover
possible motives and justification for the actions taken by the subjects.
iii

Most of the trials were clashes between the Rules and Constitution of the Sisters of
Providence and the plan for the development of the Vincennes Diocese as conceived by
Bishop Hailandiere. Yet, the time of trials is much more complex than a mere series of
disagreements between two strong personalities. Both subjects were influenced by many
external forces. When these forces—ecclesiastical, social, and cultural—are adequately
considered, the period 1800-1860 emerges as unique and extraordinary in the history of the
American Catholic Church. Blessed Mother Theodore Guerin and Bishop Celestine de la
Hailandiere coped with these forces, and by their suffering, endurance, and strong faith in
God, built the Catholic Church in Indiana solidly upon the foundation that had been laid by
itinerant missionaries.
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PREFACE

My interest in Blessed Mother Theodore Guerin is lifelong, as my mother was once a Sister of
Providence. (My first visit to St. Mary-of-the-Woods was at the age of one month, when I was
taken there for the sisters to admire.) When my brothers and I were children, the sisters
often entertained us with the legend of their beloved foundress and “that awful bishop;” as a
result, Mother Theodore Guerin and Bishop Celestine de la Hailandiere were like old friends.
As an adult I longed to know them better, and to explore their complicated relationship with
each other. This thesis offers the results of my research, which truly has been a labor of love.
Where appropriate, major sections will begin or end with lines from an 1890 poem entitled
The Angel’s Record, a Tribute to Mother Theodore, Our Beloved Foundress.
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INTRODUCTION
Oft-times at holy even, when profounder silence steals,
And like a gentle guardian the weary spirit seals,
When floats the sound of evening bells upon the hallowed air,
These ancient woods seem whisp’ring low, as if in silent prayer.
And, as their mystic shadows softly cover hill and dell,
The angels close ‘round the spot they love so well,
And to my eager spirit they this story often tell.
The Angel’s Record, a Tribute to Mother Theodore, Our Beloved Foundress

Thus begins a poem by six members of the 1890 graduating class of St. Mary’s
Academy, St. Mary-of-the-Woods, Indiana.1 “The story that the angels often tell” is the life of
the Academy’s foundress, Blessed Mother Theodore (b. Anne-Therese) Guerin. Composition
and publication of this poem were part of the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the
founding of the Academy. Although its language is flowery and archaic, “The Angel’s Record,
a Tribute to Mother Theodore, Our Beloved Foundress” reflects the devotion and esteem of
these graduates for the frail French nun who established their school in the Indiana forest in
1840.
Mother Theodore Guerin is recognized as the foundress of the Sisters of Providence of
St. Mary-of-the-Woods. She was beatified by the Roman Catholic Church on 25 October 1998,
and is a potential candidate for canonization. As a venerable woman, her life is considered
exemplary and worthy of study, reflection, and imitation. Because she was a woman of her
own time, place, and society, Anne-Therese Guerin must be situated as a Roman Catholic in

1Souvenir of the Fiftieth Anniversary of St. Mary’s Academic Institute (New York:
Benziger Brothers, 1891), 273.
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early nineteenth-century Brittany, and later as a missionary sister in frontier Indiana. Yet
Mother Theodore transcends her own situation to serve as a paradigm for all times. As Penny
Blaker Mitchell wrote in the popular biography which was issued as part of the beatification
process: “the challenges, trials, triumphs, joys, and sorrows she encountered are ageless.”2 So
that contemporary readers may find in her example inspiration and direction for overcoming
obstacles in their own fives, the study will examine Mother Theodore’s spirituality,
particularly how it sustained and comforted her in the face of enormous obstacles to her
mission.
Ironically, the fife story of Anne-Therese Guerin cannot be told without
simultaneously telling the fife story of Celestine Rene Laurent Guynemer de la Hailandiere,
the second bishop of Vincennes and the source of her most intense suffering. He was the
greatest obstacle to fulfillment of her mission in Indiana; yet, had he not appealed to her
community in France there would have been no mission in Indiana. Hailandiere was born
exactly five months before Anne-Therese Guerin and only sixty-two miles away. Both served
the Catholic Church in Rennes, Brittany, and both crossed the ocean to serve as missionaries
sixty-two miles apart in Vincennes and St. Mary-of-the-Woods, Indiana. The spirituality of
both was similarly grounded in the French School. With so much in common, they should
have been the closest of companions, but this was not to be.
After 165 years, the second bishop of Vincennes remains an intriguing figure. No one
has published his biography, and he left no journals. He is known primarily through Mother
Theodore’s biographies. The foundress’ biographers naturally narrate their mutual story
from her perspective. Yet Mother Theodore herself never wrote disparagingly of Bishop
Hailandiere and she instructed the Sisters not to speak ill of him even after his resignation.
An objective portrait of the second bishop of Vincennes will be presented by this study,
taking into consideration his gifts and talents as well as his faults and shortcomings. For the

2Penny Blaker Mitchell, Mother Theodore Guerin-A Woman for Our Time (St. Mary-ofthe Woods: Sisters of Providence Office of Congregational Advancement, 1998), 3.
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sake of balance, and recalling the esteem in which he and Mother Theodore held each other,
Bishop Hailandiere’s spirituality will be examined and how it sustained or failed to sustain
him during crises.
Although Mother Theodore Guerin suffered from ill health, extreme poverty, antiCatholic hostility, and unfamiliarity with the language and culture, her greatest hardship
was the seven-year series of misunderstandings and disagreements between 1840 and 1847
with the second bishop of Vincennes which this study calls “the time of trials.” Most of these
trials were clashes between the Rules and Constitution of the Sisters of Providence and the
needs of the diocese of Vincennes as they were perceived by Bishop Hailandiere. Yet, to distill
the time of trials down to a contest of wills between two strong personalities is to over
simplify a complex situation.
The actions and decisions of Mother Theodore Guerin and Bishop Celestine de la
Hailandiere must not be judged by twenty-first century standards. A great many social and
ecclesiastical forces were at work between 1800 and 1860 which impacted their fives. When
these forces are adequately considered, these years, which entirely encompass the time of
trials, emerge as unique and extraordinary in the history of the Roman Catholic Church in
general, and of the American Catholic Church in particular. Blessed Mother Theodore
Guerin and Bishop Celestine de la Hailandiere were among those swept up in the rapid
currents of change during this antebellum period, and they adapted to and coped with the
changes. Yet, they did far more than merely adapt and cope. By their suffering, endurance,
and strong faith in God, these pioneers constructed the Catholic Church in Indiana on the
foundation laid generations earlier by itinerant missionaries.

CHAPTER I
THE HISTORICAL, SOCIAL AND ECCLESIASTICAL CONTEXT

The Catholic Church in France. Early Nineteenth Century
Anne-Therese Guerin was born on 2 October 1798 in Etables-sur-Mer, Brittany,
France. Celestine de la Hailandiere was born on 2 May 1798 in Combourg, Brittany, sixty two miles southeast of Stables. Their mutual birth-year, 1798, was pivotal for the Roman
Catholic Church in France. Only four years earlier the Reign of Terror had subjected
Catholics to a frenzy of persecution. Thousands of priests were murdered, tens of thousands
more were deported or escaped from France, and churches and schools were closed. Only
three years later Napoleon Bonaparte signed the Concordat of 1801 which allowed Christians
once again to worship in freedom. As often happens in the aftermath of severe persecution,
the post-Revolutionary Church underwent an authentic spiritual revival. Both Mile Guerin
and M. de la Hailandiere would be swept up in this renaissance and eventually serve as
examples of its finest fruits.

The Catholic Church and the French Revolution
The history of modern France, more than that of most other nations, is that of an onagain off-again alliance between “altar and throne.” In the early eighteenth century the
French Catholic Church had attained wealth, temporal power, and prestige. It had a
monopoly on public worship. But this temporal power was obtained at a price; the Church
had forgotten its spiritual mission. C.S. Phillips described it as “much too rigid and important
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for its own good.”1 The pre-Revolutionary Catholic Church was sorely in need of reform.
When the spirit of the 1776 American Revolution swept into Europe, the French middle
classes began to demand liberty, equality, and an end to privilege. In 1789 they attacked the
two most powerful estates-the nobility and the clergy, with what John McManners called
“almost messianic enthusiasm.”*
2 This enthusiasm, combined with a preexisting
anticlericalism, was soon harnessed and directed against the Catholic Church by various
governments which installed themselves in the seat of power. A watershed was reached on
27 November 1790, when all clergy where required to take an oath of loyalty to the
government called “The Civil Constitution of the Clergy.” Bishops and priests who swore to
this oath became known as “jurors” and those who refused were known as “non-jurors.”
Because this oath was formally condemned by Pope Pius VI, only a minority of bishops and
priests swore to it. The government had effectively driven a wedge into the monolith that was
the pre-Revolutionary French Catholic Church. It was now divided into two “churches.”
Even before the Reign of Terror non-juring priests began to be persecuted and
arrested; many of them were deported or left France voluntarily. Soon the French
government began in earnest a de-Christianizing campaign which reached its peak during
the Reign of Terror, which lasted from September 1793 to July 1794. During this period it is
estimated that 2,000 to 5,000 priests were executed.3 Nuns and lay people were also arrested
and executed for hiding or assisting priests. As part of this campaign, churches were
demolished or confiscated and turned into secular “Temples of Reason.” Parents were
encouraged not to give Christian names to newborns. A new calendar without Sundays
replaced the Gregorian calendar. Although the Reign of Terror lasted less than a year, it is
difficult to overestimate the suffering and damage that it caused. Jean Comby called the

‘C.S. Phillips, The Church in France 1789-1848 (New York: Russell and Russell,
1966), 1.
2John McManners, The French Revolution and the Church (New York: Harper and
Row, 1969), 1
3 Ibid., 3.
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Reign of Terror “A Way of the Cross for the Church in France.” McManners said, “In our zeal
for statistics and geographical and social analysis we must beware of making trivial the
overwhelming business of dying.” Sr. Mary Borromeo Brown said simply, “The Revolution
made saints.”4
The government was clever enough to realize that, should their de-Christianization
campaign succeed, a different state religion would need to be established to fill the emotional,
if not the spiritual, void. (The possibility of having no state religion was not seriously
considered at that time.) But new state cults such as “theophilanthropy” failed to attract
followers. As Napoleon Bonaparte stood poised to take power, one of his trusted generals
reported to him that “our religious revolution is a failure. People have become Catholic
again.”5 Napoleon seized the desire of a majority of French people to return to their ancestral
religion for his own advantage, eventually negotiating the Concordat of 1801 with Pius VII.
Although Napoleon’s personal Catholicism was merely a matter of convenience, the devotion
of thousands of French women and men was sincere, and they rushed to reopen the churches
and return to the religion of the ancien regime.
I
The Post-Revolutionary Church
As Anne-Therese Guerin and Celestine de la Hailandiere grew into adulthood, how
did the Roman Catholic Church they experienced differ from the church of their parents?
Outwardly, it had a very different appearance. Gone were the wealth, political power,
prestige, and monopoly on public worship. The legacy of the French Revolution was a secular
civil state in which altar and throne were separated forever. Among the lasting results of the
government de-Christianizing campaign were legalized divorce; public schools; civil

4Jean Comby, How lo Read Church History Vol 2. Translated by Margaret Lydamore and
John Bowden (New York: Crossroad, 1986), 115; McManners, 108; Mary Borromeo Brown SP
History of the Sisters of Providence of St Mary of the Woods. Vol. 1 (New York: Benziger
Brothers, 1949), 8.
5McManners, 142.
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registration of birth, marriage, and death certificates (once the sole purview of the Church);
and freedom of worship, including the freedom not to worship. Not unexpectedly, the postRevolutionary Church consisted of fewer practicing Catholics, as some who had lost the habit
of practicing their religion never regained it.
Yet, inwardly, the Catholic Church emerged from the French Revolution purified and
strengthened; it had been tested in the crucible and found worthy, (cf. 1 Peter 1:7). “Set free
at length... to do its work in the strength of its own innate resources, the Church in France
entered one of the most brilliant periods of its history.”6 Because eleven years of persecution
had left France with few young priests, the Church’s initial effort was to recruit seminarians.
Major seminaries were reopened and minor seminaries were added. As the numbers of
ordained priests increased rapidly, parish churches were re-opened. 5,000 churches were re
opened in fifty years. This Catholic revival had intellectual as well as spiritual components.
The skepticism and rationalism of the eighteenth century were rejected in favor of a return
to devotion, reverence, and traditional Christianity. The Jesuits, previously suppressed, were
welcomed back into France in 1814.
As the number of ordained priests increased dramatically, the number of nuns
increased exponentially. A great number of religious congregations were founded between
1815 and 1870, many of them apostolic women’s organizations. The opportunities that they
afforded nineteenth-century women will be discussed later in this chapter. The foundation
and early history of the Sisters of Providence of Ruille-sur-Loir, the community which
received Anne-Therese Guerin at the age of twenty-five, is the subject of Chapter II below.
A significant dimension of the Catholic post-Revolution spiritual revival was zeal for
foreign missions among both religious and laity. The Society of Foreign Missions was
reestablished in 1815 and the Society for the Propagation of the Faith was set up in 1822 to
send money to the foreign missions. Missionary priests and bishops who returned to Europe

6Phillips, viii.
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from Canada and the United States on “begging tours” fanned the flames of missionary zeal.
One of these post-Revolutionary missionary bishops was Simon William Gabriel Brute de
Remur, a native of Rennes, Brittany, and the first bishop of Vincennes, Indiana. In 1835,
Bishop Brute recruited a promising young priest, one of the “flowers of the younger clergy of
France,” Abbe Celestine de la Hailandiere.”7 In turn, M. de la Hailandiere returned to
France in search of nuns who could establish and staff parochial schools in the Vincennes
Diocese. His impassioned appeal elicited a positive response from six Sisters of Providence of
Ruille-sur-Loir, one of whom was Sr. St. Theodore, formerly Anne-Therese Guerin.
Catholicism in Brittany
The effects of the de-Christianizing campaign of the French Revolution were not felt
equally throughout France. That campaign was most successful in Paris and the larger urban
areas; it was least successful in the rural west. Brittany, the birthplace of the subjects of this
thesis, was noteworthy for its resistance. “Remote from the seats of power and influence,”8
few, if any, of the Breton clergy took the civil oath. In fact, Bretons continued to practice
Catholicism clandestinely throughout the Revolution. Families took turns hiding the parish
cure so that he could celebrate Mass, hear confessions, and baptize. Seminarians continued
their studies in secret and were ordained in cellars or barns. (One of those clandestinely
ordained was Abbe Jacques-Francois Dujarie, founder of the Sisters of Providence of Ruillesur-Loir.) Congregations of nuns began ministering openly in Brittany even before the
Concordat. Hazel Mills reports that “as early as 1797 third orders reappeared, teaching
catechism and engaging in pastoral activities.”9

'Brown, 40.
sMary Roger Madden SP, “No Land of Exile: The Life of Mother Theodore Guerin.”
Traces of Indiana and Midwestern History. 12 (No 1 2000): 17.
9 Hazel Mills, Negotiating the Divide: Women, Philanthropy and the Public Sphere in
Nineteenth-Century France Religion, Society and Politics in France Since 1789, edited by
Frank Tallett and Nicholas Atkin (London: The Hambledon Press, 1991), 46.
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Because of its geographical position on the sea, Bretons historically have made their
living as fishermen or sailors. While the men were away from home for long periods of time,
women took on roles which were usually taken by men in other parts of France. Sr. Mary
Roger Madden noted in an article for The Indiana Historical Society’s journal, “The
preeminent role of women in this society...helps explain the fearless independence of the
French sisters who adapted so quickly to the harsh conditions of frontier life in Indiana.”101
Catholic Brittany was generous in sending forth its daughters and sons to America in
the nineteenth century. The number of Breton nuns and priests who immigrated to
Vincennes and who became instrumental in the lives of the subjects of this thesis is
remarkable. To name a few: Bishop Simon Brute; Fr. John Corbe, the first and only
ecclesiastical superior of the Sisters of Providence; novice mistress Sr. St. Francis Xavier;
vicar general Fr. Augustine Martin, her confidant; Sr. Mary Joseph; Fr. Julien Delaune,
pastor at Madison, Indiana; three of the original group of sisters who crossed the ocean with
Mother Theodore; and the five Eudist priests who founded St. Gabriel’s college in Vincennes.
The first historian of the Sisters of Providence, Sr. Mary Borromeo Brown, wrote poignantly
of Bretons: “From this ancient and honorable race and amid its gorse-covered wastes and
dark red granite cliffs near a fierce gray sea, almost all of the apostles of Indiana came into
being.” Sr. St. Francis Xavier reflected from her new home in Indiana, where Catholics were
a small minority: “No, we do not appreciate enough the gift that is ours in being Catholics
and having been born in a pious province like Brittany.”11

'“Madden, No Exile, 18.

11 Brown, 4; Clementine de la Corbiniere, The Life and Letters of Sister St. Francis
Xavier. Translated by the Sisters of Providence (St. Louis: B. Herder Book Co., 1917), 246247.
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Post-Revolutionary Women’s Religious Congregations
The French Revolution produced heroines. In towns bereft of military-age men,
women came forward as leaders in resistance movements. They were instrumental in hiding
priests during the Reign of Terror, ringing forbidden bells, summoning other women to pray,
and in reopening churches after the Terror. Frank Tallett describes apostolic orders of
women, who, because they were not cloistered and wore no veils, were not easily identifiable
as religious communities and were therefore not suppressed. These “robust and independent
apostolic women” were in the forefront of opposition to de-Christianizers.12 These looselyorganized groups of women who did not take solemn vows probably laid the groundwork for
the new women’s religious congregations which proliferated after the Concordat of 1801.
These congregations afforded opportunities for women as leaders and administrators, with
the added possibility of foreign missionary service. Although it is a valid criticism that these
foundations were built upon the traditional “women’s occupations” of teaching and nursing,
nevertheless, the possibilities they afforded women were not otherwise available in the
nineteenth century. Largely excluded from societies and committees, “in the convents there
was ample scope for the talents of any woman, and the opportunity for travel and adventure
as well. Large numbers of young women were attracted to this life.”13. Only a fortunate few
were presented with the challenge and privilege of founding a new religious community. One
of those fortunates was Sr. St. Theodore Guerin.

12 Frank Tallett and Nicholas Atkin, Religion, Society and Politics in France Since 1789
(London: The Hambedon Press: 1991), 25.
13Mary Ewens, Leadership of Nuns in Immigrant. Catholicism. Vol. 1, Women and
Religion in America, edited by Rosemary Radford Reuther and Rosemary Skinner Keller
(San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1981), 103.
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The Catholic Church in Indiana, Early Nineteenth Century
In land that I shall show to thee beyond the rolling main
Wide fields for thee are waiting, bending ‘neath the ripening grain;
The harvest great, the gleaners few, in these fields across the sea.
So come, my daughter, come, and I thy rich reward will be.

The Angel’s Record, a Tribute to Mother Theodore, Our Beloved Foundress

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, the United States of America had only
one Roman Catholic diocese, Baltimore, and a negligible number of Catholics. That situation
was to change rapidly due to an influx of European Catholic immigrants, particularly from
Germany, Ireland, Italy, and Poland. By 1850 Roman Catholicism was the country’s single
largest religious denomination. In the Middle West alone, Robert Frederick Trisco estimates
that the number of Catholics exploded from 7,500 to 400,000 between 1826 and 1850.14

Catholicism in Poste Vincennes
Indiana, the adopted home of Mother Theodore and Bishop Hailandiere, was part of
the Northwest Territory, along with the states of Ohio, Illinois, Wisconsin, and Michigan.
Catholicism first came into this territory by way of French explorers and settlers and Jesuit
missionaries perhaps as early as 1702. Poste Vincennes, the original name of Vincennes, was
a trading post and military station located strategically on the Wabash River and housing a
resident Catholic community since the early eighteenth century. It often played host to
missionary priests traveling south from Quebec or north from New Orleans, and occasionally
a pastor was in residence for a few years. For a century the Catholic community in Vincennes
kept their faith alive, as lay people baptized infants and duly recorded the baptisms in the
parish register.15 This dedication would later be rewarded by the Church hierarchy. The

’“Robert Frederick Trisco, The Holy See and the Nascent Church in the Middle Western
United States 1826-1850 ("Rome: Gregorian UP, 1962), 22.
15Walter H. Maloney, Our Catholic Roots: Old Churches East of the Mississippi.

(Huntington IN: Our Sunday Visitor Publishing Division, 1992), 498.
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population of Indiana remained relatively sparse until 1809, when the Harrison Purchase
Treaty opened up nearly three million acres of rich land for purchase by homesteaders.
The sole American bishop, John Carroll of Baltimore, petitioned the Holy See to
establish suffragen dioceses in his vast nation. On 8 April 1808 four new dioceses were
erected, including Bardstown, Kentucky. The first bishop of Bardstown was Joseph Flaget, a
French Sulpician. Later, Flaget in turn petitioned for his large diocese to be divided. Having
spent several years at Vincennes, he considered it an ideal location for establishing a see to
serve the state of Indiana. The recommendation of this town rather than Indianapolis was a
reward for the fidelity of the French Catholics rather than a mistaken belief that Vincennes
outranked the capital city in importance. In 1834 Vincennes became the thirteenth diocese in
the United States. The huge new diocese encompassed 4,000,000 square miles--all of Indiana
and one-third of Illinois, including the “village” of Chicago.

Simon Brute, the First Bishop of Vincennes
Recommendations for bishops of the new dioceses were made at the Second
Provincial Council of Baltimore. The man proposed as bishop of diocese of Vincennes was
Simon Gabriel Brute de Remur, a native of Rennes, the city where both Mother Theodore
Guerin and Celestine de la Hailandiere were ministering. Bishop Flaget of Bardstown
recommended Brute, his friend from Saint-Sulpice, for the new see despite his numerous
deficiencies: ignorance of the English language, frail health, lack of missionary experience,
French citizenship, and the fact that he had lost all of his teeth at an early age.16 However,
“learned, saintly, somewhat eccentric, sometime Sulpician, and professor,”17 Simon Brute
was consecrated despite his shortcomings and his own attempt to decline the appointment.

lsRose Dawson Schultheis, Pioneer Bishops o f Indiana (Vincennes: by the author, 1950), np.
l7Brown, 39.
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The newly consecrated bishop found out immediately that his see was severely
impoverished both in finances and in personnel. The “cathedral” consisted of an unheated
bare building, and the “staff’ consisted of one priest—Fr. Simon Lalumiere, a Vincennes
native. Although a few priests from Kentucky and Ohio had been ministering to nearby
parishes, their continued assistance could not be assured because henceforth it would involve
crossing diocesan boundaries. Since there were no accurate records, Bishop Brute and Fr.
Lalumiere decided to find out for themselves how many Catholics there were and where they
were located. The two men divided the diocese in half and set out in 1835 by stagecoach and
on horseback on journeys of exploration. When they returned and shared their findings, both
expressed surprise at having encountered Catholics scattered throughout the diocese
including small farming communities, urban construction workers, converted Indian tribes,
and canal and railroad workers. Many of these people had not seen a priest for years, but
they clung to their faith with an admirable fidelity.
Bishop Brute realized that the character of his diocese and of his mission were
different than he had envisioned; his primary work would not be to convert souls to
Catholicism, but rather to serve those widely-scattered groups of Catholics which already
existed. Thomas McAvoy said, “Instead of creating a diocese out of nothing, as he had said on
his coming to Vincennes, he had found the diocese already in existence, lacking only the
services of priests.” He continued, “No longer was the Wabash Valley merely a remnant of
the old French missions. Far more numerous were the new groups of Americans and
immigrant Catholics who were occupying the lands, preparing the canals and railroads, and
building the cities of the state. . But this problem of caring for the scattered Catholic
population and bringing in priests. . .was to remain the chief work of the bishops of the state
during the nineteenth century.” 18

l8Thomas T, McAvoy, The Catholic Church in Indiana 1789-1834. (New York

Columbia UP, 1940), 240.
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In spite of his disabilities, Bishop Brute proved to be very popular with his flock. His
dedication, hard work, and perceptible holiness went a long way toward overcoming his
linguistic deficiencies. A delightful anecdote about the bishop conveys the reverence of the
Catholic settlers on the rare occasion of an episcopal visit. Leading citizens, Catholic and
Protestant alike, usually participated in the welcoming ceremony. On one occasion Bishop
Brute was scheduled to visit the German-speaking parish in New Alsace, Indiana, near
Cincinnati. A committee decided that the best wagon in town should pick him up in
Lawrenceburg, even though that wagon was owned by a Lutheran. The Lutheran in
question, Nicholas Miller, replied that not only could his wagon be used, but also his horse,
and that he personally would drive it to pick up the distinguished guest. Upon arrival in New
Alsace, the parishioners greeted their bishop by singing and playing “Grosser Gott” on violins
in the woods. Bishop Brute was so moved by their hospitality that he left the wagon and went
into the woods to shake hands with them.19 When this beloved bishop died, all business in
Vincennes was suspended. “Public offices were draped in mourning. More than 1,200 people
joined the cortege as it passed through the principal streets and drew up at the door of the
cathedral.” It is still a local tradition that Vincennes will never suffer from a natural disaster
because it was blessed by Bishop Brute.20

The Financial Condition of the American Church
The neophyte American Church was severely impoverished. Especially in the frontier
areas, priests, nuns, and even bishops often lived in destitution. Upon his arrival in
Vincennes, Bishop Brute had found his “cathedral” to be a bare, unheated building. He held
Masses during harsh weather in a school building, which lacked liturgical ambiance, but at
least was heated. In order to fund his living expenses, a subscription list was passed around,
but the pledge of annual support amounted to only $200, a small sum even in the nineteenth

l9Anthony A. Fette, History o f New Alsace, Indiana (St. Mcinrad, IN: Abbey Press, 1951), 87.
20Schultheis, np; Maloney, 504-505.
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century. Even worse, the pledges were mostly payable in grain, as the settlers had little cash.
The year after Celestine de la Hailandiere assumed the episcopacy, the financial situation
deteriorated when Indiana and Illinois plunged into state-wide financial depressions and
banks failed.21
Even though the Sisters of Providence of Ruille-sur-Loir were known for their simple
lifestyle and had been forewarned about the poverty of the Vincennes diocese, the missionary
sisters were unprepared for the living conditions of the American clergy. They never became
accustomed to seeing priests and even bishops in worn-out and muddy secular clothing.
Mother Theodore notes in her journal, that, upon arriving in Indiana, the first priest they
encountered wore poor clothing and a tattered Roman collar, and lived in a log cabin. She
offered that his housekeeper was not very tidy, and was shocked to learn that he had no
housekeeper and that he patched his own clothing. Yet most of these pioneer priests, perhaps
all of them, accepted and embraced hardship as part of their vocation. The first chaplain of
St. Mary-of-the-Woods, Fr. Stanislaus Buteux, a Parisian, left that cosmopolitan city to live a
solitary life in a cabin. He told Mother Theodore that he had yet to find the cross and the
privations.22
Financial assistance for the American Catholic bishops was available from two
primary sources: the Society for the Propagation of the Faith (SPF) and the Leopoldine
Foundation. The SPF, founded in France 1822, sent money to foreign missions. It was
founded by a laywoman, Pauline Jaricot, and administered by laity. During the nineteenth
century the SPF sent more than seven million dollars to American Catholic missions. One
problem with their disbursements which became a factor during Mother Theodore’s time of
trials was that the Society did not donate funds directly to women’s religious communities,

2lHerman Alerding, A History o f the Catholic Church in the Diocese o f Vincennes (Indianapolis:
Carlon and Hollenbeck, 1883), 130; “Diocese of Vincennes’ Past 100 Years Reviewed” Vincennes Sun, 6
May 1934, 1.
22Mother Theodore Guerin, Journals and Letters. Edited by Mary Theodosia Mug SP (St.
Mary-of-the-Woods, IN: Sisters of Providence, 1978), 52-53, 62.
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but depended upon the local bishops to disburse funds to them at their discretion.23 The
Leopoldine Foundation of Vienna was founded in 1829 as a German counterpart to Society
for the Propagation of the Faith. The funds it collected were sent exclusively to America.
That Foundation also apparently supplied missionary priests, for an existing letter of Fr.
Joseph Kundek to the Leopoldine Society requests them to provide another priest “familiar
with the German language.”24

Anti- Catholicism
Notwithstanding the ecumenical cooperation recounted in the New Alsace anecdote,
the antebellum period was a time of anti-Catholic hostility and even persecution in the
United States. Some Protestants, becoming alarmed at the rapid growth of the Catholic
Church, instituted a deplorable movement called “nativism” directed against Catholic
immigrants. The premise of this movement was that Catholics could not be proper American
citizens since they owed allegiance to a foreign pope. Nativism was much stronger in the East
than it was in the Middle West. Because of anti-Catholicism on the East Coast, Mother
Theodore and her original group of sisters were advised to purchase and wear secular
clothing for the trip from New York to Vincennes, a situation which was for them both
amusing and humiliating.25 In the Vincennes and Terre Haute areas, because French
Catholics had settled long before Protestants arrived, there was more acceptance and
toleration among religious denominations.
However, the conclusion must not be drawn that Mother Theodore and her
community were never the targets of bigotry. An anti-Catholic political party called “Know-

23Ibid., 109, 127.

24Dunstan McAndrews, Father Joseph Kundek: 1810-1857. A Missionary Priest of the
Diocese of Vincennes (St. M einrad, IN: St. M einrad Abbey, 1954), 13.
25Mug, 131.
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Nothings” were quite active in Vincennes, and were backed by the local newspapers. On 2
October 1842, (Mother Theodore’s forty-fourth birthday), the Sisters of Providence were the
victims of a devastating fire set by arsonists. Not only did the fire destroy their winter’s
supply of provisions and farm implements, but also it compounded their miseries because
merchants in Terre Haute ceased allowing them to buy on credit. Mother Theodore had
nightmares about fires for some time thereafter, as she described in a letter to Bishop
Bouvier four months afterwards.26
More often, however, the anti-Catholic hostility was more subtle. The Sisters of
Providence in Madison, Indiana, were frequent targets of various harassment tactics. The
nuns were insulted, had stones thrown at them, and were kept awake at night by noisemakers. Some townspeople insisted that the Catholic school pay taxes, although this was
illegal. Mother Theodore wrote in her journal, “We refuse positively. It embarrasses them a
little to have women resist them and speak to them about the law.” Perhaps, as Carol Coburn
and Martha Smith point out in Spirited Lives, nuns and priests from France were better able
to withstand this type of hostility than their counterparts because of their “experiences with
the French Revolution and the climate of anticlericalism that reappeared after the July
Revolution of 1830.”27

Trusteeism and Church Property Ownership
Lay trustees were a fact of life in Protestant churches of early nineteenth-century
America. They were responsible for setting policy, hiring and firing pastors, and financial
administration, and they might collectively own the church property. However, the lay
trustee concept did not transfer well to the Catholic Church. It was initially approved by

26Guerin, 90. Letter of 23 February 1843.
27Positio Super Virtutibus for the Beatification and Canonization of Mother Theodore
Guerin, compiled by Sr. Joseph Eleanor Ryan, SP. 2 vol. (Rome: n.p. 1987), 622; Guerin, 330;
Carol Coburn and Martha Smith, Spirited Lives, (Chapel Hill, NC: U of North Carolina Press, 1999), 40.
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Bishop Carroll, who was dedicated to the separation of church and state, and who perhaps
believed that trusteeism would protect church property from the federal government.
Trusteeism, however, quickly developed into “turf wars” between lay people and hierarchy
over questions such as selection of pastors and control church of property. It was a failed
attempt by lay Catholics to democratize the church structure. According to Thomas
O’Gorman, the “period of trusteeism” was 1790 to 1829. By the time Bishop Hailandiere
arrived in 1836 and Mother Theodore in 1840, trusteeism was not an active problem in the
Middle West. However, its ramifications still remained in the confused status of church
property ownership. Church buildings and grounds might be owned by parish lay trustees,
pastors, or bishops; in many cases it was unclear who the legal owners were. Eventually,
some ownership disputes had to be settled in civil court.28
During the early nineteenth century, it was not uncommon for clergy to own property
in their own name. Astute clergymen with an independent source of income could and did
become real estate magnates. Fr. Joseph Kundek, mentioned above, is a prime example. He
purchased large tracts of farmland which he then subdivided, resold to German Catholic
immigrants, and used the profits to build churches. This resourceful priest even owned entire
villages, such as Celestine, Indiana (named after the bishop). Fr. August Bessonies was given
forty acres by Bishop Hailandiere on which he founded the town of Leopold, complete with a
church, school, store, blacksmith shop, and post office. Fr. Bessonies himself was the
postmaster. A Chicago priest, Fr. Timothy O’Meara, paid $262 of his personal funds for a lot
on the corner of Michigan and Madison Streets on which to build a church. (When he asked

28Thomas O ’Gorman, A History of the Roman Catholic Church in the United States. The
American Church History Series, Vol. IX. (New York: The Christian Literature Co., 1895),
274; Joseph Kleber, St. Joseph Parish, Jasper, Indiana. (St. Meinrad, IN: St. Meinrad Abbey,
1937), 59.
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Bishop Hailandiere for reimbursement he was refused, creating ill will among the Irish
parishioners.)29
The bishop himself was second to none when it came to prudent real estate
investments. He had a visionary’s eye for potential land development, and his inheritance
provided him with funds to realize his visions. His training and experience as an attorney
were advantageous; he was “extremely careful to provide for legal possession of church
property,” according to Anthony Fette.30 “Realizing that at some remote time in the future it
might be necessary to move the seat of the diocese from the little town of Vincennes, he asked
permission from Rome to choose another site. This granted, he purchased property in several
promising locations in the state (Indianapolis, South Bend, Lafayette, and others), and
waited for the towns to grow. Proving his prescience, in the twenty-first century
Indianapolis, Fort-Wayne/South Bend, and Lafayette are all seats of Catholic dioceses. As
another example of his foresight, Celestine de la Hailandiere induced Fr. Sorin and the Holy
Cross Brothers, whom he had recruited from France, to establish a men’s college on property
he owned in St. Joseph County, Indiana. The University of Notre Dame stands as a legacy to
both men.
Bishop Hailandiere sought to put an end to clerical land ownership in his diocese at
the 1844 Synod of Vincennes. Henceforth, he proclaimed, “no new church can be built in the
future unless the ownership has first been assigned to the Ordinary by a written
instrument.”31 In contrast, Mother Theodore, as a vowed religious and not a United States
citizen, was prohibited from owning property in her name. The Sisters of Providence, once
they were incorporated in 1846, could own land corporately, but by that time the deed to St.

29McAndrews, 24; August Bessonies, “Reminiscences of a Pioneer Priest in the Diocese of
Vincennes” In A History of the Catholic Church in the Diocese of Vincennes (Indianapolis:
Carlon and Hollenbeck, 1883), 498-499; St. Dennis History, 5 pp. Online, 3.
30 Fette, 99.

3l77ie First Diocesan Synod of Vincennes Held in the Year 1844. English Translation.
617. Archives, Archdiocese of Indianapolis, Indianapolis, 1844, 8.
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Mary-of-the-Woods was firmly in the bishop’s hands. The sisters had no leverage for
obtaining it from him. The deed to that property became one of the two major disputes of the
time of trials, the other being approval of the community’s Rules and Constitution.

German Immigrants

The demographics of the diocese of Vincennes were changing rapidly during the lives
of the subjects of this thesis. Although both Mother Theodore and Bishop Hailandiere seem
to have expected to be converting Native American Indians to Christianity, by the time they
arrived the Indians had moved to the West, frequently under duress. The Catholic population
of the Vincennes Diocese was comprised largely of German immigrants who were not
enamored of the French. Thomas Bokenkotter describes a “German triangle” formed by
Milwaukee, Cincinnati and St.
Louis, into which German
immigrants poured in the 1840s
and 1850s.32 The author of this
thesis, having been born and
raised at the bottom of this
triangle, would alter it slightly
by making the Ohio River the
bottom chord. (Figure 1)

Figure 1, The “German Triangle.”
As can be seen, nearly the entire
Diocese of Vincennes is encompassed within the “German Triangle.” “With the coming of

32Thomas Bokenkotler. A Concise History o f the Catholic Church. (New York: Doubleday, 1990),
335.
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these hard-working culture-loving German families, a great change came upon the vicinity.”
These early German immigrants were relatively financially secure and skilled in various
trades. They were attracted to existing Catholic parishes, but they also built churches where
none existed, always including a parochial school, which the Germans believed was an
absolute necessity.
The ethnic parish served several purposes: it kept alive the Old World culture and
insulated the immigrants from Protestant hostility. Bokenkotter described the character of
these parishes: “The German parish exhibited a distinctive character as its members took a
special pride in maintaining their Old World customs and were much devoted to pomp and
ceremony and elaborate musical programs as a feature of their liturgy. They also often
indulged in their fondness for processions.” There was shortage of priests in general, and of
German-speaking clergy in particular. Yet these congregations persevered in their faith in
the same manner as the French immigrants had done a century before. Mother Theodore
described in her journal how the congregation of Jasper attended church for hymns and
worship every week for six months in the absence of a priest. Some of these devout people
walked as far as ten miles each way, she noted.33
The propensity of the Church to appoint French bishops long after the majority of
diocesan Catholics were no longer French is a topic worthy of further study. Neither Bishops
Brute nor Hailandiere spoke English or German when they immigrated, although it has been
recorded that Hailandiere learned to speak these languages passably well. Bishop Brute
agonized that he was unable to preach to most of his flock in their native tongue. He wrote in
his journal after a visiting a German parish, “I wept bitter tears, raised my hands to heaven,
and told my sorrow to God.” Attempting to improve this situation, he sent Vicar-General
Celestine de la Hailandiere to Europe in 1838 to recruit German-speaking priests and
seminarians. As an illustration of the German Catholics’ dislike of French hierarchy, in 1847
a seminarian in Rome, H.V. Brown, wrote a letter of complaint to the Propaganda. Although

33Kleber, 13: Bokenkotter 335; Guerin, 177.
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he was referring to the Diocese of Louisville, his words are applicable to the Diocese of
Vincennes: “There is not even one French parish in the diocese, and the undersigned has
often heard both the clergy and the people complain that they were given foreign bishops
who had little or no acquaintance with the language and customs of the country .”3'1
However, it is incorrect to assume that there was only animosity between German
and French immigrants. French nuns were held in high esteem by German Catholics. The
Sisters of Providence were (and still are) highly sought-after as parochial school teachers.
Influential families of all denominations sent their daughters to receive a refined education
at Mother Theodore’s academy. And, as Sr. Mary Roger Madden points out, the American
students, in turn “were instrumental in helping the French sisters adapt to the American
way of life.” In a short time the Sisters of Providence’s congregation became diversified as
women from America, Ireland, and Germany professed vows. The foundress wrote to Sr. St.
Charles at Ruille of her “daughters of four different nations” assembled and praying together
under the protection of the Lord.”*35

Canon Law and Women’s Religious Congregations
Significantly for the subjects of this thesis, the period from 1800 to 1860, which
completely encompasses the time of trials (1840-1847), is characterized by canon law
historians such as Constant Van de Wiel as a low point in the history of Catholic canon law.
The influence of canon law in secular society had been waning since its peak in the late
thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries, when the Church contended that canon law
applied not only to Catholics, but even to non-Catholics or “infidels.” This claim of universal
jurisdiction, made in Pope Boniface VIII’s bull Unam Sanctum, had some basis in fact. In

^Vincennes Sun, 1; Kleber, 15; Trisco, 92.

35Mary Roger Madden SP, The Path Marked Out. Vol. 3 (St. Mary-of-the Woods: Sisters
of Providence Office of Congregational Advancement, 1998), 9; Positio, 277-278, letter of 28
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European Medieval society canon law was pervasive, affecting all areas of spiritual and
temporal life. But in the following centuries, in the face of reorganized secular legislation and
growing opposition from state authorities, the influence of canon law declined even within
the Catholic Church. By the time Celestine de la Hailandiere entered the seminary, canon
law was de-emphasized to the extent that it was no longer taught as a separate subject, but
was relegated to a sub-category of moral theology. Priests, bishops, and even members of the
curiae “knew little or nothing of canon law.” Law books were scarce. No general councils were
held during this period to create new canon law or interpret existing laws.36

The Authority of Bishops Following the Council of Trent
The Council of Trent had enhanced and reinforced the power and authority of bishops
as delegates of the Holy See. Wiel said, “The council very persuasively confirmed the
authority of the individual bishop as a delegate of the Pope. The power of exempt orders and
chapters was inhibited.” Trent entrusted diocesan bishops with enforcing disciplinary rides,
and even placed monastic life under their jurisdiction. “New monasteries could not be formed
without the permission of the bishop and regular clergy had to obey the statutory regulations
of the diocese.”37 Bishops in mission territories, which included the United States in the
nineteenth century, were granted more authority than non-missionary bishops. After 1622
missionary bishops were placed under the authority of the Roman Congregation for the
Propagation of the Faith, usually referred to as “the Propaganda.” These bishops too often
found that existing legislation was unsuitable for their situation, and necessarily had to
adapt to changed circumstances of time and place. The persons most affected by missionary
bishops’ enhanced authority were diocesan priests and congregations of women religious.

36Constant van de Wiel, History of Canon Law. Louvain Theological and Pastoral
Monographs 5. (Louvain: Peeters Press, 1991), 161-162; James A. Coriden, An Introduction to
Canon Law, (New York: Paulist Press, 1991), 22.
37Coriden, 25; Wiel, 135-136.
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No mission territory experienced a more extreme change of circumstances than the
United States of America. Charles Lemarie, the first biographer of Bishop Simon Brute, is
quoted in the Positio as stating that from 1834 to 1856 the Catholic Church in America
evolved as much as Europe did in 2,000 years. American society catapulted from
pre-medieval to contemporary times, he claimed. Concurrently, American bishops were
endorsing a system in which they were virtually autonomous, “relatively independent of the
lower clergy and Roman supervision.” Ten national councils were held between 1829 and
1884. During this period of “episcopal collegiality and conciliarism” the American bishops
developed a sense of self-identity and forged a common bond.38 According to Patrick Carey,
“Ecclesiastical government belonged almost exclusively to the bishops after 1829.”39 Mother
Theodore’s time of trials falls entirely within this period which combined rapid and
unparalleled social evolution with virtually unlimited authority of the local Ordinaries.

The Relationship between the Local Ordinary
and Women’s Religious Congregations
Sr. Mary Roger Madden provides the following information about the canonical
history of the relationship between the local bishop and women’s religious congregations.
Before 1215 approval of the local bishop was sufficient to found a new congregation. But after
1215, as reaffirmed by the Council of Trent, new legal structures were created by “Church
authorities who exercised a paternal interest and control over their lifestyles.” According to
Trent, new congregations were to adopt one of the four approved rules, to observe strict
enclosure, and to take solemn vows of poverty, charity and obedience According to canonist

38Positio, 166; Leslie L. Liedel, “Indomitable Nuns and an Unruly Bishop: Property
Rights and the Grey Nuns’ Defense Against the Arbitrary Use of Diocesan Power in
Nineteenth-Century Cleveland.” The Catholic Historical Review. LXXXVI No 3 (2000): 477;
Gerald P Fogarty SJ, “American Conciliar Legislation, Hierarchical Structure, and PriestBishop Tension.” The Jurist Vol. 32, 1972. 400- 401.

39 Patrick W. Carey, People, Priests and, Prelates (Notre Dame. IN: U of Notre
DamePress, 1987), 215.
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Fr. Myles Smith, “the purpose of this legislation was to forestall the formation of too great a
variety of religious orders.” But Jo Ann McNamara regards it as part of a pattern of restoring
the traditional patriarchal order after a brief period during which women religious made
some social, economic, and religious progress.40
The type of Rule required by Trent, while appropriate for cloistered, contemplative
groups, was unsuitable for apostolic missionary communities of the type which proliferated
between 1500 and 1900, including the Sisters of Providence of Ruille-sur-Loir. Because of
desolation wrought by revolutions and wars, the women who founded these new communities
desired to take an active role in the rebuilding of their nations. They preferred to take
“simple” rather than solemn or perpetual vows, and to obtain episcopal rather than papal
approbation. Pope Pius V at first issued a Constitution forbidding such communities, but
eventually the Holy See’s opposition turned to toleration and finally to approbation. In 1749
Pope Benedict XIV set a precedent when he granted lawful rights and privileges to one
“outlaw” institution, the Institute of Mary, also known as English Ladies, by the Constitution
Quamvis Justo. “This document was so clear in setting forth the rights of the local Ordinaries
in relation to these communities that it became the established guide and norm for all
religious congregations until the year 1900.”41
After researching the relationship between women’s religious congregations and local
Ordinaries, canonist Fr. Smith concluded that it was through custom rather than canon law
that local Ordinaries began to establish and approve congregations. This practice dated from
at least the eighteenth century. “By the nineteenth century the power of the local Ordinary
in approving new religious congregations was so recognized that Rome would not extend its
approbation except when the local Ordinary had previously done so.” Not until 1854 did

40Maddcn, Path, 76-77; Myles Smith, “Notes on Canonical Status of the Sisters of
Providence in America in the Nineteenth Century.” In the Positio, 1980, 680; Jo Ann
McNamara. Review of The Devotes: Women and the Church in Seventeenth Century France by
Elizabeth Rapley. History of Women Religious Newsletter, (October 1990); 5.
“'Smith, 681,691.
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Rome give specific norms for applying for ecclesiastical approval directly from the Holy See.
“This freed the sisters, to a certain extent, from the jurisdiction of the local bishop.” The
entire time of trials between Mother Theodore and Bishop Hailandiere took place during this
pre-1854 period when women’s congregations were subjects of the local bishops with no
means of recourse except moving to a different diocese.42

The Rules and Constitutions of Religious Congregations
“It is within the framework of Rules that one must examine the life of a religious.”
Mother Theodore’s perspective of the time of trials cannot be understood without at least a
minimal understanding of the importance of Rules and Constitutions to religious
communities. Bishop Hailandiere caused Mother Theodore and the Sisters of Providence
much suffering by attempting to change their Rules. It is difficult for someone who has never
been a member of a religious congregation to understand the defining role that Rules play for
both the individual religious and the group as a whole. While a twentieth century author
such as Penny Blaker Mitchell may describe them in legalistic terms as laws and procedures
that direct the life and ministry of members of religious congregations, in earlier centuries
Rules frequently were considered to be divinely inspired and to represent the will of God.
Thus, disobedience to the Rules was tantamount to disobedience to God Himself. Ilia Delio
goes further. Rules, she says, are the sine qua non for eternal salvation.43
A primary function of Rules, which was reiterated by the Vatican II document
Perfectae Caritatis, is to carry forward the specific charism and mission of the founder.
Caritas McCarthy quotes P. Molinari, “It is as if the Holy Spirit sent a ray of light which
gifted the soul of the founder. This ray continues on, through the founder, until it reaches the

42Ibid., 682; Mary Ewens, The Role o f the Nun in Nineteenth Century America (New York: Amo
Press, 1978), 105.

43Positio, 406; Mitchell, 16; Ilia Delio, “The First Catholic Social Gospelers: Women
Religious in the Nineteenth Century.” US Catholic Historian. Vol. 13. No. 3 Summer 1995: 6.
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souls of those who are called to a certain religious family...It is thus that institutes receive a
specific mission from the Holy Spirit.” Changing the Rules thus becomes a grave matter, lest
the changes alter in any way the founder’s divinely inspired vision. Yet, Rules must be kept
in perspective vis-a-vis the mission of the universal Church. Sr. Marie Augusta Neal
interjects a cautionary note. Rules and regulations, she notes, may “in time become
sacralized in themselves, often obscuring the very reason for being of the congregation. Some
rules are adopted to keep the charism in place; others, to implement it through ministries;
and still others to manage effectively the whole growing system. Sometimes these pragmatic
norms become so sacred we forget our reason for being.”44

The Role of the Superior as Defender of the Rule
The superior of the religious community is the front-line defender of the Rules.
French priest Louis Cohn C.SS.R refers to superiors as “guardians, promoters, and defenders
of observance.” “The superior who has learned how to maintain the practice of the rule in her
community...can truthfully say that she is fulfilling her duty.” When rules come under
attack, Cohn said, “There can be no fear of going into battle or of the hardships that will
follow.” “What the superior has to do is to reconcile faithfulness to the rule with respect and
obedience that are always due to an authority. Under the circumstances her action could
easily take on the appearance, if not of insubordination, at least of indirect opposition.” In the
case of Mother Theodore Guerin and Bishop Celestine de la Hailandiere, novice mistress Sr.
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St. Francis Xavier wrote, “he regarded as criminal disobedience what we considered to be our
sacred obligation.”45

45Louis Colin C.SS.R, The Practice of the Rule. Translated by David Heimann.
(Westminster, MD: The Newman Press, 1957), 33, 135, 196, 203 (edited by the author for
inclusive language); Positio, 559.

CHAPTER II
THE SPIRITUAL CONTEXT

The French School of Spirituality
Both Anne-Therese Guerin and Celestine de la Hailandiere were strongly influenced
by the French School of Spirituality through mentors and teachers who were Sulpicians or
who had studied at Saint-Sulpice. A Sulpician, Abbe Dujarie, founded the Sisters of
Providence of Ruille-sur-Loir, the congregation in which Anne-Therese professed her solemn
vows. Bishop Hailandiere studied at Saint-Sulpice, although he never became a Sulpician.
Although other spiritual traditions such as Ignatian and Teresian can be identified in their
writings, the subjects of this thesis were principally disciples of the French School. In order
to understand their spirituality and how it sustained or failed to sustain them, a brief
explanation of the major beliefs and characteristics of that school (sometimes also called the
Berullian School or Oratorian School) is in order.
The French School of Spirituality was not a “school” in the usual sense of that word.
Rather, it was a doctrine of theology, spirituality, and pastoral action developed by Cardinal
Pierre de Berulle soon after the Council of Trent. In that post-conciliar world, a new type of
Catholic spirituality blossomed forth, a spirituality which was simultaneously contemplative
and apostolic. After suffering through the humanistic Renaissance and the Protestant
Reformation, Catholics were ready to embark upon their own counterreformation. Reacting
to the Council’s decree on justification, “spiritual masters” such as Berulle, Francis de Sales,
and Vincent de Paul stressed the importance of works of mercy and charity. Yet,
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simultaneously they encouraged “a meditative form of mental prayer which was already
highly cultivated in the fifteenth century.”1 In France, Italy, and Spain, the laity as well as
the clergy embraced this new spirituality.
One reason why the lay people in France were seminal in this sixteenth-century
spiritual renewal was the deplorable condition of the French clergy, monasteries, and
convents. The benefice system had led to misuse of the priesthood as an undemanding yet
lucrative occupation. There were no true seminaries, and many priests and bishops lacked an
authentic religious vocation. Women’s and men’s religious communities were no healthier, as
their numbers included unwilling daughters and sons who had been forced into this station
in life by their families for various reasons. Cardinal de Berulle realized that complete
spiritual rejuvenation of the Catholic Church could not be accomplished without first
reforming the clergy, particularly pastors of parishes. Hence, he and his first disciples
Charles de Condren, Jean-Jacques Olier, and John Eudes (all priests), made renewal of the
priesthood their highest priority. They founded new communities such as Oratorians,
Eudists, and Lazarists. The specific apostolate of the French Oratorians was training of
clergy, and the first seminary they founded was Saint-Sulpice.
Two of the distinguishing characteristics of the French School of Spirituality, then,
are exaltation of the ministerial priesthood and the promotion of holiness in the clergy.
“Although lacking an original theology of priestly ministry, they perceived the importance of
the priest’s mission and the urgency of a profound coherence between his life and ministry.”*2

Theology and Spirituality
The French School had a well-developed theology. Because Berulle believed that the
person of Jesus had been lost in the prevailing theology, he based his theology on the

'Bokenkotter, 222-223.
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Incarnate Word. The sixteenth century was also a period of renewed interest in Scripture
and the patristics, and the French School was solidly built upon what William Thompson
calls a “quaternity:” Scripture (especially John and Paul), Creed, liturgy, and the patristics.3
Grounded in the central mystery of the Incarnation, the other French School theological
beliefs flowed naturally. Yet this movement was not solely intellectual; theology and
spirituality were interwoven. Disciples experienced an interior transformation from Berulle’s
“elevations,” or aspirated prayers, which are interspersed among his theological writings, in
the manner of St. Augustine. The major French School theological beliefs and their
accompanying spiritual characteristics are as follows:

Theology of Christocentrism; Spirituality of devotion to the Eucharist and participation in
the mysteries of the incarnate word. A unique aspect of French School of Spirituality is the
concept of participation in the mysteries of the Incarnate Word. The “mysteries,” also called
etats, states, or interior dispositions, can be compared to the mysteries of the rosary. They
include the Incarnation, the Nativity, the Hidden Life of the Child Jesus, and the Paschal
Mysteries of Crucifixion and Resurrection. John Eudes’ explanation of this concept is perhaps
easiest to follow. The mysteries of Jesus are complete in Him but not in us, His Mystical
Body. God is willing to give us a share in these mysteries so that they may be continued on
earth. This sharing in the mysteries is brought about by grace, prayer, and good works.
Participation leads to cooperation; in the end, God’s plan is carried out. Christocentrism
resulted in the popularity of devotions such as Perpetual Adoration and Forty Hours.

3Madden, Path, 101; William Thompson, The Christocentric Trinitarianism of the French
School of Spirituality. Video recording of a lecture for the conference “Alive for God in Christ
Jesus: Contemporary Influences from the French School of Spirituality,” 1995.
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Theology of the grandeur of God: Spirituality of self-annihilation and submission to Divine
Providence. The French School of Spirituality was Trinitarian as well as Christocentric, as
expressed in respect for the grandeur of God and devotion to the Holy Spirit.
Correspondingly, the theological anthropology of the French School was low. Berulle stressed
aneantissement, or self-annihilation. John Eudes wrote, “We are ‘twice nothing’ before
God...nothing as creatures before the creator and nothing because of our sinfulness.”
Charles de Condren took the idea of aneantissement a step farther with his concept of the
victim-host, a person whose life purpose is to suffer. “Condren was so keenly aware of the
grandeur of God and the absolute dependency of the creature that for him, creatures could
find their true meaning only in a total offering of self as a sacrifice of love and praise, as a
living victim-host.”4
Deriving logically from the French School’s belief in the grandeur of God and the
nothingness of humanity is total submission to and confidence in Divine Providence. Mother
Theodore’s congregation, the Sisters of Providence, was founded on this charism. Perhaps no
aspect of this school of spirituality characterizes Blessed Mother Theodore Guerin more than
her utter and unshakable faith in God’s Providence. When her cause for beatification and
canonization was reviewed, the Roman Congregation made note of “her profound humility
and her distrust of self joined to boundless confidence in God.”5

Theology of the Mystical Body; Spirituality of apostolicity and suffering as a Means of
purification and building up the Mystical Body. Although often characterized solely as
theologians and mystics, the women and men of the French School were propelled by
missionary zeal. Their ultimate goal was to build up the Mystical Body of Christ, the Catholic
Church. Although many of the missionaries traveled overseas to fulfill their apostolic
vocation, a large national spiritual revival effort was also undertaken in France, beginning

*Alive, 115.
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with parish missions. All of the spiritual masters, notably Jean-Jacque Olier and Vincent de
Paul, preached numerous parish missions. This missionary zeal also encompassed education,
catechesis, and health care, particularly of children and the poor.
It is noteworthy that disciples of the French School of Spirituality embraced
suffering, not as an end in itself, but rather a means of self-gift with the ultimate goal of
propagating the Church. According to Sr. Mary Roger Madden, in Berullian spirituality:
“abasement and humiliation center on the sacrifice of Christ on the Cross. But the suffering
is in some way surpassed, deepened, and transformed in total gift in an oblation for the glory
of God and the growth of the body of Christ which is the church.”6 Many of Mother
Theodore’s journal entries and letters reflect her willingness, even eagerness, to suffer. One
of her most often quoted expressions is “Hail crosses, great and small, spiritual and temporal,
exterior and interior, hail!”

Theology of Mary as spiritual model; Spirituality of Marian devotion. William
Thompson notes the natural passage from Christology to Mariology in the French School.7
Interior participation in the mysteries of Christ also included Marian mysteries, centered on
her divine maternity. Mary is the exemplar of the French School: self-emptying and totally
receptive to the will of God. Olier proposed Mary as a model of the priesthood because both
are entrusted with carrying the Body of Jesus.8 Many Marian devotions, some of which are
still widely used, were developed during this period by disciples of the French School of
Spirituality. John Eudes wrote an extremely popular devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus
and Mary. This devotion eventually became a feast day on the Catholic calendar, the Feast of

6Mary Roger Madden SP, Contemporary Significance of the French School of
Spirituality. Presented at the conference “Alive for God in Christ Jesus: Conference on the
Contemporary Significance of the French School Of Spirituality.” 1995.
7William Thompson, ed. Berulle and the French School. The Classics of Western
Spirituality. Translated by Lowell M. Glendon, SS. (New York: Paulist Press, 1989), 47.
8Deville, 149.
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the Sacred Heart. The “Reunion” prayer said daily by every Sisters of Providence is an
abridged form of Eudes’ Sacred Hearts devotion. The disciple best known for his devotion to
Mary is Louis Grignion de Montfort, “The Apostle of Mary.” His Treatise on True Devotion to
Mary was a favorite work of Mother Theodore, who required all of the sisters to read and
meditate on this devotion daily. This is the same work praised in 2000 by Pope John Paul II.
Of interest is the fact that Montfort lived in Rennes, the same town where Anne-Therese
Guerin and Celestine de la Hailandiere were to serve the church in the capacity of school
superintendent and assistant pastor.

French School Influences on the Sisters of Providence
Raymond Deville, the spiritual descendent of Cardinal de Berulle as Superior
General of the Order of Priests of Saint Sulpice, summarizes the French School of
Spirituality: It is at once pastoral, missionary, deeply spiritual, mystical, and apostolic.
French School discipleship results in bold and confident action in the name of the Lord
without fear of the consequences. Sr. Mary Roger Madden, historian of the Sisters of
Providence and one of the presenters at a 1995 national conference on the French School of
Spirituality, identifies its streams in the Sisters of Providence tradition: “Evidence of the
influence of the French School is abundant: devotion to the Eucharist expressed in the
practice of daily Mass and in Perpetual Adoration; to the Sacred Heart and to the Blessed
Virgin; a reverence for both the office and the person of the priest; emphasis on the virtue of
humility and self-abnegation—these are all part of a spirituality nurtured for more than 150
years.”9

9Deville, 17; Madden, Path, 103.
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The Sisters of Providence of Ruille-sir-Loir
There with faith and love she follows in the paths her Saviour trod,
There she daily sings the praises of the providence of God.
Now her heritage to labor in the coarse religious dress,
And God’s children now to solace, now to comfort and to bless.

The Angel’s Record, a Tribute to Mother Theodore, Our Beloved Foundress

Foundation and Early History
The foundation of the Sisters of Providence of Ruille-sur-Loir could not have been less
auspicious. Had Mother Theodore been present, she could rightly have used one of her bestknown sayings, “All appearances are against it.” According to William Tallett, 450 women’s
religious congregations were created between 1800 and 1880. These congregations “answered
the need for the spiritual and physical regeneration of a nation battered and demoralized by
the French Revolution.” Unnoticed among them was a tiny community of two. These pious
women, whose names are not recorded, agreed in 1806 to help Fr. Jacques-Francois Dujarie,
a country pastor in the Diocese of Le Mans, by catechizing children and visiting the sick and
poor. The pastor’s original intent was not to found a congregation of consecrated sisters, but
only an “association of pious women, without definite commitment, to work under his
direction.” Gradually other women joined the two, until the nucleus of a community was in
place.10
Fr. Dujarie had studied at the Sulpician seminary in Angers, where-he was
influenced by the French School of Spirituality, particularly Vincent de Paul, John Eudes
and Jean-Jacque Olier. Born of a peasant family, he was raised in a town with the prophetic
name of Ste. Marie du Bois (St. Mary of the Woods!) When his studies were interrupted by
the French Revolution, he was forced to study covertly, and later was secretly ordained in a
barn or cellar. The story of how Fr. Dujarie, lacking financial resources, provided the first

l0Tallett and Atkin, 23; Brown, 10; Positio 406.
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home for the nascent women’s community is interesting. On Sundays the catechism classes
would gather stones and pile them along the roads. Later in the week farmers carted them to
an area called The Heights. From these stones Fr. Dujarie built a two-room cottage which he
named “La Petite Providence,” reflecting his strong faith in Divine Providence.
By 1820, it was apparent that the community needed more structure if they were to
continue to flourish; in addition, the women wished to profess vows. That year Fr. Dujarie
organized the association of women into a religious congregation, taking its name from the
little house—the Sisters of Providence. Their first regulations were formulated by Fr. Dujarie,
aided by a Jesuit priest, Fr. Chapelle. (The content of these earliest regulations will be
discussed below.) A habit based on local Breton peasant dress and bonnet was adopted. The
first elected Superior General was Julie-Jos6phine Zoe du Roscoat, who took the name
Mother Marie Madeleine, but by tradition is always referred to as “Mother du Roscoat.” She
was of noble birth, the daughter of a count, with an excellent education and “a reputation for
wisdom and sanctity.”11 Part of professing Divine Providence is believing that God provides
the perfect person in times of need, and so He did with Mother du Roscoat, who ably led the
Sisters of Providence into maturity.
Tiny, cold and drafty Petite Providence was by now outgrown, and so Fr. Dujarie
purchased a small field and built a stone house on the banks of the Loir. The foundation was
laid in 1820. Called Grande Providence, this Motherhouse was also near the parish church,
which ended the three-mile walks to Sunday Mass for the sisters. By the time the sisters
moved to Grande Providence in 1822, they numbered fifty nuns and twenty houses.*12 This is
the “Motherhouse of Ruille-sur-Loir” which figures so prominently in the lives of AnneTherese Guerin and Celestine de la Hailandiere.

"Mug, 61; Brown, 12.
l2Brown, 18.
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Unfortunately, Mother du Roscoat never resided in Grande Providence, as she died in
early 1822 of typhoid fever. Although many feared that the first superior was irreplaceable,
her replacement was already being prepared by God. “Not so great or grand perhaps, but one
upon whom the Holy Ghost would confer the needed powers to continue Mother du Roscoat’s
work.” Said to have been named as her preferred successor by Mother du Roscoat on her
deathbed, Perrine-Aimee Lecor was a sailor’s daughter from the Isle of Brehat. She spoke the
Breton patios and was never fluent in “proper” French. Taking the name Mother Mary, she is
regarded by the Sisters of Providence as co-foundress in honor of the imprint which she left
on the congregation. Mother Mary Lecor remained in office for nearly fifty years and is
credited with building a community of 750 sisters and eighty-six establishments.13
These three-Fr. Jacques-Francois Dujarie, Julie-Josephine Zoe du Roscoat, and
Perrine-Aimee Lecor-are rightly considered the living stones of the Sisters of Providence.
But the contributions of another person must be acknowledged: Jean-Baptiste Bouvier,
Bishop of Le Mans. For twenty-one years Bishop Bouvier, the sisters’ ecclesiastical superior,
was a devoted friend and patron. An authority on canon law, he wrote their first official rules
at the request of Mother Mary. To Mother Theodore Guerin, Bishop Bouvier was a stalwart
champion, a person whose letters could always be depended upon for good advice and
welcome support. “Of all the personalities destined to play an important role in the
foundation of the Sisters of Providence in America, none was more influential than this good,
loyal, learned, and distinguished Prelate.” 14

Rules and Spirituality
The Sisters of Providence’s earliest regulations, drawn up by Fr. Dujarie, included
four vows: poverty, chastity, obedience, and dedication to teaching young girls and caring for
sick poor. Other than these vows, the regulations were informal and not explicit. Christian

l3Ibid.t 15, 21.
l4Ibid., 252-253.
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practices such as prayer in common and examination of conscience were recommended, and
the sisters were to recite the Little Hours of the Office of the Sacred Heart of Mary. Most of
them were still taking only annual vows, although some were permitted to take perpetual
vows at the bishop’s discretion. “In 1834, when the congregation counted 255 professed
sisters, Mother Mary asked Jean-Baptiste Bouvier, the bishop of Le Mans, to write a Rule.”15
Bishop Bouvier complied with the Sisters’ request, producing the Rule of 1835, which is the
one which Mother Theodore and her companions took to America and defended so staunchly
against Celestine de la Hailandiere during the time of trials. The precepts of this hundredpage document, formally titled Constitutions et Regies des Soeurs de la Providence de Ruillesur-Loir, Diocese du Mans, are the following.
1. The Purposes of Community are:
A. To devote itself to the instruction of young girls and the care of the
unfortunate
B. To contribute to the sanctification of their neighbor
C. To strive for perfection
D. To glorify God
2. The four vows were retained. Sisters could profess vows every five years, or, at
bishop’s discretion, take perpetual vows.
3. A long novitiate was stipulated. .
4. Each house was to maintain a free school for poor children
5. Each house was to maintain a pharmacy to dispense remedies free to the poor.
6. Government consisted of “a superior-general, assisted by a particular council and a
general council, which under the presidency of the Bishop of Le Mans or his delegate
represents the whole congregation.”16
7. The sisters were to recite the Little Hours of the Office of the Sacred Heart of
Mary.

l5Mitchell, 16.
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8. The community was dedicated to the Blessed Virgin Mary, the Holy Family, St.
Joseph and the Infant Jesus. Patronal feasts were to be Assumption, St. Joseph’s Day
and Christmas.

Several aspects of the 1835 Constitution and Rules were to prove troublesome for
Mother Theodore and her companions. The primary reason for Mother Mary Lecor’s request
of the Bishop to develop a Rule was because after twenty-eight years of existence, the Sisters
of Providence were still not officially recognized by the diocese. Their founder was a country
pastor who had never sought or obtained episcopal approbation. In producing the Rule of
1835, Bishop Bouvier rectified this problem. However, by placing the Sisters of Providence
under his own authority he unwittingly created an enormous obstacle for Mother Theodore
and the Indiana motherhouse. The Bishop of Vincennes immediately disputed this primacy
in the belief that, as their local Ordinary, his authority over them superseded that of the
Bishop of Le Mans. Thus did Mother Theodore’s most faithful supporter, Jean-Baptiste
Bouvier, unwittingly sow some seeds of the “time of trials”.
The stipulation to provide a long novitiate also became an issue during the time of
trials. Less problematic, but still of concern, was the requirement to provide a free school for
poor children. In order for missionary sisters to provide schools for the poor in America, it
was necessary for them to maintain simultaneously a boarding school or “academy” which
charged tuition for daughters of the well to do. As distasteful as this situation was to the
French sisters, they found it to be a necessity. The experience of the Sisters of Providence in
this regard parallels that of numerous European-based congregations, including the School
Sisters of Notre Dame and Mother Seton’s Daughters of Charity.17

17Ewens, Role o f Nun, 47.

CHAPTER III
EARLY LIFE AND PERSONALITY
In sunny France, long years ago, in far-off Brittany,
where the river Loir in rippling waves flows onward toward the sea,
In a home where God’s bright angels e’er their tireless vigils kept
O’er all its favored inmates, there a new-born slept
The Angel’s Record, a Tribute to Mother Theodore, Our Beloved Foundress

Anne-Therese Guerin/ Sister Saint Theodore, SP
Anne-Therese Guerin was born on October 2, 1798 in Etables-sur-Mer, Brittany,
France. The families of both of her parents were of the lesser nobility-distinguished old
families who were reduced to near-poverty by the French Revolution. Sr. Theodosia Mug
describes them as typical of their class: “From this state of affairs there sprang up a class,
poor as to estates and moneyed capital, but retaining that impression of respectability and
culture that belonged to the upper classes. They were isolated by circumstances, their
intellectual superiority keeping them above the masses, and family traditions preventing
them from mingling in circles in which there was no social kinship. Among this class were
the families of Laurent Guerin and Isabelle Lefevre.”1
The Positio describes the Guerin family as people of profound faith, upright
conscience, and generous charity. The Lefevres were one of the oldest families in Etables.
Devout Catholics Laurent and Isabelle Guerin consecrated Anne-Therese to the Blessed
Virgin the day after she was born, and dressed her in white or blue until the age of ten. At an*
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early age she confided to her confessor that she wished to become a nun. However, her
vocation was delayed when her father was murdered while returning home from a naval
expedition. At the age of fifteen Anne-Therese Guerin became the household manager and
caregiver for her nine-year old sister and mother, an invalid who suffered from depression.
The teenager worked as a seamstress to raise money. When her daughter reached twentyfive, Mme Guerin, who had opposed Anne-Therese’s desire to enter a convent, at last agreed
to her wishes, saying “I can no longer refuse God the sacrifice that He asks of me.” Initially
Anne-Therese was attracted to the contemplative vocation of the Carmelites, but God had
very different plans for her. She was introduced by a friend to a newly-founded apostolic
order, the Sisters of Providence of Ruille-sur-Loir. On 18 August 1823 she entered the
novitiate and two years later professed her first vows as Sr. St. Theodore. In 1831 she
professed perpetual vows, which at that time were optional.2

Spiritual Formation
“Even when a child, she led a devout life. She was not a half-way Catholic.” Because
teaching orders of priests and nuns had been driven out of France during the Revolution,
little formal religious education was available to young Anne-Therese. Mme Guerin was her
daughter’s first religion teacher. Later this duty was assumed by a distant relative, a
seminarian who was afforded asylum in their home while waiting to complete his studies in
the wake of the Revolution. Under his tutelage Anne-Therese was permitted to receive her
First Communion at the age of ten, two years younger than the norm of that time. Even at
that tender age the depth of the future Mother Theodore’s spirituality manifested itself when
she asked her pastor if she might consecrate her heart to God alone. “He assured her that
she would one day belong to God alone, if she did not take back the heart she then
consecrated to Him.”3

2Positio, 7, 19; Guerin, xv.
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Anne-Therese developed a habit of prayer early in life. As Mother Theodore, she
would later write, “What strength the soul draws from prayer!” Having been consecrated to
Mary on the day of her birth, it was natural that many of her prayers were centered on the
Mother of Jesus. She recalled later in life that she was on her knees praying to the Blessed
Mother when Mme Guerin came into her room to tell her that she was now free to become a
nun. Anne-Therese believed that, in answer to her prayers to her heavenly Mother, her
earthly mother had dropped all objections. Anne-Therese was also devoted to two patron
saints, a local Breton named Ann d’Auray, a patroness of sailors, and Ann the mother of
Mary.
Her spiritual life was always mature, even during her youth. The responsibilities she
assumed after her father was murdered, administering a household and caring for a younger
sibling and invalid mother, undoubtedly helped to prepare Anne-Therese Guerin for a life of
self-giving. Srs. Mary Cecilia Bailly and Theodosia Mug both consider that these misfortunes
of her early life helped shape her character. Sr. Theodosia wrote, “This courage of her youth
was the heroism of her later life in embryo.” The child Anne-Therese spent much time
meditating on the Passion and Crucifixion. An anonymous contributor who seems to have
known Mother Theodore Guerin well wrote in Souvenir of the Fiftieth Anniversary of St.
Mary's Academic Institute that to overcome irksome duty or painful sacrifice, Anne-Therese
would place herself in spirit “on Calvary’s summit,” thereby receiving needed inspiration.4
An accident that occurred only four months after she entered the novitiate served to
strengthen Sr. St. Theodore’s spirituality. Her digestive system was irreparably harmed
when a “violent remedy” was administered for an unspecified illness, possibly smallpox. The
remedy saved her life but rendered her unable to digest solid food for the rest of her life. (“A
Prolonged Lent” is how the author of the Positio characterized her life without ordinary food.)
Yet, as Sr. Theodosia Mug relates, during this “forced leisure” she developed a habit of deep
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recollection which stayed with her for the rest of her life.5 She used the time profitably to
unite her own suffering with that of the Crucified Jesus, and for the rest of her life was able
to draw strength from her many illnesses. Due to a misunderstanding with Mother Mary
Lecor, Sr. St. Theodore found herself exiled to the remote village of Soulaines. But, again, a
seemingly negative situation turned out to be fruitful, as she used her new-found spare time
“to advance her religious perfection by means of assiduous meditation and spiritual
reading.”6 During this period she deepened her already extraordinary spirituality and powers
of discernment. Unbeknownst to her, Sr. St. Theodore was being prepared in Soulaines for
her life-work, the foundation of the Sisters of Providence in America.

Personality and Leadership Ability
What kind of person was Anne-Therese Guerin? The words of those who knew her
need no further embellishment. Mother Mary Cecilia Bailly, who succeeded Mother
Theodore, wrote in a Letter Circular after the death of the foundress whom she had known
for fifteen years, “She possessed to an eminent degree all the virtues of Christian perfection,
though charity did seem to transcend them all; it was her favorite virtue.” Mother Mary
Anastasie Brown, the third superior general, who was a child when she first met the
foundress wrote, "When Mother Theodore came to meet us I was at once completely won by
her amiable manners. She manifested an exquisitely simple cordiality, but when occasion
required, she could be a queen in dignity.”7
Sr. St. Francis Xavier described her religious mother to her biological mother: “This
good mother has all the tenderness, I should even say all the weakness of a mother; if anyone
could replace a mother it is indeed she.” The same nun wrote to her aunt on 22 November

5Positio, LXXV; Mug, 74.
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1839, “Mother Theodore is broad-minded, although austere; she is charming without
knowing it, lively without being tiresome. One cannot help loving her.”8 The compiler of the
Positio, who did not know the foundress personally, but devoted ten years to studying her
life, found her to be “open, frank, trusting, submissive. . .respectful, exact and realistic. .
.humble, and full of deference.”9 Both Celestine de la Hailandiere and Fr. Stanislaus Buteux,
the first chaplain of St. Mary-of-the-Woods, warned the foundress soon after her arrival in
Indiana that founding a community of missionary sisters was the work of a saint.10*Their
choice of the word “saint” was apropos; did they recognize sanctity abiding within this frail
Breton nun? Or were they merely warning her that the trials which lay ahead would be far
worse than those already endured?
Of course Anne-Therese Guerin had flaws; she was human. Mother Mary Lecor
mentions her pride, haughtiness, and firmness of manner in a letter of 8 December 1840. The
foundress herself laments her shortcomings of pride, impertinence, and haughtiness in a
letter the following year to Mother Mary. The words with which Sr. Joseph Eleanor Ryan,
compiler of the Positio, described Mother Mary Lecor may also be applicable to Anne-Therese
Guerin, “She was a Breton, possessed of an impetuous disposition and tenacious will.”11
Mother Theodore also admitted that she disliked certain people, notably Sr. Olympiade, and
thus may have treated her more harshly than she deserved.12
But Mother Theodore’s abilities as administrator, leader, and spiritual director were
not impeded by whatever faults she may have possessed. Due to circumstances which will be

8Corbiniere, 388, 58.
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described below, she was forced to organize, lead, and administer the community at St. Maryof-the-Woods with virtually no guidance or counsel. As a leader, Mother Theodore Guerin
was practical and compassionate. For example, she wrote to a pastor, “We are not called on to
do all the good possible, but only that which we can do.” She frequently reminded her hard
working parochial school teachers not to fast too severely, spend too much time in prayer and
mortification, or go out in inclement weather. “That kind of fervor is not fervor at all, but real
imprudence.” She also counseled scrupulous Sr. Maria, who felt that she must confess her
sins twice a week, “As soon as we have fallen into a fault let us humble ourselves, ask pardon
of God, and go our way as before.”13 When Sr. St. Francis Xavier offered to make the
sacrifice of not writing to her family in France, Mother Theodore, knowing what pain it
would cause the le Fer family, insisted that she write. She was an excellent judge of
character. Taking aside the pretty and intelligent Irma, Mother Theodore told her “My dear
child, I believe you are not vain of your exterior but you have too much consideration for your
intellect.” Irma wrote in a letter, “I blushed like a cock. Think of it! At the first glance she
had guessed my weakness... How clear-sighted Mother Theodore is!”14
Very few women of her time and place were called upon to administer a business
such as the facility of St. Mary-of-the-Woods. In a letter of 31 October 1846 to Mother Mary
Lecor, she wrote, “It is not customary in this country for women, whoever they are, to occupy
themselves with what is called ‘Business.’” Mother Theodore performed administrative and
financial tasks competently; her poor command of the English language did not deter her
from bargaining for better prices with tradesmen and shopkeepers. A woman who saw the
superior conducting business in Terre Haute said to her in astonishment, “You are the man
of your house.” She had “a great capacity for business, and a judgment capable of
understanding and directing.” Sr. St. Francis Xavier wrote to her mother, “The best
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financiers declare that she surpasses all in business matters. Our community is free from
debt.”15
Mother Theodore’s spiritual direction was individualized to the postulant or novice;
she advised a sister who was in charge of her first mission to do likewise. “The talent of a
good Superior is to. . .ask of each one only what she is able to give.” At times she used what
modern society would call “toughlove.” Sr. Olympiade, for example, was given “a hard
novitiate since we left France, and she has become, in consequence, like a piece of wood.” Yet,
in the case of Sr. St. Vincent, an overly-sensitive postulant whom discipline discouraged, “I
shall be obliged to speak only to God of my pains and anxieties (regarding her).” In the case
of “an elite soul,” Sr. St. Francis Xavier, special care was required. Her sister Clementine de
la Corbiniere witnessed the change in her sibling, “Her prudent superior did not suppress the
abundant sap of the young tree entrusted to her; but by pruning and engrafting, she caused
it to bring forth wonderful fruit... perfected and supernaturalized by divine love.”16

Celestine de la Hailandiere
Celestine Rene Laurent Guynemer de la Hailandiere was born exactly five months
before Anne-Therese Guerin, on 2 May 1799, at the family estate near Combourg, Brittany.
Fr. Herman Alerding said that his many names were given him “on the day of his baptism as
a reminder through all his life of special honor and a duty of special virtues.” Since he was
born before the Concordat of 1801, the infant Celestine was baptized surreptitiously by a
priest who was concealed in the house. Much less is known about his family than that of
Anne-Therese Guerin. Rose Dawson Schultheis, in her chapter about Celestine de la
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Hailandiere in Pioneer Bishops of Indiana, states that his family had once been ranked
among the nobility of France, but as royalists, were reduced to “near poverty” by the rise of
Napoleon. Evidence disputes this statement, however, because he seemed to have access to
modest sums of money both during his episcopacy and in retirement.17
As a young man, Hailandiere, although “of noble birth and assured of an honorable
career in civil life” studied law, completing his studies at the age of twenty-four. He was
afforded several opportunities including that of serving at the court of the king, but took an
appointment as a judge at Redon in 1822. Fr. Alerding believes that, considering his
intelligence and capability, Hailandiere was on track to become a minister to the royal court.
However, the devout young Catholic was unenthusiastic about a career in the field of law or
politics. When he attended a mission given by the Fathers of the Faith (the name used by the
Jesuits, who were suppressed at that time), he discerned that his true vocation was the
priesthood. He “resolved to renounce the world and the flattering prospects held out to
him.”18 Resigning his post suddenly, Hailandiere entered the local seminary at Rennes. He
later transferred to Saint-Sulpice and was ordained in Paris in 1825.
He served in Rennes for ten years, eventually becoming an assistant in the
aristocratic parish of St. Germain. During this time (1826-1834) Sr. St. Theodore Guerin was
also working in Rennes as the superior of the Saint-Aubin school. “It seems highly probable
that that the two were acquainted, but there is no evidence of that.”19 In 1835, Bishop Simon
Brute, a native of Rennes, returned to France to raise funds and recruit priests for his
impoverished Vincennes diocese. Sr. Mary Borromeo Brown said, ”His phenomenal
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and Langen Printing Co., 1902), 85; Alerding, 195; idem, The Diocese of Fort Wayne,1857September 23, 1907, a Book of Historical Reference, 1689-1907. Fort Wayne: The Archer
Printing Co., 1907. Online. 24 August 2000, 1.
l9Eileen Ann Kelley SP, interview by author 22 September 2000, St. Mary-of-the-Woods.
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reputation for sanctity and zeal was recognized all over France during his year’s search there
for funds and priests.” When in Rennes, Bishop Brute asked Bishop de Lesquen to point out a
worthy priest who might immediately function as his vicar-general. “The priest thus
indicated to him was the learned and distinguished curate in Bishop Brute’s native parish of
St. Germain, Abbe Celestine Rene Laurent Guynemer de la Hailandiere.” In turn, the young
priest was impressed with Bishop Brute, accepted his offer, and “resolved to follow him
across the Atlantic to the remote wilderness of Vincennes.”20 He arrived in Indiana in the
Fall of 1836.
Although he was vicar-general, Hailandiere was not at first named coadjutor/
successor. According to Robert Trisco, when an American bishop desired a coadjutor/
successor, he was to submit a list of three names to the archbishop and a petition to the
Sacred Congregation. Hailandiere was not Bishop Brute’s first choice because of his
unfamiliarity with the English language and American customs. Trisco notes that some other
American bishops also expressed doubts about Hailandiere for the same reason. Several were
concerned enough to send written opinions to the Baltimore Council that Hailandiere’s
inability to preach well due to his failure to master English was a serious obstacle to an
episcopacy. However, others prevailed who contended that command of the language is not
vital if the proposed coadjutor is otherwise qualified. Sr. Mary Borromeo Brown attributes
Brute’s hesitancy to name Hailandiere his successor not only to his poor command of English,
but also to “certain defects of personality which will become apparent later on.” Even
stronger words are recorded in the annals of the Eudist priests, as quoted in the Positio. The
naming of Hailandiere as his successor, the annals state, was an “enormous mistake” on the
part of Bishop Brute.21

20Brown, 40, 41.
21Trisco, 78, 86; Brown, 49; Positio, 687, footnote 10.
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Personality and Leadership Ability
165 years after his arrival in America, the second bishop of Vincennes remains an
intriguing figure. Lacking a biography or personal journals, the reader must uncover
Celestine de la Hailandiere’s persona by piecing together selections from his correspondence,
his pastoral letter of resignation, and from observations of him by persons who knew him.
Besides Mother Theodore Guerin, others who knew Hailandiere well and left written
descriptions of him were Fr. August Bessonies, Col. Charles Blanchard, Mother Cecilia
Bailly, and Sr. St. Francis Xavier.

Figure 2. Celestine de la Hailandiere, Second Bishop of Vincennes.
He was a handsome man, a fact borne out by a photograph which appeared in the 6
May 1934 Vincennes Sun. (Figure 2) Mother Cecilia Bailly recalls his “appearance of dignity
and elegance graced with an air of piety that both pleased and edified.” He was also tall and
robust, as evidenced by his vestments and life-sized bust which are displayed at the Old
Cathedral Museum and crypt. The physical contrast between the imposing bishop and the
frail, petite foundress must have been startling. Father Herman Alerding said, “Bishop
Hailandiere was a man of majestic appearance; his smile, when pleased, full of grace and
dignity, exercised a bewitching attraction which none could resist; his frown, when
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displeased, made everybody quail.” He was could be persuasive, almost charismatic.
Hailandiere convinced Irma le Fer de la Motte (later Sr. St. Francis Xavier) to enter the
novitiate for the sole purpose of serving in Vincennes as a missionary.22 Eudist priests, Holy
Cross Brothers, and the Sisters of Providence likewise said “yes” to his impassioned plea to
serve God in the Indiana wilderness. He was energetic to the brink of hyperactivity, as
commented on by numerous writers.23 He wrote of himself “What do you say to a man who
has not the time to think and who should?”
According to Mary Carol Schroeder, Celestine de la Hailandiere “possessed an
unusual prescience, constantly looking forward to the expansion of the Church in Indiana.”
The second bishop of Vincennes had a clear vision of how the development of the diocese
should unfold. He also had the foresight and resources to make real much of his vision.
Returning from France in 1839, he brought back a large number of vestments, sacred vessels,
books and supplies. When diocesan priests were sent to the missions, they were provided
with vestments, supplies, and a horse and bridle. (As an amusing aside, Fr. August Bessonies
said that the pony provided to him must have been devout because it kept falling to its
knees.)24
Yet Bishop Hailandiere had a major flaw-this zealous, intelligent, and energetic man
was incapable of delegating authority or work. He insisted on doing everything himself.
Again, Alerding: “He attended to everything personally, and, although he had a VicarGeneral near him, a superior of his seminary, a superior over the community of St. Mary’s, a
rector for his cathedral, he hardly would allow them to do anything. There was, in
consequence, a general feeling of uneasiness, nobody knowing what he was to do or not to
do.” Col. Charles Blanchard, a close acquaintance of Bishop Hailandiere, said, “He could find

22Bailly, 931; Alerding, Ft. Wayne, 3; Corbiniere, 42.
23Alerding, Ft. Wayne, 1; Positio, 168, 233.
24Mary Carol Schroeder, The Catholic Church in the Diocese of Vincennes, 1847-1877
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no one to do things as he wished them done. . .Because of this he was practically without
assistants, although he had good ones. He had the machinery, but did not know how to
employ it to advantage” [emphasis mine]. The compiler of the Positio, using language which
resonates with twenty-first century Catholic teaching, said, “He did not take into account
that he was dealing with human beings who had their own ways of thinking and acting. He
did not know how to make use of collaborators.”252
6
Celestine de la Hailandiere was emotional, suffered from depression, and at times
displayed a fierce temper. Mother Theodore wrote to Ruille, “He is sad, gloomy even, colder
than most Americans.” Even a return trip to his homeland in 1844 brought him no joy. He
wrote to the foundress from France, “My poor heart has been for a long time so withered that
it can no longer open itself.” His depression was exacerbated by the diocese’s financial
condition, as he related to Mother Theodore in 1841, “My debts have not diminished. . .This
in truth it is which crushes me. I do not know where to find the money. This is why I am
overwhelmed with depression which nothing can relieve, not even the success which God is
giving you.” In his pastoral letter of resignation he claims to have been cast into despondency
by the faithful’s lack of confidence in him.
There are hints that he may have had a bipolar disorder. (“He seemed to be two men
in one.”) He is variously described by Sr. Georgia Costin as “unpredictable,” by Sr. Mary
Theodosia Mug as “fickle,” and by an anonymous Eudist priest (probably Fr. Pierre-Maurice
Berel) as “discontented,” and “decidedly peculiar.” When the bishop’s childhood friend Sr. St.
Francis Xavier arrived from France, he was cold and distant, failing even to shake her
outstretched hand.20 “Mother said that she never knew what mood the bishop would be in

25Alerding, Vincennes, 178; Charles A. Blanchard, A. A History of Catholicity in Indiana.
Vol. 1. (Logansport, IN: A.W. Bowen Co., 1898), 65; Positio, 710.
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when he showed up.”27
Despite his extraordinary gifts and accomplishments, “Monsignor . . . was to suffer
and to cause suffering when he encountered thorns and aridity in the place where he
expected to see everything blossom according to his desires.” Perhaps the best and most
compassionate sketch of Gelestine de la Hailandiere is contained in the Positio. “The cares
which overwhelmed him, his many projects, his inability to speak the language of the
country, the difficulty that he constantly met in his dealings with his co-laborers, his
temperament already noted, all contributed to making him difficult to approach and to
understand. Possessed of an indefatigable zeal, he wished to undertake everything at once;
lacking the means, he suffered himself and caused suffering to all around him.”28

Indianapolis, Indianapolis, np; Positio, 611, 168; Georgia Costin CSC, Hailandiere of
Vincennes: His Views on Women Religious. Unpublished ms presented at Conference on the
History of the Congregations of the Holy Cross, 1991, 6; Mug, 280; Anonymous letter to a superior
12 December 1841, N-61, Archives, The Old Cathedral, Vincennes.
27Kelley, interview.
28Positio, 599, 169.

CHAPTER IV
THE TIME OF TRIALS 1840-1847

The Foundation of St. Marv-of-the-Woods
No temple fair, with gleaming spire, up-pointed to the sky,
No golden cross its story told to weary passer-by
A cabin rude, where flowers oped their petals to the sun,
Was all that marked the dwelling of the High and Holy One.
The Angel’s Record, a Tribute to Mother Theodore, Our Beloved Foundress

By 1837 Bishop Brute knew that he was dying. A severe cold had turned into
consumption or tuberculosis. The bishop sent his coadjutor, Celestine de la Hailandiere, to
France to raise funds and recruit personnel, especially German-speaking priests and nuns
who could establish and maintain parochial schools. While in France, Hailandiere received
word that Bishop Brute had died and that he was now the Bishop of Vincennes. At his
consecration in Paris on 18 August 1839 he became the youngest bishop in the United States.
Bishop Hailandiere’s first trip as a prelate apparently was to Ruille-sur-Loir to appeal to
Mother Mary for sisters to establish a house in Indiana. Sr. Mary Theodosia Mug said,
“Mother Mary had never had a thought of extending her Community beyond the confines of
France; yet in so many singular ways had the divine will revealed itself in respect to her
Congregation, she thought it not improbable that this new appeal was another manifestation
of the providence of God directing all things to their good, as well as to His greater glory.”93

’^Blanchard, 69; Mug, 100.
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Mother Mary replied to the bishop that the matter would be proposed to the
community, soon to assemble for their annual retreat. She further stated that she knew but
one person capable of undertaking the foundation. That one person was Sr. St. Theodore
Guerin. The congregation responded favorably, and volunteers were sought. Sr. St. Theodore
was not among the volunteers, “not that she was unwilling to sacrifice home and country;
she deemed herself unworthy of so great a work.” Also, she was by now forty-two years of
age, and perhaps considered herself too old for such an arduous assignment. After long
consideration and prayer, and having been told that the enterprise would have to be
abandoned without her, she consented to the task. She later told Mother Bailly that she was
compelled to make this decision by the words in their Rule “The Sisters will be disposed to go
to any p a rt of the world.”2
Her physician, Honore Lecacheur, was appalled, and waged a letter-writing
campaign against her being sent abroad. In a lengthy letter to the Motherhouse, with a copy
to Bishop Bouvier, he compared her assignment to a death sentence. “She must follow at all
times a liquid diet. . .with the same care that she must exercise to protect herself against the
rigors of too. great heat, against those of too great cold. . . it is prompt death, certain death,
inevitable death; I will say more, it is murder.” Sr. St. Theodore herself naturally had mixed
feelings about leaving her homeland. She wrote to her sister, Mme Letouze, “It was the
dream of my childhood and youth to labor in a special way for the salvation of souls; but little
did I then think I was destined for America... I must get at the work awaiting me at
Vincennes. I long for the time to come, and yet my heart will all but break.”3
Six Sisters of Providence sailed on 27 July 1840 for New York: Sr. St. Theodore, Sr.
St. Vincent Ferrer, Sr. Basilde, Sr. Olympiade, Sr. Mary Xavier, and Sr. Ligouri. According to
Mother Mary Lecor, one would be an assistant to Sr. St. Theodore, one was a writer, one a

2Mug, 101; Bailly, 926.
3Positio, 102-103; Mug, 111.
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seamstress, one was “able to take care of temporalities,” and one was able to visit and care for
the sick. Their ages ranged from twenty-two to forty-two. The missionaries’ initial
assignment was to establish a motherhouse on the model of Ruille and recruit postulants
from the missionary territory. Their primary mission was works of charity. This was not a
temporary assignment; “they fully expected to die in Indiana.” Mother Mary wrote to Sr. St.
Theodore one month before their departure, “Come to Ruille to make your preparations for
the great voyage which will probably separate us for the rest of our lives, until we see each
other in the Bosom of God.” 4

Arrival in Indiana
In a thick forest in Indiana, a little frame church had been built in 1837 on eleven
acres purchased by Bishop Brute from Joseph Thralls. The bishop named the mission St.
Mary-of-the-Woods, apparently unaware that the home of Fr. Dujarie, founder of the Sisters
of Providence, had the same name-Ste. Marie du Bois. Sr. Mary Borromeo Brown wrote,
“The Sisters saw in this little coincidence a tiny ray of heavenly encouragement in their fight
against failure and starvation. The Queen of Heaven had already begun her reign in advance
of their coming.”5
Mother Theodore’s biographers all agree that St. Mary-of-the-Woods was the worst
possible choice for a convent and school. “It was selected without having a single good human
reason for it” wrote Mother Cecilia Bailly, who as the second superior was faced with some of
the same challenges as the foundress. Set deep in the forest, St. Mary-of-the-Woods was not
even a village, but merely a settlement of a few families. It was five miles from the nearest
town, Terre Haute, which unfortunately was situated on the other side of the wide and floodprone Wabash River. It was not uncommon for floods to last from Fall to Spring. In short, the

4Brown, 53; Costin, 4; Positio 939.
5Brown, 55.
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site “was not at all adapted for the establishment of Sisters dedicated to education of the
young and the service of the sick.” Mother Mary Lecor later wrote to the Indiana sisters,
upon learning of their isolation, “It is hard for me to believe that placing establishments in
the forest is a means to have them succeed.”6
After a harrowing fifty-day journey (forty days at sea and ten days on land) the six
Sisters of Providence alighted from their stagecoach on 22 October 1840. One cannot imagine
what the sisters expected to find, but surely it was more than a farmhouse and one-room log
chapel in a forest. Sr. St. Theodore later wrote in her journal her emotions upon beholding
the crude chapel which served as both church and priest’s residence, “Behold the abode of the
God of the universe! Behold that stable, in comparison with which those of the cattle in
France are fine! No tabernacle, no altar; for surely that name cannot be applied to three
boards, four feet wide, resting upon pieces of wood at the corners and supported in front by
two sticks!” Her first instinct was to kneel before the Blessed Sacrament and adore. She
later related that, although the sight of their primitive mission had caused her to lose
courage to the point that she could barely walk, her strength was regained inside the pitiful
cabin in the presence of the Eucharist. Since the Lord was enduring this privation, she
realized, so could she. “She often spoke of the impression she received and of the thoughts
she had had while she knelt in adoration; the moment was very overpowering, it was a
solemn date that commenced a new era of life for her,” Mother Bailly wrote.7
It was Celestine de la Hailandiere who suggested that the Sisters of Providence give
Sr. Theodore the title of “Mother,” and they heartily agreed. For not only was she a maternal
figure, but it was becoming obvious that the little colony thousands of miles from Ruille
would have to have their own Mother Superior. “The work at St. Mary-of-the-Woods...was
seen as a true re-founding, and Mother Theodore was seen as both a foundress and a

6Bailly, 927; Positio, xxxiv, 261.
7Souvenir, 16; Bailly, 934.
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superior general.”8 October 22, the day that the six missionaries first beheld their primitive
dwelling place, is considered Foundation Day.
The little community, installed in a three-room farmhouse, soon began attracting
novices. Mother Theodore wrote to Ruille on November 3, less than two weeks after their
arrival. “The feeble beginnings will be blessed; there are in all of this too visible marks of
Providence for me to doubt it.” Within only six months the community had more than
doubled to sixteen members: four professed sisters, four novices, and eight postulants (It was
a financial hardship to accept postulants because, unlike their counterparts in France,
American women came with no dowry.) Less than two years later, the Sisters of Providence
opened a boarding school for girls as a source of income. Almost immediately, pastors of
diocesan churches began requesting sisters to staff their schools, but Mother Theodore’s
inclination was to expand slowly. She wrote in her journal “I am afraid of proceeding too fast
and the bishop says that in this country nothing is done slowly.”9 The Sisters of Providence
opened their first parochial school in the German-speaking town of Jasper, Indiana. Other
early schools were established in Madison, Fort Wayne, and Vincennes, Indiana, and in St.
Francisville, Illinois.

The Trials
Four months after Mother Theodore Guerin arrived in Indiana, Bishop Celestine de
la Hailandiere wrote glowingly of her to Mother Mary Lecor in Ruille, “Her submission to the
bishop and her confidence in him are especially remarkable; so, I have reason to believe, the
greatest understanding will always reign between us.” The bishop could not have been more
mistaken. Mother Theodore’s own letter to Mother Mary was on target. “The extreme poverty
which we suffer, the cold and hunger of these icy countries and all of that nature will not

8Mug, 142-143; Costin, 4.
9Posilio, 147; Mug, 241.
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really be my crosses, I foresee others much heavier.”10*The next seven years, or time of trials,
were replete with misunderstandings and disagreements between the Bishop of Vincennes
and the foundress of the Sisters of Providence which took their toll on the physical and
emotional health of both. The time of trials culminated with Mother Theodore locked in a
parlor, excommunicated, and expelled from the diocese, and with Bishop Hailandiere
resigning from the episcopacy.

Portrayals of the Time of Trials
In her article “Indomitable Nuns and an Unruly Bishop,” Leslie L. Liedel states,
“historians have emphasized the deliberations of American bishops without adequately
considering the motivation of sisters and their desire to protect the rights of their orders.”11
This statement is correct in general; yet, in the particular case of Mother Theodore Guerin
and Bishop Hailandiere, the opposite is true. Because the bishop had no biographer and did
not consider it necessary to explain his decisions in writing, his reasons and justification
have not been adequately considered. The complex relationship between these two subjects
has heretofore been portrayed only by the foundress’ biographers, and, naturally, from the
perspective of the Sisters of Providence. The authors’ goals were to preserve and promulgate
the life story of Mother Theodore Guerin, not to analyze possible reasons and justification
which Bishop Hailandiere may have had for the decisions he made.
Yet, misunderstandings and disagreements are never one-sided, particularly those
which span seven years. The bishop of Vincennes did have reasons for the decisions that he
made which, when adequately considered, cast a different light on the time trials. But Bishop
Hailandiere’s perspective is not easily obtained. Nineteenth-century bishops did not
habitually explain or justify their decisions. Even after his resignation and during his
retirement the ancien bishop did not attempt to justify the decisions he had made as bishop

l0Positio, 241 (letter to Mother Mary 3 February 1841), 217.
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of Vincennes. The closest he came was an intriguing sentence in his pastoral letter of
resignation: “If you knew the motives of (a bishop’s) actions-motives often different from
those you imagine—which he is obliged to keep secret, you would not venture, I do not say to
blame, but even to judge his conduct, for fear of being rash and unjust in your judgments.” 12
Therefore, the reasons for Celestine de la Hailandiere’s actions and decisions during the time
of trials must be extrapolated from his correspondence, from diocesan documents, and from
the observations of the few persons whom he permitted to know him well.
At their most basic level, the trials were clashes between the Rules and Constitution
of the Sisters of Providence and the needs of the diocese of Vincennes as perceived by Bishop
Hailandiere. As a religious superior, Mother Theodore was duty-bound to preserve intact and
defend the Rules and Constitution which she had professed. Yet, she also was bound to
respect and obey the local Ordinary, her lawful superior. Therefore, she was constantly being
placed in the untenable position of choosing between disobedience to her Rules or
disobedience to her bishop. For his part, Bishop Hailandiere had developed an ambitious
plan for the rapid growth of his diocese in which the Sisters of Providence were to play a
pivotal role-but as a diocesan community which answered solely to him. As will be related, it
would have been impossible for both of these intelligent and capable people to fulfill their
obligations because they were at cross-purposes; for either one to succeed, the other would
have to capitulate.
Undeniably, Mother Theodore suffered greatly and acted heroically in defense of the
Rules. In recognition of her virtue, Blessed Mother Theodore Guerin has been beatified and
may one day be canonized a Saint of the Catholic Church. The name of Celestine de la
Hailandiere, in contrast, deservedly or undeservedly, lives on in infamy. Mary Ewens, in her
well-researched 1981 article “The Leadership of Nuns in Immigrant Catholicism,” cites as the
worst example of a “high-handed” nineteenth century bishop who “tried to usurp undue

i2Pastoral Letter, np.
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power over (nuns)”—Hailandiere of Vincennes.”13 Yet, Ewens admits immediately, “there was
often no clear-cut right or wrong answers in disagreements over policy” between bishops and
mothers superior. For the sake of justice, and considering the high esteem in which the
foundress and the bishop of Vincennes held each other, an objective analysis of their time of
trials is overdue. To that end, this chapter will first itemize the series of events which
constituted the time of trials, avoiding dramatic language. Next, possible sources of the
disagreements will be proposed and analyzed from the perspectives of both Mother Theodore
Guerin and Bishop Hailandiere. These sources include external forces which influenced the
two subjects—forces which were unique to the American Catholic Church in the period
between 1800 and 1860.

When Mother Theodore Guerin returned to France in 1843 she took a list of eleven
questions to ask Bishop Bouvier. By analyzing this list of questions and the answers she
received, the reader is enlightened about the types of trials to which Mother Theodore was
being subjected. Note that the year of her trip, 1843 is not even the midpoint of the 18401847 period which constitutes the time of trials. Worse trials lay ahead. In fact, some of the
most serious transgressions took place while the superior was in France seeking counsel.
Included in the following list are the major misunderstandings and disputes which comprise
the time of trials, although it may not include every minor misunderstanding which occurred
between Mother Theodore Guerin and Celestine de la Hailandiere.

1. The Sisters of Providence of St. Mary-of-the-Woods requested that their Rules and
Constitution be approved by the Bishop of Vincennes. This was not done.
2. The Sisters of Providence requested that the title to the land of St. Mary-of-the-Woods be
given to them. This was not done; the title was retained by the Bishop of Vincennes.
3. The Bishop of Vincennes did not forward to the Sisters of Providence money which had
been donated to them through his auspices.
4. The bishop requested that the Sisters of Providence make changes in their Rules.

13Ewens, 105.
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5. The bishop requested that the Sisters of Providence change their habit.
6. The bishop of Vincennes did not allow their superior to use the title of “Mother.”
7. The bishop sent unsuitable novices and insisted that they be accepted into the community.
8. The bishop received sisters into the profession of vows without consulting the community.
9. The bishop opened and closed establishments to be staffed by the Sisters of Providence
without consulting the community.
10. The bishop assigned sisters to establishments and moved them to other locations without
consulting their superior.
11. Some of the sisters whom the bishop assigned to establishments were novices who did
not have time to receive sufficient formation as a religious.
12. On two occasions the bishop ordered the election of a Mother Superior against the wishes
of the community.
13. The bishop forbade Mother Theodore Guerin to visit the establishments staffed by Sisters
of Providence, reserving this right to himself.

Factors Influencing Mother Theodore Guerin’s Decisions
The Obligation of the Superior to Uphold the Rules of the Congregation. “Everything that the

Servant of God did from the beginning of the foundation she did in the spirit of the Rules of
her Congregation, which she wished to preserve in their integrity.” Three weeks after their
arrival in Indiana, Mother Theodore wrote to Mother Mary Lecor: “Monsignor wished to
make one change today, another tomorrow, but we have held firm and nothing, absolutely
nothing, has been changed.” Yet, the requirements of their Rules frequently were at odds
with the diocesan development plan of Bishop Hailandiere. This type of collision course
between the Rules of women’s religious community and the authority of a local bishop was
widespread in antebellum America; in fact, Barbara Misner, as quoted by Leslie Liedel,
considers it to be the single most important factor within each community.14
Of the eleven questions posed to Bishop Bouvier by the foundress, the one which
seems to have concerned her most was the prohibition against visiting sisters in the outlying

NPositio, 411, 211-212 (By convention the Positio does not refer to the person being presented by
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missions. “If the Bishop does not approve that the Superior or her delegate visit the
establishments but if he does not forbid it, what should be done?” Bishop Bouvier’s answer
was: “She should visit her establishments. That is indispensable” [emphasis mine]. Sr. Mary
Carol Schroeder believes that this dispute was the principal cause of Mother Theodore’s
eventual excommunication.15 From Bishop Hailandiere’s perspective, if the congregation
were diocesan, it was appropriate for him to visit the establishments and check on their
progress. The prelate may also have had a covert motive for forbidding Mother Theodore to
visit the outlying establishments. In his correspondence he expresses fear that the Sisters of
Providence would unite against him and seek asylum in another diocese. In keeping the
groups of sisters separated and incommunicado, they were less likely to take this step.
Hailandiere’s fear was not groundless, as Mother Theodore had asked for and received
permission from Bishop Bouvier to relocate to another diocese. She wrote to several bishops
who had previously offered asylum in their dioceses, including Peter Paul Lefevre of Detroit,
to ask whether the offers still stood.16
Another matter which caused the Sisters of Providence much distress was the
sending of postulants by the bishop and his insistence that they be accepted into the
community. Some of these women were nuns from other religious orders who had been
persuaded to ask for reception at St. Mary-of-the-Woods by Bishop Hailandiere. The first
instance of this happened when the original group of sisters arrived at St. Mary-of-theWoods. Four prospective postulants awaited their arrival, sent by the bishop. Included
among them were two from other orders, “a circumstance which was far from receiving
Mother Theodore’s approval.” Novice mistress Sr. St. Francis Xavier disparaged these types

15Positio 470; Schroeder, 6.
16Positio, 582. (Letter to Mother Theodore 26 April 1844), 604, (Letter to Fr. Corbe 18
July 1844), many others; Coincidentally, the bishop of Detroit’s surname was the same as
that of Anne-Therese Guerin’s mother. (See also IV, 69 below.)
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of postulants as “cast-offs from other communities.”17 The Sisters of Charity of Nazareth,
Kentucky, from whose congregation four of them were “cast,” likewise complained to Bishop
Hailandiere to cease interfering with their Congregation. Their superior, Mother Xavier,
received a curt reply that the Sisters of Charity were welcome to withdraw from the diocese.
This community, which had served Catholics in Indiana since 1824, long before Vincennes
was a diocese, did withdraw their sisters.
While Mother Theodore was in France raising funds, the bishop admitted two novices
and three sisters from another community “all without the advice or consent of the Sisters,”
the foundress later recorded in her journal. Mother Theodore believed that only the
congregation itself was capable of discerning an authentic vocation. She wrote to Mother
Mary regarding the naivete of American priests (presumably including bishops) “When a girl
says she wishes to be a Nun, they believe her to have all the necessary qualities.” Mother
Theodore’s position was ultimately validated by the Propaganda, but not until 1887, long
after her death, when it ruled that the contract for religious life is between the novice and
the religious congregation, not between the novice and the bishop. 18
Bishop Hailandiere’s habitual sending forth of young women before they were
sufficiently formed was a trial for the community, and was against their Rules as well. (The
Rules stipulated “a long novitiate.”) For example, in 1843 the two Sisters of Providence whom
he assigned to the parochial school in Jasper, Indiana, were both still novices. Sr. St. Francis
Xavier, the novice mistress, preferred that the novitiate extend a minimum of three years
because many novices were both illiterate and uncatechized in the Catholic religion. She
wrote sarcastically in the annals that perhaps the sisters should supply the bishop with a
case of habits “so that the subjects he finds suitable for his Congregation could be sent
immediately on mission in religious costume, and avoid the expense of a journey to the
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Motherhouse.”19 [Emphasis mine]. She later condemned herself for entertaining this
naughty thought.
The foundress was appalled at bishop’s suggestion that the Sisters of Providence
change their habit, which was more than an article of clothing to the sisters—it identified
them and connected them tangibly to Ruille-sur-Loir. In the face of the bishop’s request
Mother Theodore not only held firm and vowed to wear “this holy habit unto death,” but even
wrote to the sisters in France requesting the proper materials so that their habits could be
made according to the Rule. She later sent some of their meager funds to a friend in
Brooklyn, asking her to purchase white calico or muslin for neckerchiefs, as they could find
none in Indiana “wide enough according to the Rule.”20
In May 1844, Mother Theodore tried a different approach to the issue of Rules. She
visited Bishop Hailandiere for the sole purpose of determining what parts of their Rules were
objectionable to him and which parts he could endorse. The sisters would then examine his
response, and if they deemed it unacceptable, the foundress “begged him not to take it amiss
that they should go to another diocese with the Rules they had vowed to observe.”21 ‘Voting
with their feet,” or the threat thereof, was often the only recourse available to nineteenthcentury women’s religious congregations. As happened so often, the results of the 1844
meeting were inconclusive and the situation between Mother Theodore and Celestine de la
Hailandiere remained unchanged.

Lack of an Advocate for Mother Theodore’s Case. According to Leslie Liedel, American
women religious who successfully defended their congregations against the transgressions of
bishops were assisted by clergymen who served as advocates in presenting their case to the

19Ibid„ 512-513.
20Brown, 75; Guerin, 133.
21Posilio, 486.
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Propaganda. “An important element in asserting the sisters’ defense was their reliance on a
network of support from the lower clergy.” Liedel chronicles the case of Mother Julie
Deschamps and the Grey Nuns of the Cleveland diocese. When Bishop Richard Gilmour
demanded the title to the Grey Nuns’ property, Fr. Patrick Quigley, a diocesan priest and
canon lawyer, prepared the nuns’ case and presented it to Rome. “For over two years he
served as their advocate, faithfully refusing to yield to the bishop’s demands.” He eventually
recruited the assistance of “a leading American Catholic theologian, Msgr. James
Corcoran.”22
Divine Providence failed to send a similar advocate to Mother Theodore Guerin.
Perhaps she was unaware of this avenue, or perhaps there was no qualified clergyman.
(Based on the records of the Synod of 1844, including the bishop there were only thirty-seven
priests in the Diocese of Vincennes.) Mother Deschamps had the further advantage of being
located in a major city, Cleveland, whereas, it is impossible to imagine a more isolated
location than St. Mary-of-the-Woods. What is certain is that Mother Theodore Guerin could
not have appealed to Rome without masculine “assistance,” for in the nineteenth century a
case presented by a woman before the Propaganda would have fallen on deaf ears. Several
diocesan priests did write to Bishop Hailandiere on behalf of the foundress, including
ecclesiastical Superior Fr. Corbe; vicar-general Fr. Martin; proto-priest Fr. Lalumiere; future
bishop of Vincennes Fr. de St. Palais, and saintly Fr. Deydier of Evansville. None of these
clergymen were able to influence the bishop’s opinions.
Another potential advocate for men’s and women’s religious congregations in their
disputes with American bishops was their European religious superior. In the case of the
Society of Holy Cross, the Superior in France, Fr. Moreau, strongly supported Fr. Sorin and
the Indiana missionaries against the encroachments of Celestine de la Hailandiere. He even
threatened to remove the Brothers from the Vincennes diocese should the bishop not cease
interfering with their Rules. In contrast, Mother Theodore Guerin did not receive

22Liedel, 466-467.
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unequivocal support from Mother Mary Lecor. The editor of the Positio contrasts the
situation of Father Sorin with that of Mother Theodore: “These matters are discussed here
because they show how a strong and determined man, a priest backed by a Superior whose
full confidence he enjoys, was able to secure the conditions necessary for the religious life in
America: property, and approval of the Rules by the Ordinary; while the Sisters of
Providence, women separated from their Motherhouse in France, received only reproaches
when they continued to solicit the same things.”23

Factors Influencing Bishop Hailandiere’s Decisions
His Diocesan Development Plan. The key to understanding the time of trials from Celestine
de la Hailandiere’s perspective is his ambitious plan for the development of the nascent
Diocese of Vincennes. This plan, which was his overriding concern, could not succeed if he did
not control and direct the religious congregations. “With his background as a skillful lawyer,
his spiritual formation under Sulpiciens, and his experience as a curate in a fine parish in
Rennes, he was well aware of the requirements for a well-directed diocese.” He envisioned
that Vincennes would be modeled after Brittany. The main players would all be BretonsEudist priests, Holy Cross Brothers, and Sisters of Providence. As described by Fr. Alerding,
the plan called for the Eudists to found a college in Vincennes, The Society of the Holy Cross
to open and staff boys’ schools throughout the diocese, and the Sisters of Providence to “take
charge of the education of girls, of orphan asylums, hospitals, etc.”24 The three groups would
serve as diocesan congregations, answerable to and directed by the bishop. When Bishop
Hailandiere’s plan is adequately considered, many of his decisions and actions during the
time of trials are more justifiable than have been previously portrayed.

23Positio, 558-559.
24lbid., 686; Alerding, Vincennes, 169-170.
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If his diocese were to develop in this manner, it would be vital for the size of the
religious communities to increase rapidly so that establishments such as parochial schools
could soon be established and maintained. Following this line of reasoning, one method of
increasing the size of the Sisters of Providence’s community would be for the bishop to send
novices and to receive them into the profession of vows. The bishop could open and close
parochial schools as necessary, and he could assign sisters to them. One example of this type
of activity occurred while Mother Theodore was in France. Bishop Hailandiere opened two
new establishments without informing the sisters’ council. He then announced to St. Peter’s
parishioners that the Sisters of Providence would be coming to teach. Simultaneously he
closed the establishment at St. Francisville, Illinois and reassigned those sisters.25
When Bishop Hailandiere initially told Mother Theodore that he would allow no
other women’s religious communities in the diocese, she was flattered. In a letter to Mother
Mary dated 2 April 1841 she wrote that “Monseigneur has no intention of establishing other
religious in his diocese. . .very great hopes are founded upon this house.” Yet his reason for
not allowing other communities in the diocese was not just Hailandiere’s high esteem for the
Sisters of Providence, but rather for ease of having a single community of women to direct
and control. In attempting to establish a diocesan community of nuns, Celestine de la
Hailandiere was far from an anomaly. Mary Ewens found that many American bishops
formed separate diocesan communities “in response to local needs and untrammeled by
foreign customs or recourse to distant superiors.” Florence Deacon OSF, concurs. “As more
dioceses were formed, each bishop seemed to want a community of women religious under his
control.” She specifically mentions the interference of bishops in community elections and
finances. One of the questions which Mother Theodore took to France for counsel with Bishop
Bouvier was: “Have the Sisters been given to the Bishop of Vincennes to found a

25However, Hailandiere had a good reason for closing the St. Francisville school. He was aware
that Chicago would soon become a diocese, and he did not want to expend further precious funds and
personnel on an establishment that would soon no longer be in the Vincennes diocese.
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Congregation on the model of that of Ruille in all that is possible or to found a Congregation
according to the views of this Prelate?”26
Existing correspondence indicates that Bishop Hailandiere did convey his
understanding of the relationship between the St. Mary- of-the-Woods community and the
Ordinary at least twice; in a letter dated 22 November 1840, exactly one month after Mother
Theodore arrived in Indiana, Hailandiere wrote to her, “0, my good Mother, let us try, from
the beginning, to understand one another. Have enough confidence to trust my word when I
tell you that your establishment is that of the Diocese” [emphasis mine]. He had written
these identical words to Mother Mary Lecor on 29 October 1840.27

His Lack of Understanding of Religious Congregations and Rules. Bishop Hailandiere “did

not well understand the religious fife and its requirements.” But lack of knowledge of
religious congregations on the part of bishops was not uncommon in the antebellum Catholic
Church. Again, Ewens: “To many bishops and pastors it seemed more important to serve the
needy than to follow the minute details of a rule compiled for another country and another
age. Therefore the bishops were constantly urging the sisters to adapt their constitutions,
expand their works. . .and aid the people who needed them.”28 From the bishop’s perspective,
some of his requests which so distressed the Sisters of Providence could have been intended
to alleviate, rather than cause, suffering in their new surroundings. Recall that Bishop
Hailandiere had already resided in America for four years when Mother Theodore and her
group arrived. Perhaps he realized that their elaborate wool habits were impractical for
Indiana’s heat and humidity, and that some of their European rules were equally unsuitable.

26Brown, 103; Ewens, 213; Florence Deacon OSF, OSF. R eview of House of Stone: The
Duluth Benedictines by M ary R ich ard Boo, OSB in History of Women Religious Newsletter
(Ju n e 1993), 3-4; Positio 469.
27Positio, 221, 682-683.
28Ewens, Role o f Nun, 105.
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He dispensed the sisters from keeping conventual silence, as long as their conversations were
in English, a language that he earnestly desired for them to learn.
Although it may be inferred that Celestine de Hailandiere treated the Sisters of
Providence harshly because they were women, documents reveal that his relationship with
men’s religious congregations was equally strained. Both of the diocesan men’s
congregations, the Eudists and the Society of Holy Cross, complained to their superiors in
France about the prelate’s interference in their internal affairs. When St. Gabriel College
failed in 1847, the Eudist annalist attributed its failure to the interference of the bishop of
Vincennes: “He visualized the formation of a diocesan Congregation.” An unsigned letter to
the Eudist superior in France, presumably from Fr. Berel, said that the Eudists “annoy (the
bishop) because he is not the master in our house.” Regarding the Society of Holy Cross, the
famous Fr. Edward Sorin, founder of the University of Notre Dame, wrote to his superior in
France to be on guard “against the pretensions of the bishop of Vincennes to absorb the
foundation of Sainte-Croix at the same time leaving it without any subsidy.”29
Because diocesan priests had no Rules to interfere with their obedience to the bishop,
Hailandiere preferred working with them rather than with religious order priests, despite his
recruitment of Eudists and Holy Cross Brothers. One of the Eudists, Fr. Berel, wrote to his
superior in France that, while he was coadjutor, Hailandiere had “strongly advised
Monsignor Brute to put his college in the hands of secular priests, saying that ‘Congregations
are always either incapable or too independent.’”30 According to Sr. Georgia Costin, a Holy
Cross sister, Bishop Hailandiere likewise desired to control the Holy Cross brothers and
assign them to establishments. He “strongly pressed for having the Brothers’ novitiate at
Indianapolis, from where Brothers would go out to be of service all over the diocese, with the
assignments made by the bishop. . .he wanted (the Holy Cross establishment) dependent

29Positio 557-558; Berel, N-28.
30Berel, N-38.
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upon the diocese but modeled after Sainte-Croix.”31 Fr. Sorin, 215 miles away from
Vincennes at Notre Dame, was in a better position than Mother Theodore to avoid
responding to this request. He managed to avoid sending an answer until the second bishop’s
resignation was a fait accompli.
An anecdote in the book Our Catholic Roots by Walter H. Maloney shows Fr. Sorin to
have been one of very few persons to outwit Celestine de la Hailandiere. The priest was
forbidden to establish a community of Holy Cross Sisters, as this did not fit the bishop’s plan.
However, because Notre Dame was situated only five miles from Michigan, Fr. Sorin
obtained permission from the bishop of Detroit to establish a house for women religious just
over the state fine. “When the bishop of Vincennes heard about this ‘trick’ he was outraged
and protested to the bishop of Detroit that Fr. Sorin had flaunted his order. The protest was
to no avail. In 1855 after Hailandiere resigned and returned to France, Fr. Sorin moved St.
Mary’s Academy. . .to a site adjacent to the Notre Dame campus where it grew into the
College of St. Mary’s of the Lake.”32

The Requirement that Diocesan Estabhshments be Staffed by Nuns
It is true that many of the novices that Celestine de la Hailandiere sent to St. Maryof-the-Woods did not have a religious vocation, but they were nonetheless capable women
who could have served the Catholic Church as lay teachers and administrators had this
avenue been available. This topic deserves further research; it appears that employment of
lay women other than nuns as parochial school teachers and administrators was an
unacceptable solution in nineteenth-century Indiana. Sr. Mary Borromeo Brown wrote that
some of the young women sent by Bishop Hailandiere were capable of teaching, but “the only
way to utilize them, alone and without any knowledge of English, was for them to join a

3lGeorgia Costin CSC, Priceless Spirit: A History of the Sisters of the Holy Cross 18411893. (Notre Dame: U of Notre Dame Press, 1994), 46.
32Maloney, 511.
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religious order.” A singularly unfortunate case was that of Sr. Aloysia, a former Sister of
Charity who was convinced by Bishop Hailandiere to join the Sisters of Providence. He
appointed her directress of the boarding school at St. Mary-of-the-Woods, against the advice
of Mother Theodore. Sr. Aloysia had no religious vocation, and she later left the community.
However, she had several advantages that the original Sisters of Providence did not possess:
she was a native-born American and an English teacher. Because there was no mechanism
for her to serve to the Diocese of Vincennes, the former Sr. Aloysia opened a secular school in
Terre Haute to compete with St. Mary’s Academy. For a while, her school lured away nearly
all of their boarders.33

The Elevated Status of Nineteenth-Century American Bishops. Celestine de la Hailandiere
once threatened the Sisters of Providence that “to oppose the bishop is to revolt against God
Himself.”34 Mother Theodore’s challenges to his divinely instituted authority were
unacceptable and even cause for disciplinary action. The following factors undoubtedly
contributed to Celestine de la Hailandiere’s belief that he was owed unquestioning obedience:
enhancement of the power and authority of bishops by the Council of Trent; the status of the
United States as mission territory; and the exaltation of the priesthood by the French School
of Spirituality. As delineated in his pastoral letter of resignation, Hailandiere believed that
the strength of the Catholic Church was the unbroken chain of hierarchical subordination
from Christ to Peter, from Peter to the bishops, and from the bishops to the priests:
Again, Beloved, permit us to assure you that obedience to the Bishop—submission
to his authority, is the more necessary as you should show in all your deportment,
because the spirit of intemperance, which is diffused so widely in our midst, tends
strongly to the weakening of authority. Confide, then, in the quittance of your Bishop
since the successor of Peter has entrusted you to his direction. Do not forget that you
are established not to direct him, but to be directed by him; not to judge him, but to
submit to his judgment.

33Brown, 211; Positio, 175, 183, 286.
34Mug, 285.
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This hierarchical structure outlined by Bishop Hailandiere was the norm in
nineteenth-century America, said Leslie L. Liedel. It “provided bishops with a substantial
amount of power and, in the minds of the American hierarchy, justified actions that were
often challenged by their subordinates.” 35 The bishops were solidly supported by Pope Pius
VII’s apostolic brief Non sine magno, sent in 1822 to Philadelphia, but addressed to “all the
faithful of the United States of America.” The brief, “a strong reinforcement of episcopal
government” reminds clergy and laity alike that their proper role within the church is to
submit to the bishops.36
On two occasions Bishop Hailandiere attempted to force the Sisters of Providence to
hold an election for superior against their wishes. A description of the first “election” was
sent to Mother Theodore in France by Sr. St. Francis Xavier on 16 August 1843:

I give you a hundred thousand guesses at what we did yesterday- the feast of
the Assumption- from two to three o’clock.... Monseigneur called us into your room
yesterday and the told us that we were brought together to elect a Superior General,
because your term had expired. I shall say nothing of the general consternation; some
were pale, trembling; others were praying. Twenty minutes later, of the six votes
cast, five billets had ‘Sister Theodore,’ the sixth had ‘Ma Mere’; which shows that
your election was unanimous.37
Another election was ordered by the bishop in 1846 during the annual retreat. It was
canceled due to the intercession of Fr. John Corbe, who advised the bishop that, not only was
it against the sisters’ Rule, but that there was no person capable of serving as superior other
than Mother Theodore Guerin. These attempts to hold elections are inexplicable without
taking into consideration Bishop Hailandiere’s perception of the relationship between the
Ordinary and the religious congregation. He explained his position at a conference on
obedience held at St. Mary-of-the-Woods in January 1844, while Mother Theodore was in
France. The details of this conference are recorded in the annals of the community. The

Pastoral Letter, np; Liedel, 477.
36Carey, 258-259.
37Corbiniere, 270-271.
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bishop asked the sisters whom they should obey if there were a disagreement, the bishop or
their Mother? He then argued that obedience was owed to the bishop rather than their
superior because she holds her position by virtue of election, but her election must be
approved by the bishop. If he chose, he told the community, he could impose any superior
upon them without an election.38
Celestine de la Hailandiere was not unique in his belief that the Ordinary was due
unquestioning obedience. The compiler of the Positio stated: “In common with other bishops
of French formation, he saw no limits to the power of the bishop. . .These bishops, in
America, insisted on governing Communities according to their own ideas, in spite of
Constitutions which pointed out the extent of episcopal power and the duties of religious.”
The compiler then quoted from an aggrieved letter of a respected contemporary prelate,
French-born Flaget of Louisville, regarding the Rules of the Sisters of Loretto. “In these rules
it seems that the Superior-general is the only one who counts, and nothing is said of the
authority of the bishop who, being a delegate of the Pope, has every power”39 [emphasis
mine].

The Extreme Poverty of the Diocese. One of the trials between Bishop Hailandiere and
Mother Theodore Guerin was his failure to forward to her money which had been designated
for the sisters’ use. In the nineteenth century the Society for the Propagation of the Faith
(SPF) donated only to men’s religious orders, and depended upon the discretion of the local
bishops to distribute funds to women’s communities. On at least one occasion, and probably
others, Bishop Bouvier had arranged for some of Vincennes’ SPF allocation to be earmarked
for the Sisters of Providence. According to Mother Theodore’s journal, this money was not
forwarded. Another time, according to Sr. Theodosia Mug, a donor in France, the brother of

38Positio 515-516.
39Ibid., 695, footnote 132.
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an Illinois man, had given “a considerable sum” for the establishment of a women’s
community in the Vincennes diocese. This money was not given to the Sisters of Providence,
the only women’s community in the diocese.40
Yet the quandary of Celestine de la Hailandiere was that the Diocese of Vincennes
was impoverished to a degree that is unimaginable to twenty-first century readers. To make
matters worse, in 1840, at the beginning of the time of trials, banks failed in Indiana and
Illinois. The letters of Bishop Hailandiere and journal entries of Mother Theodore note the
personal effects of the bank failure. The bishop of Vincennes wrote to Fr. Auguste Martin, his
vicar-general, that a man who had promised to donate $ 33,500 could only donate $ 25,000
due to the failure of the Bank of the United States. Mother Theodore wrote simply “The
Illinois bank has failed; all the money that we have is in that bank.” To add to the poverty,
the assets of the frontier parishioners were not liquid, but were held in land, livestock, and
grain. In an earlier letter to Bishop Bouvier, Bishop Hailandiere confided that, to raise cash
he was forced to sell an alb, a rochet (an episcopal vestment), and two small pictures.41 It
also is probable that Celestine de la Hailandiere drew from his personal inheritance for
diocesan expenses.
The bishop’s failure to forward to the Sisters of Providence money that had been
donated in their name was likely due to the need to use these funds elsewhere in the diocese.
In 1841 he wrote to them: “I regret that I cannot help you but I have in all just one dollar. I
am waiting for more.” In his pastoral letter of resignation he wrote poignantly that he was
aware of the poverty of the priests and sisters. “Dearly beloved, we have known your
sufferings, and a great cause of the sadness of our hearts was our frequent inability to relieve
them.”42 Pride and embarrassment could have prevented him from admitting the truth to

‘‘“Guerin, 109, 127; Mug, 329.
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42Brown, 139-140; Pastoral letter, np.
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Mother Theodore. If this were the case, he badly misjudged the depth of compassion and
forgiveness within the heart of his venerable co-worker

His Youth and Inexperience. While Bishop Hailandiere’s youth and inexperience do not
justify his transgressions against Mother Theodore and her community, they do help explain
some of the mistakes he made. Vincennes was his first (and last) episcopate; he had the
distinction of being the youngest bishop in the United States at the age of thirty-eight. He
came from a noble family and his only prior ministry was as an assistant in an aristocratic
urban parish. He could not have been adequately prepared for the primitive lifestyle of a
missionary. It is unlikely that Hailandiere had extensive administrative or leadership
experience; it is certain that he lacked experience with and knowledge of vowed religious
communities. Mother Mary Lecor’s first letter to the St. Mary-of-the-Woods congregation,
dated 7 December 1840, mentions this inexperience in response to a letter from Mother
Theodore: “It would not be prudent for you to make any judgment on the character or mind of
your venerable Prelate before you have had sufficient experience in your dealings with him. .
.His inexperience in the conducting of a Community must also necessarily make him
changeable in his resolutions; on the other hand it is necessary that he know you before
committing himself, and in your first exchanges with him you may have put him on the
defensive by your determined manner.”43

His Personality and Method of Leadership. The suffering caused by the trials was
exacerbated by the personality, emotional makeup, and leadership method of Celestine de la
Hailandiere. “The very temperament of that bishop (afflicted) the Servant of God.” As
described above, the second bishop of Vincennes was emotional and suffered from depression
and possibly bipolar disorder. He could be paternal and considerate, but just as often was

43Positio, 238.
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inconsiderate, irritable, and even hostile. He regularly contradicted his own decisions.
Mother Theodore described the bishop as “cold” in many of her letters; once, in a letter to
Canon Lottin dated 25 May 1841, she said, “he is exteriorly of a glacial coldness.” The
compiler of the Positio stated: “The susceptible, authoritarian and changeable disposition of
Monsignor rendered (the sisters’) task almost impossible.”
Bishop Hailandiere was by nature unable to delegate authority or work;
consequently, he accomplished only what he could oversee personally. “He was unable to
collaborate, but only to dominate.”44 His personality, his inconsistency, and especially, his
inability to delegate authority, were the causes of suffering to all who encountered Bishop
Hailandiere. Tragically, they were the sources of suffering to the man himself. He was aware
of his shortcomings, yet he was incapable of change. Fr. Herman Alerding wrote of him with
compassion: “It was the will of God. . .to bend that strong man down, down. A man of deep,
unwavering faith all his life, his life was a never ending struggle.”45

Factors Influencing the Decisions of Both Subjects
The Ambiguous Chain of Command between Le Mans. Ruille, Vincennes, and St. Marv-ofthe-Woods. From 1840 to 1843, the chain of command between the bishop of Le Mans, the
Motherhouse at Ruille, the bishop of Vincennes, and the Motherhouse at St. Mary-of-theWoods was nebulous. When Mother Theodore returned to France in 1843, one of her goals
was to clarify this situation. “Some difficulties had shown us that it was time to set
conditions and to regulate all things.” The Sisters of Providence were not unique in this
predicament. In her comprehensive thesis The Role of the Nun in Nineteenth Century
America, Mary Ewens said that European nuns transplanted to America “were placed in a
difficult position between bishops who insisted on adaptation and community superiors who

^Ibid., 161, 333, 560, 556.
45Aldering, Vincennes, 182.
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maintained that salvation depended on adherence to the constitutions according to which
sisters had made their vows.”40 Recall that the Ruille-sur-Loir congregation had no
experience with foreign missions; the Indiana establishment was their first.
Archival documents reveal that both Mother Mary Lecor and Bishop Bouvier foresaw

that the St. Mary-of-the-Woods group would soon separate from the Motherhouse. Mother
Mary realized that she could not adequately direct a community on the other side of the
world, especially once it began admitting novices from a society which was foreign to her.
Bishop Bouvier had written to Bishop Hailandiere on 27 February 1840, eight months before
the sisters arrived: “It would be better if the community would depend only on you and your
successors.” However, the mutual understanding or “unknown agreement” among Mother
Mary Lecor and the two bishops was not communicated to Mother Theodore and the
missionary sisters; they expected to remain attached to Ruille. “One can only regret that
(Mother Mary) had not more clearly manifested her point of view concerning the separation
before the departure of the Sisters in 1840.”*47
Proving that she was unaware of the unknown agreement, Mother Theodore wrote to
Bishop Bouvier soon after the sisters’ arrival: “I am going to ask in the name of all your
daughters of the Woods that you will never permit this poor little House of the Forest to be
separated from its trunk. If you cut it off it will wither like the branch cut from the tree
which gave it life.”48 Archivist Sr. Eileen Anne Kelley told this writer “It would seem that
intellectually, the original group of sisters knew that they would have to separate from
Ruille. But in their hearts, it was so hard!”49 The question of attachment to the Motherhouse
was finally settled by mutual agreement of the two bishops in 1843, when it was decided that

^Positio, 194; Ewens, Role o f Nun, 106-107.
47Positio, 78, 681, 467-468.
^Guerin, 82.
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the Indiana community would answer directly to the bishop of Vincennes. According to
Sisters of Providence historian Sr. Mary Roger Madden “the ties of affection were never
severed, however, and to this day the French and American communities maintain strong
bonds of concern and support.”50
Archival evidence is conflicting as to whether Bishop Hailandiere withheld the title of
“Mother” from Sr. St. Theodore. In Mother Mary’s letter of appointment she had named Sr.
Theodore as ‘Superior of the Mother House’ in Indiana and Superior General of all the other
houses which shall there be established later on. By special dispensation the Bishop of Le
Mans had appointed Sr. Theodore ‘Foundress and Superior General for life, or as long as the
interests of the new community require.’ But Clementine de la Corbiniere wrote: “Bishop
Hailandiere withheld that title from her. . .and he did not permit her to wear the special
pectoral cross that had been given her.” Other accounts indicate that Celestine de la
Hailandiere not only permitted, but even suggested, that the sisters call their foundress
“Mother” the first time he visited St. Mary-of-the-Woods (See II, 55, above). If he did withhold
this title, it may have been a ploy on the part of Bishop Hailandiere to encourage
independence from Ruille. Yet, in twice calling for the election of a new superior, he seems to
acknowledge that Mother Theodore was de facto the superior. Sr. St. Francis Xavier notes
this inconsistency in the annals. “If our Mother were only a local superior, her appointment
would have to come from Ruille, and the position could be held for any length of time. Why
then, should an election be demanded? If she was our legitimate Superior General, why deny
her the title and the cross worn by the Superior?”51

Trusteeism/Disputed Ownership of Catholic Church Property. “Tension within the
nineteenth-century American Catholic Church often centered on the question of ownership of

50Maddcn, No Exile, 19.
5lCorbiniere, 270-271.
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several types of church property. . .Most American bishops shared the opinion that
institutions supported by the faithful belonged to the diocese and that the Ordinary should
hold the title in the name of local Catholics. Nuns were angered that bishops refused to
recognize not only their legal right to own property but the property rights guaranteed in
their constitutions.” In the case of the Sisters of Providence, Bishop Brute had purchased
land from the Thralls family which became St. Mary-of-the-Woods. The deed to this property
was retained by his successor, Celestine de la Hailandiere. But Mother Theodore considered
it vital for the Sisters of Providence to own land on which buildings would be constructed.
Therefore, she wrote several letters to Bishop Hailandiere requesting that the deed be turned
over to her congregation. She also wrote to Bishop Bouvier: “Being only the stewards of the
community we could not in conscience build on land that did not belong to it.” “The Sisters
questioned whether it would not be rash and contrary to all their principles to build on land
which did not belong to them, and perhaps would never be theirs.”52
But Hailandiere’s position on this issue is clear. As part of his diocesan plan, all
church property would be owned by the bishop. His primary motivation may have been to
forestall problems associated with trusteeism (see I, 17-18, above). Also, recall that he was a
product of the French Revolution, born soon after the Reign of Terror. Confiscation of church
property was one way that the French government had undermined the Catholic Church, (see
I, 5, above). Celestine de la Hailandiere may have been determined to prevent the loss of
Church property which took place in his native country from being repeated in his adopted
nation. The Synod of Vincennes devoted much of its time to this issue, with the resultant
decree: “No new church is to be built in the future unless the ownership has first been
assigned to the Ordinary by a written instrument.”53
Even though St. Mary-of-the-Woods was not, strictly speaking, a parish, ownership of
the land by the bishop would have been in accord with the synodal decree. Moreover, until

52Liedel 459; Mitchell 90; Positio 600.
53Synod, 8.
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1846 the Sisters of Providence were not incorporated nor did the original sisters become
naturalized American citizens. According to Mother Theodore’s own letter of 6 April 1846 to
Bishop Hailandiere, before those two changes took place only the American-born sisters could
have owned land, and then only as individuals. While his intermittent promises to give the
deed to the sisters are inexcusable, it appears that it was legal and even proper for the bishop
to maintain possession of the land title to St. Mary-of-the-Woods.

Lack of Guidance from Canon Law. “We cannot forget, either, the absence of precise
canonical rules at this time, governing the reciprocal rights of the bishop and the religious
congregation, and their mutual duties.” Recall that the period from 1800 to 1860 was a
unique period in the history of canon law. Seminarians did not study it, and law books were
scarce; as a result, many priests and bishops were unfamiliar with canon law. It may be
assumed that Celestine de la Hailandiere, even though he had once been a civil attorney and
judge in France, had limited knowledge of canon law. Bishop Hailandiere did attempt to
determine some of his rights at the Fifth Provincial Council of Baltimore. According to the
annals of the Sisters of Providence, he “examined” the rights of a bishop at this council, and
concluded that among his rights were those of assigning nuns and changing their Rules.54
The date of official separation of St. Mary-of-the-Woods from Ruille-sur-Loir was 12
September 1843. After that date the American community considered it vital for their future
existence that the Rules of Ruille receive written approbation from their local Ordinary. Yet,
approval of the Rules of a religious congregation was no simple matter, and until 1854, (after
the time of trials) no specific norms were available to local bishops. Therefore, Bishop
Hailandiere’s refusal to approve the Rules and Constitution may have been less a personal

54Positio 560, 480. But neither this subject nor any subject related to religious
congregations is mentioned in the pastoral letter issued by this council. Celestine de la
Hailandiere was a signatory to the pastoral letter. (NCCB, United States Conference.
Pastoral Letters of the United States Catholic Bishops, edited by Hugh J. Nolen, Vol. 1.
[Washington: United States Catholic Conference, 1984]: 140-154.)
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affront to Mother Theodore than hesitancy to take this significant step without directives
from the Holy See.

Lack of Peers with Whom to Consult. Neither Bishop Hailandiere nor Mother Theodore had
readily available peers with whom they could consult. Decisions had to be made quickly, and
both subjects were called upon to manage crisis after crisis without the benefit of experienced
advice. It is difficult for communication-enhanced twenty-first century readers to
comprehend the isolation in which these pioneers lived their daily lives. For example, a letter
sent to Ruille from St. Mary-of-the-Woods would take four to eight weeks to reach its
destination, and an equal amount of time to return. During one period neither Mother
Theodore nor any of the sisters received a letter from the Motherhouse for one year, an
anniversary which the foundress sadly noted in her journal. Yet, even had communication
been better, concluded Sr. Joseph Eleanor Ryan, compiler of the Positio, Mother Mary could
never have been the adviser that Mother Theodore sought. “The Servant of God loved and
respected this Superior, and longed for her counsels and kindly direction; but Mother Mary
never seemed to understand the situation of the American Sisters in their far-off mission.”55
Among the persons to offer written advice and consolation to Mother Theodore
Guerin were Fr. Augustine Martin, Fr. Napoleon Perche, and of course, Bishop JeanBaptiste Bouvier. The earliest surviving letter received by Mother Theodore in the New
World was from Fr. Martin, a Breton who had directed the community’s first retreat. “(God)
permits all these little miseries in the beginning to test your courage as Mother and
consolidate the work. You know well, Mother, that all the works which God does by human
hands must be. . .purified and consecrated by tribulation.” Fr. Napoleon Perche, a benefactor
of St. Mary-the-Woods who later became Archbishop of New Orleans, gave Mother Theodore
pragmatic advice. She should write to her superiors in France, he proposed, and have them
give her ‘orders.’ “And these ‘orders’, coming from persons who you are bound to obey, will

55Mitchell, 54; Positio, 400.
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deliver you from the difficulties that the bishop or others might arouse.”56 But Fr. Perche
obviously did not comprehend the crux of Mother Theodore’s dilemma--Bishop Hailandiere’s
belief that his authority superseded that of any superior in France.
Celestine de la Hailandiere was not in the habit of seeking advice from associates;
unsolicited advice from Bishop Bouvier and other clerics went unheeded. The former
addressed a letter to Bishop Hailandiere on 8 November 1843 “with fraternal liberty in the
charity of J. C.” regarding the latter’s relationship with the Sisters of Providence: “The
Bishop must have the superintendence and the high direction; but he must leave to the body
its free action and must abstain from whatever could appear arbitrary. . .But he must not
force, he must not even urge, the admission of any one, nor regulate their temporal affairs
himself in any way whatsoever. . . He is their guardian and protector, but he does not
manage for them.”57
Culmination and Resolution
By 1844, Celestine de la Hailandiere “saw dissatisfaction all around him... the
institutions he had established with so much love were suffering.” His co-workers had been
rendered insecure and discontent by the combination of his inability to delegate authority
and his unpredictability. Diocesan institutions had come to a standstill. In 1845 the bishop
left for Rome to tender his resignation to Pope Gregory XVI. His offer was refused: the pope
saw before him a robust man in the prime of his life. Returning to Vincennes with some
papal gifts, Bishop Hailandiere “resigned himself to the obedience of dwelling in the midst of
discontent.” But conditions had worsened. Fr. Alerding wrote: “There was real and now loud
dissatisfaction. He saw it, he felt it. He reproached himself for it. Yet his ardent and lofty
spirit could not well check itself.”58

56Positio, 307 (1842 letter).
57Guerin, 127-128.
58Alderding, Vincennes, 177; Blanchard, 66; Alerding, Vincennes, 178.
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The beleaguered bishop wrote to the Sixth Provincial Council of Baltimore, offering
again to resign. In his letter of 13 April 1846 he gives as reasons his lack of ability, his need
for physical and mental rest, and unspecified “difficulties” upon which he refuses to
elaborate. His resignation was forwarded to Rome, and this time it was taken under
advisement.59 The unspecified difficulties referenced in Bishop Hailandiere’s letter
undoubtedly included his worsening relationship with Mother Theodore Guerin and the
Sisters of Providence. He had produced a ten-page “Formula of Apologies” for them to sign,
hinting that he would release the title to their land if they recanted. But as they had nothing
to recant, they refused. Sr. St. Francis Xavier spoke for all: “It is to buy pardon at too dear a
price if it must be bought by an untruth.”60

Culmination of the Time of Trials
On 20 May 1847 the time of trials between the two Bretons missionaries reached its
culmination. Mother Theodore, suffering from a bad cold, was summoned to the bishop’s
residence. “The bishop reproached her violently for every possible fault, including writing
against him to the Sixth Provincial Council of Baltimore, which she certainly had never
done.” Bishop Hailandiere commanded Mother Theodore to leave the community and not
communicate with them, even by writing. When she refused, he locked her in the reception
room of his house and went to dinner. Later, when the Vincennes sisters came looking for
their Mother Superior, the bishop unlocked the door. Mother Theodore described her reaction
in her journal: “After an instant’s reflection I cast myself on my knees before Monsignor,
asking him to pardon the faults of my administration; I asked his blessing, and said Goodbye,

59Georgia Costin CSC noted that “the Sisters of Providence have believed that Bishop Bouvier’s
intrevention was instrumental in having the Sixth Provincial Council of Baltimore recommend that Rome
accept Bishop de la Hailandiere’s resignation,” (Priceless. 43) but this intervention was unnecccsary; the
bishop of Vincennes’ problems were well known to Archbishop Eccleston from the letters he had received
over the years.

60Celestine de la Hailandiere, Letter of 13 April 1846. 25-B-6, Archives, Archdiocese
of Baltimore; Mug, 329-330.
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promising to obey him.” That evening, after the Vincennes sisters had removed their
foundress from her place of confinement, the bishop came to pronounce sentence. He released
Mother Theodore from her vows, excommunicated her and ordered her to leave the diocese
immediately. “She was forbidden to return to The Woods. She was deprived of all rights of
superiorship. . .No priest was to hear her confession or admit her to the sacraments... any
Sister who attempted to follow or go with her would incur excommunication.”61
But God intervened on behalf of his servant. She was siezed with a violent fever; her
cold had turned to pleurisy, making travel out of the question. Chaplain Fr. Corbe came
secretly to anoint her and to hear her confession, an act of mercy which became known and
caused him to he disciplined. The bishop’s nephew, Fr. Audran, likewise broke his uncle’s
prohibition against bringing the sacraments to the gravely ill foundress. For three weeks
Mother Theodore lingered between life and death, but gradually drew back to life. (She later
wrote to Bishop Bouvier that she had thought she would die, and would have been happy to
do so, if her death saved the congregation “from total ruin.”)62
But if Bishop Hailandiere imagined that St. Mary-of-the-Woods would go on without
its foundress, he badly miscalculated the depth of love and esteem in which the entire
community held Mother Theodore. The carriage which she had reserved returned empty to
St. Mary-of-the-Woods, amid great consternation. When their superior’s situation became
known, every sister, postulant, novice, and workman said that they would go with her
wherever she went, despite being under an edict of excommunication. Even Fr. Corbe sent in
his resignation. “Word got around to her Sisters on the local missions, who also opted to
follow her wherever she might go.” One sister made her way to Vincennes with a bag
containing their important papers and their meager sum of money--necessities for starting
over in a new diocese. The community was not without options, as the bishops of New York,

61Costin, Hailandiere, 8; Positio LXXIX; Guerin, 212.
62Mug, 354; Costin, Hailandiere, 8-9; Positio, LXXIV.
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New Orleans, and Detroit had issued standing invitations to them should they ever desire to
relocate. Trunks and wagons were being packed and cows were being sold when unofficial
word arrived that the bishop’s resignation had been accepted by Pope Gregory XVI and that a
successor had been appointed.63
Inexplicably, the Holy See failed to notify Celestine de la Hailandiere formally that
his resignation had been accepted. He did receive unofficial confirmation from his brother in
Europe. He wrote several pleading letters to the Propaganda asking about his status, but
they went unanswered. (“What crime have I committed that his Eminence does not deign to
write me a word?”) To add insult to injury, a letter was received from Rome addressed to
“Msgr. Bazin, Bishop of Vincennes.” Bishop Hailandiere issued a not unreasonable public
statement that he would not relinquish his authority until he personally had received official
notice. When his appointed successor, John Stephen Bazin, a native of Lyons and vicargeneral of the Diocese of Mobile, Alabama, proceeded to appoint a vicar-general to represent
him in Vincennes, Hailandiere thwarted communication between them. Finally, “after
waiting several weeks for formal announcement from Rome, (Hailandiere) addressed himself
to his flock on the subject of his withdrawal from the diocese and the appointment of a new
bishop for the see.”64
Bishop Bazin was consecrated on 24 October 1847, with ancien bishop Hailandiere in
reluctant attendance. He had made several offers of his services to his successor, and became
despondent when his offers were refused. Fr. August Bessonies, who had been ordained by
the second bishop and considered him a spiritual father, wrote:

63Mitchell, 100; Guerin. 213; Costin, 9; Joseph B. Code, Great American Foundresses. (New
York: MacMillan, 1929), 315.
64
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Although Rt. Rev. Bishop de la Hailandiere had resigned of his own accord, when the
time came to leave the diocese for which he had worked so hard, and which he loved
so much, his courage failed, and he was very anxious to remain at Highland, and
form there a house of missionary priests, to give missions in the diocese and
elsewhere. But Bishop Bazin, fearing some misunderstanding in the future, refused
to accede to that request, and Bishop de la Hailandiere’s feelings were severely hurt
by that refusal.65

After resting the winter in New Orleans, Celestine de la Hailandiere returned to his
ancestral home in Brittany where he retired at the young age of forty-nine. He was a bishop
without a see, never appointed to another episcopacy. He fondly remembered the Diocese of
Vincennes and often sent money, vestments, and altar decorations, including a substantial
gift of $750 shortly before he died. Hailandiere outlived both of his successors. He died on 1
May 1882, and, at his request, his remains were brought back to Vincennes for internment
under the sanctuary of the cathedral in “The Chapel of the Bishops.” Twenty-five priests and
three bishops, few of whom had known him personally, concelebrated a Pontifical High Mass
for the bishop who had left Vincennes in disgrace thirty-five years earlier. According to Rose
Dawson Schultheis, “He left but one brother, age seventy-seven, who was childless, and with
him died the family name that had ranked among the nobility in the days of the glory of
France.”66
Why did Celestine de la Hailandiere resign his episcopacy? Some have speculated
that his frequent offers to resign were insincere threats used as leverage, particularly for
obtaining a coadjutor.67 It is true that many of his letters to Archbishop Eccleston do
mention resignation, even as early as 1842. On 11 March 1846, he wrote to Archbishop

65Blanchard, 66 footnote.
66 Schultheis, np.
67Costin, Hailandiere, 10; Positio, 661.
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Eccleston: “I have never been 48 hours without wishing to resign.”68 However, it seems that
he eventually had suffered enough, both emotionally and physically, from the constant
disharmony in his diocese, which he realized would never end as long as he was in office. He
explained his decision to diocesan priests, religious, and laity in an emotional pastoral letter
dated 16 July 1847. This letter was published in English, German, and French, and
disseminated throughout the diocese. In it Hailandiere mentions three reasons for resigning:
the terrifying responsibility of the episcopacy, his inability to conquer difficulties and
withstand trials, and his love of the diocese.
Why, Dearly beloved, have we desired to withdraw? We will tell you in all
simplicity, it is because the Episcopal charge, oppressive to all and extremely so to us,
on account of our weakness, has continued to be insupportable, notwithstanding
every effort we have for years made to sustain ourselves under its weight. It is cause
the responsibility which it involves, both for time and eternity a responsibility which
terrifies even Saints. If even it had not sufficiently awed us in the beginning
continues to do so more and more. It is because, if we have properly comprehended
the difficulties of our position, and deeply felt its thorns, the strength and energy to
conquer the former, and bear meritoriously the latter, have equally failed us. Again
why? It is because we greatly love the Diocese, and believe that any other Prelate will
serve it more advantageously than ourselves.69
In a less emotional and more reasoned letter to-the Propaganda dated 10 June 1844,
Celestine de la Hailandiere suggests insightfully that the time is right for an American-born
bishop. “Foreigners and—if I may say so—Frenchmen, because of a certain disposition of
mind and sincere piety, can do a great deal of good in the early days of the missions; among
the American people, however, sooner or later foreigners must yield their place to the
indigenous clergy. I think that time has in part arrived insofar as the Bishop of Vincennes is
concerned.”70

68Celestine de la Hailandiere, Letter to Archbishop Eccleston, 25-B-5. Archives, Archdiocese of
Baltimore, Baltimore.
^Pastoral Letter, np. Hailandiere refers to himself in the first person plural.
70Trisco, 89.
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Resolution of the Trials
For Mother Theodore and her community, “after nearly seven years of incessant
struggle, the coming of Bishop Bazin brought peace and happiness and a feeling of security
hitherto unknown at St. Mary-of-the-Woods.” Within a few weeks of assuming the
episcopacy, the third bishop of Vincennes gave the Sisters of Providence the title to the land
of St. Mary-of-the-Woods. John Stephen Bazin, unfortunately, was destined to live a short
life. He died the following Easter (1848) of pneumonia. Mother Theodore was with him when
he died, and his last earthly act was to bless her.
The fourth bishop of Vincennes, Maurice de St. Palais, a native of Rennes, was an old
acquaintance of Mother Theodore and the congregation, who considered him a friend and
protector. The foundress wrote to the Bishop of Le Mans that Bishop de St. Palais “is a
devoted father who counsels us but does not interfere with our administration and liberty"
[emphasis mine].71 One of Celestine de la Hailandiere’s final acts as bishop of Vincennes had
been to approve the Sisters of Providence’s Rule. Bishop de St. Palais assisted Mother
Theodore in making some minor modifications to the Rules so that they would be better
adapted to American circumstances. For so doing he bore the honorific of “Father Bishop” at
St. Mary-of-the-Woods for the rest of his life.72 Pontifical approval of the Rules was much
longer in coming. According to Leslie L. Liedel:
Roman approbation was a valuable tool for nineteenth-century women
religious, because it provided a measurable level of respect, liberated women from the
control of local ordinaries, and allowed orders to seek recourse from Rome in times of
trouble with meddle-some bishops. . .Though much sought after during the second
half of the nineteenth century, Roman approbation was difficult to obtain, especially
in the light of the fact that bishops of dioceses in which women religious worked had
to recommend approbations to Roman authorities.73

71Guerin, 122, 255-6, 318. The fourth bishop was less popular among German Catholics,
not because of any personal deficiency, but because they had hoped not to have another
French prelate.
72Sd«ve/j/r, 80.
73Liedel, 471-472.
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Mother Theodore did not live to witness the approval of the Rules of the Sisters of
Providence by the Holy See. Celestine de Hailandiere himself was responsible for this final
trial of the foundress. Hailandiere had vowed that the Sisters of Providence’s Rules would
never receive papal approbation as long as he lived. Presenting himself (inaccurately) as a
close friend of Simon Brute in order to gain credibility, he filed complaints about the Rules
whenever they were considered for approval, and succeeded in having approbation withheld.
On 18 May 1887, five years after Hailandiere’s death and thirty-one years after the death of
Mother Theodore Guerin, the Rules and Constitution of the Congregation of the Sisters of
Providence of St. Mary-of-the-Woods received approbation from Pope Leo XIII.

The Spirituality of the Subjects

A cross in silent eloquence by far can better tell
The sweet life-story of the one who bore it nobly, well.
The Angel’s Record, a Tribute to Mother Theodore, Our Beloved Foundress

Blessed Mother Theodore Guerin
Mother Theodore Guerin’s spiritual life is not explicitly recorded in her journals. “She
has not left us the story of her interior life. We do not find among her writings spiritual
notes, or personal diary. She had been formed at Ruille, and the Sisters of Providence of
Ruille did not have the custom of putting their thoughts and their feelings in writing.”74
From her writings and from the observations of persons who knew her, we do know that
Anne-Therese Guerin was strongly influenced by the French School of Spirituality, and to a
lesser extent by Ignatian and Teresian spirituality. Fr. Dujarie, who founded the Sisters of
Providence of Ruille-sur-Loir, had received his spiritual formation from Sulpicians. The first
Rules and Constitution of the Sisters of Providence were jointly written by him and a Jesuit,
Fr. Chapelle.

74Positio, 772.
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Characteristics of "the French School of Spirituality which can be identified in Mother
Theodore’s writings are: suffering as an instrument of holiness; reliance on Divine
Providence; self-annihilation; devotion to the Eucharist; Marian devotion; and missionary
zeal. Note how many of these characteristics are mentioned in a letter from Rev. Pelletier,
Superior-general of the Fathers of the Blessed Sacrament, in a posthumous tribute to Mother
Theodore after having read her journals: “Her love of God and souls, her unshakable faith,
her sweet humility and generous abnegation, her confidence in divine Providence in the face
of trials. . .have commanded our admiration.” Caritas McCarthy, in her study of the charism
of foundation, found that the particular spirituality of foundresses “was not a superstructure
or crown on a head, but rather an energizing and an enabling woven into the very fabric of
her life.”76

Figure 3. Mother Theodore Guerin, from an 1855 daguerreotype.
Suffering as a Means of Holiness. The pectoral cross that Mother Theodore Guerin touches in
her only daguerreotype (Figure 3) represents both sorrow and sustenance. In a Letter
Circular of 8 March 1846, during the darkest days of the time of trials, Mother Theodore
wrote: “Let us take courage, my very dear Sisters; the cross, it is true, awaits us at every
turn, but it is the way to heaven.” Sr. Theodosia Mug, the foundress’ early biographer, wrote,
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“The words of St. Alphonsus Ligouri, ‘Be resolved to suffer and to suffer much’ constituted
her motto, and her entire life proved that nothing in the way of suffering was too much for a
generous heart. Hers was a holocaustic love, and her life was to be a burnt offering.” Mother
Theodore embraced suffering and did not attempt to avoid it. She wrote back to Ruille soon
after arriving in Indiana: “We shall suffer much. . .yet did we not come here to suffer, we who
were so well provided for in France?”76
This was the sorrow represented by the pectoral cross; the sustenance came from
uniting her suffering with that of the Crucified Jesus. In placing herself spiritually “on
Calvary’s summit” Mother Theodore drew strength from her many trials and grave illnesses.
In an early letter to Mother Mary, the foundress requested: “Pray for me, heavy crosses are
reserved to me here. . . . How happy (the sisters) are. No one can suffer more than they, and
consequently have more happiness!” In a letter to Bishop Bouvier dated 30 November 1844,
during the dark days of the time of trials: “Frankly, my Father, I do not know how I could
live now without afflictions. They give me great confidence.” Sr. St. Francis Xavier, reporting
back to the Motherhouse after her arrival in Indiana, marveled at the calm demeanor of her
superior in the midst of tribulation. “She carries her cross, she does not drag it; her soul is
strong in the midst of illness, worries, poverty, and all the rest.. . She never complains and
always considers what happens to her as the greatest graces God could give her.”77

Reliance on Divine Providence. “At times it seemed that Mother Theodore could please no
one.” Caught up in an ambiguous chain of command which at times forced her to disobey one
lawful authority in order to obey another, the foundress found support in God alone.
Propitious was the name and charism of the religious congregation which received AnneTherese Guerin. Reliance on Divine Providence had always undergirded her spirituality, and
as a Sister of Providence it was a part of her profession. One of the vows she professed was to*7

75Posilio xlii; McCarthy, 203.
7SGuerin, 191; Mug, 73; Brown, 87.
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honor Divine Providence and second its merciful designs on humankind by devoting herself
to the instruction of young girls and the care of the unfortunate. When the first boarding
school students began to arrive, the foundress wrote in her journal: “We must make a
beginning and trust to Providence. If it is God’s work it will not fail.”78 Submitting herself to
the will of Divine Providence was another way in which Mother Theodore Guerin sustained
herself during her time of trials. By placing her burdens in the hands of God, Mother
Theodore lightened her own load. A famous quotation of Mother Theodore is taken from a
maternal letter to one of the sisters at Jasper, Indiana: “If you lean with all your weight upon
Providence you will find yourself well supported.” One of her many eulogizers, Fr. Coppens,
SJ, summed up this aspect of her spirituality: “She lived a life of extraordinary union with
God and conformity to His holy will.”79

Self-Annihilation. Flowing naturally from her submission to Divine Providence was Mother
Theodore’s theological anthropology of lowliness, abasement, and humility. Only perfect
confidence in Divine Providence will allow complete kenosis. Echoes of Cardinal de Berulle’s
prayer may be discerned in the foundress’ writings: “May I be only a pure emptiness in
myself, filled with Jesus and not myself for ever.” For example, in 1842 Mother Theodore
wrote: “It seems to me that the good God wishes me to forget myself entirely.” Shortly before
her death, Mother Theodore reflected on her life: “The good God is always pleased to make
use of that which is nothing to do something. He builds on nothingness. However that may
be, it has pleased Him to cause a great work to grow in the shadow of the Cross.” Sr. Mary
Eudoxie, who knew her well, is quoted in the Positio: “She regarded God as all, and herself as
nothing.”80

'PosiLio, 344-345; Brown, 94; Positio, LXXII.
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Devotion to the Eucharist. “Arriving at the acts of faith practiced by the Servant of God, it is
necessary above all to recall her eucharistic piety.” Mother Theodore found nourishment
equally in the reception of the Eucharist in Holy Communion and in the devotion of
Perpetual Adoration. Before she left France Sr. St. Theodore “begged only one thing of her
new bishop, the assurance that her little community should have the privilege of Holy Mass
every day. She would thus have the sacramental presence of Jesus, the happiness of
receiving Him often, and she felt that, having Him, nothing could shake her courage.” Four
years after her arrival in America, Mother Theodore wrote to the bishop of Le Mans: “I am
permitted to receive Holy Communion often; that is where I find the strength to submit” She
cautioned Sr. Maria, a scrupulous sister who had been denying herself the Eucharist as a
penance: “You will do well not to miss your Communion any more. When we are cold, that is
not the time to keep away from the fire.”81
The shabby and primitive surroundings in which the Eucharist was housed gave
Mother Theodore courage to endure her own hardships and privations. If the Lord Himself
endured poverty, how could she do less? Although she lost courage and could barely walk
when she first saw the conditions of their new mission, she regained strength in the cabin
which served as both church and priest’s home. Her first act was to kneel in adoration before
the Blessed Sacrament. Mother Bailly wrote: “She often spoke of the impression she received
and of the thoughts she had had while she knelt in adoration; the moment was very
overpowering, it was a solemn date that commenced a new era of life for her.”82 After the
community settled at “The Woods” and took possession of a cabin, their first concern was to
prepare the best room for a chapel in which to keep the Blessed Sacrament. On 20 November

8IPositio, XLV; Corbiniere, 50; Positio, LXXII (Letter of 30 November 1844), 803, (L e tte r of 18
J a n u a ry 1856).
82Bailly, 934.
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1840 the Blessed Sacrament was reserved in this chapel, and has never since been absent
from St. Mary-of-the-Woods.

Marian Devotion. Having been consecrated to Mary by her parents, Anne-Therese Guerin
naturally fostered a special devotion to the Mother of Jesus. “She turned to the Blessed
Mother in times of danger, and, from the beginning placed the mission at St. Mary-of-theWoods in Mary’s care. This placement was done at least twice, in 1841, during the sisters’
first May in America, and again in 1843 during Mother Theodore’s return trip to France, at
the shrine of Our Lady of Victory. Knowing that her “daughters of the forest” were under the
maternal protection of Our Lady of Victories comforted Mother Theodore at times when
precious little earthly comfort was forthcoming. Although the nurturing of her biological and
religious mothers, Isabelle Lefevre and Mary Lecor, had been less than adequate, AnneTherese Guerin found an unfailing champion in her heavenly Mother.
Several auspicious signs related to the name of Mary were given to the community.
The name of St. Mary-of-the-Woods was selected by Bishop Brute before the Sisters of
Providence had agreed to staff the establishment there; he was unaware that this was the
also name of the birthplace of their founder (see II, 34, above). Another sign was the name of
the first boarding student of St. Mary’s Academy, who happened to be a Presbyterian—Mary.
After writing the boarder’s name in her journal, Mother Theodore proclaimed: “Glory to
Mary; glory to our Mother the ever blessed Virgin!” The foundress said on many occasions:
“Nothing that is good has come to us except through Mary.”83 May devotions were begun at
St. Mary-of-the-Woods soon after Mother Theodore’s arrival. Sr. Mary Borromeo Brown said
that in the nineteenth century “May devotions were not then general either in France or in
America, but at St. Mary-of-the-Woods they began from the first and have grown from year
to year in devotedness and in love.”84 A new Marian title was conceived at The Woods,

83Code, 303; Brown, 24.
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“Virgin of the Laundry.” This statue of Mary, kept in the laundry area, was the object of
tearful “pilgrimages” during the darkest hours of the time of trials.
Despite her fondness for Marian devotions, Mother Theodore’s Mariology was far
greater than external piety. She exhorted the congregation in 1848:
I wish to know what true devotion to the Holy Virgin consists. Does it consist in
presenting her with flowers and candles? No. Does it consist in saying some more
prayers, in decorating her altars, in communicating on her days of her feasts? No, all
of these things are good, but they are not enough. One can find them even in persons
in the state of mortal sin. Oh, true devotion to the Holy Virgin consists in imitating
her virtues, in following her example.85

Missionary Zeal/ Apostolicitv. The Society for the Propagation of the Faith, a French
missionary support institution, placed the following advertisement for missionaries in 1825:
“We offer you: no salary, no recompense, no holidays, no pension. But: much hard work, a
poor dwelling, few consolations, many disappointments, frequent sickness, a violent or lonely
death; an unknown grave.” Although often characterized solely as theologians and mystics,
the disciples of the French School combined contemplation with apostolicity. They served as
missionaries both overseas and within France, always with the goal of increasing the
Mystical Body of Christ. Sr. Mary Theodore Mug remarks: “The salvation of souls was the
lodestone that drew the Sisters of Providence from their convent home to the heart of
Indiana.”86 Celestine de la Hailandiere wrote to Mother Mary Lecor on 29 April 1840, six
months before the arrival of the Sisters of Providence: “There are many souls whose salvation
is reserved to your daughters.” When Mother Theodore pleaded with Mother Mary Lecor to
send more sisters, even though the Motherhouse at Ruille would thereby be deprived of their
gifts, her argument to Mother Mary included the obligation of the community to save souls.
“One word from you and an incalculable number of souls bought with the price of the Blood of
God will be saved to bless you during eternity and to be your joy and your crown. Without
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that word, do not send the sisters, and you give the signal for the eternal loss of all these
souls.”87
The foundress soon came to love her adopted land. Mother Theodore wrote to Sr.
Basilde: “The first time I received our divine Savior on this land of America, it ceased to be
for me a foreign land, it became my land of adoption, and I made there the vow to live and
die in America, unless obedience directed me otherwise.” During the 1844 Synod, following
an emotional funeral oration in memory of Bishop Brute, Mother Theodore re-consecrated
herself to the missions. “How it touched me, and how heartily I thanked God for the little
share he has given me in this dear mission, where so many saints have labored and shall still
labor. That share I would not give, I do not say for a crown—what are all the treasures of
earth to the heart of a Religious—I would not give it I say for all the spiritual consolations to
be found in the service of God.”88

Prayer as a source of strength. Mother Theodore Guerin found strength and comfort in
prayer, especially prayer said in union with other sisters. She wrote in her journal: “What
strength the soul draws from prayer! In the midst of a storm, how sweet is the calm it finds
in the heart of Jesus. But what comfort is there for those who do not pray?” During her
novitiate she developed the habit of deep recollection which stayed with her for her entire
life, especially during her many life-threatening illnesses.89
The Sisters of Providence have a traditional daily prayer, “Reunion,” which
spiritually unites them with every sister, no matter where she is. The “Reunion” prayer is
derived from St. John Eudes’ Sacred Hearts devotion Ave Cor. “We unite with all our sisters,
wherever they may be, to praise you our living Father, present to us in your Word, Jesus

87Positio, 85-86, 245, Letter to Mother Mary Lecor 2 April 1841. The hoped-for sisters
were never sent. Sr. St. Francis Xavier was only sister to be sent from Ruille to Indiana
besides the orginal group of six.
88Ibid„ 794-795; Guerin, 174.
’’Mitchell, 4.
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Christ: holy, wise, humble, amiable and merciful. We give, we consecrate and immolate
ourselves to you and your loving service. Deign Lord to send your Spirit to receive, possess,
purify, enlighten and sanctify our hearts. 0 Divine Jesus, keep us yours always. Amen.”
Mother Theodore Guerin prayed the “Reunion,” of course (an earlier version), and she used
other opportunities for praying in common with others. For example, during her second
voyage to America aboard the Nashville, a horrific storm arose. Believing her solitary prayers
to be less efficacious than common prayer, the superior went to the young postulants and all
joined in praying the Way of the Cross. Although other passengers panicked, the nuns
remained calm.
At times the foundress asked the community at Ruille to pray specific prayers which
the community at St. Mary-of-the-Woods would also pray—a united appeal for a special
intention. Two weeks after arriving in Indiana, Mother Theodore wrote to the sisters
remaining in France: “Our union with you will be our strength, and I dare say it, the source
of our success.”90 This union was to be maintained by mutual daily prayer and active
correspondence. Mother Theodore Guerin also was known to unite herself spiritually in
prayer with other religious communities such as the Carmelites.

Celestine de la Hailandiere
Celestine de la Hailandiere, like Anne-Therese Guerin, was formed by disciples of the
French School of Spirituality. The future bishop of Vincennes studied at the seminary of
Saint-Sulpice and had Sulpician-educated mentors, notably Simon Brute. The characteristics
of his spirituality were: suffering as an instrument of holiness and increase of the church;
humility; devotion to the Eucharist and to Mary; elevation of the priesthood; and missionary
zeal. But while Mother Theodore Guerin fully lived out her spirituality and drew sustenance
from it, Celestine de la Hailandiere’s spiritual life, insofar as it can be gleaned from his

^Positio, 146-147. (Letter of 3 November 1840).
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correspondence and from the writings of those who knew him, was inconsistent. A man of
deep faith, for various reasons he fell short of his own high standards. At those times,
Hailandiere was unforgiving of himself, and, in his own words, was cast into despondency or
depression.
He considered suffering to be an instrument of purification. In a letter to Mother
Theodore during her first illness in the New World, he wrote: “Blessed are they that suffer. .
.The main thing now is to keep your heart raised on high, on the cross, if God so wills it, but
always on the cross by love.” The prelate’s counsel was similar in a subsequent letter: “You
continue to suffer...it cannot be otherwise. Besides, God, who loves us much, wishes to purify
you more and more.” Although it was not publicly known, Bishop Hailandiere was somewhat
of an ascetic. One of the few persons who were knowledgeable about the bishop’s private life,
Fr. Herman Alerding, reported that even after his resignation and return to France, “He
slept on straw to the last, got up summer and winter at 4 a.m., invariably made at least a
half hour’s meditation before Mass, followed strictly the regulations of the church in the
recitation of the Divine Office.”91 When he traveled he fasted and maintained silence.
A complex personality, Celestine de la Hailandiere was humble despite his
authoritarian demeanor. In correspondence with the foundress, his words echo the
aneantissement of the French school: “Let us not look so much at ourselves. . .there is
nothing in us. We must convince ourselves that we have nothing of our own but sins; what is
good in us comes from God... In the eyes of God there is nothing worthy in us.” In an 1844
letter he stated: “To God the glory, to my priests the consolations, to me the ignominy.” In his
pastoral letter of resignation he recalled the awesome day that he was ordained a bishop. His
prayer for the people of his diocese on that holy day was: “May God give success to their
labors, humiliation to ourselves.”92

91Mug, 166; Alerding, Vincennes, 182.

92Mug 168-169 (Letter of 21 February 1841); Positio, 572: Pastoral Letter, np. In the
the Pastoral Letter of Resignation Hailandiere refers to himself in the first person plural.
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Two important components of Celestine de la Hailandiere’s spirituality were devotion
to the Eucharist and to the Blessed Virgin Mary. The most well-documented examples of his
devotion occurred when Mother Theodore fell critically ill the day after Christmas during her
first winter in Indiana. Anxious and desperate, “he went to the chapel where he remained in
prayer one hour before the Blessed Sacrament. When he arose from his knees he looked
hopeful, and his word were reassuring—‘I do not think your Mother will die.’” It must be
mentioned that, although Bishop Hailandiere has been used as the exemplar of an
authoritarian nineteenth-century bishop, he never used the Blessed Sacrament as leverage
against the sisters, nor did he threaten to do so. Other contemporary American clergymen
such as Bishop Gilmour of Cleveland and an unnamed priest in New York City93 removed the
Eucharist from the premises of religious congregations in fits of pique, but such an act would
have been contrary to the Eucharistic spirituality of the second bishop of Vincennes.
Describing an occurrence of Bishop Hailandiere’s Marian devotion, Sr. St. Vincent
Ferrer wrote to Mother Mary about his vigil at Mother Theodore’s bedside: “He did not
permit that any remedy be given her without its having been touched first to a statue of the
Blessed Virgin.” The prelate desired that all diocesan priests should likewise foster a
devotion to Mary. The Synod of Vincennes, over which he presided, decreed that “We strongly
desire that before the Parochial Mass on Sundays and Feast Days, the Litany of Loretto or of
the Blessed Virgin Mary be sung whenever possible.” That same synod recommended that all
pastors and faithful be affiliated with the Archconfraternity of the Most Holy and
Immaculate Heart of the Blessed Virgin Mary.94
Celestine de la Hailandiere did fail to live up to one of the essential characteristics of
the French School of Spirituality. Although he professed abandonment to Divine Providence,
his manner of administration and leadership is not that of a person who has conformed his

93Ibid., 150-1M: Licdel, 463; Diane Culbertson, Rose Hawthorn Lathrop (Mahwah, NJ:
Paulist Press, 1993), 69.
94Positio, 226; Synod, 13, 19.
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will to the will of God. Many of his letters to Mother Theodore called upon her to abandon
herself to Providence, which she did fully. “Abandon yourself ever to God, then sleep in peace
in the arms of Providence,” he wrote to the foundress on 21 February 1841 as she recovered
from her first grave illness in the New World.95 Yet he was unable to follow his own counsel.
Contrast the insecurity and depression of his words with the confidence and optimism found
in Mother Theodore Guerin’s journal. He wrote: “I am overwhelmed with depression which
nothing can relieve.” But the foundress wrote: “Happy, ah, thrice happy they who can look
out to the never-ending future with calm and confidence, who can cast themselves on the
bosom of God, the Center of our Felicity.” Some of the bishop’s depression may have arisen
out of his awareness of his inability to surrender to Providence in the manner that he
explicitly professed. While Mother Theodore Guerin had “profound humility and distrust of
self joined to boundless confidence in God,”96 Celestine de la Hailandiere’s spirituality was
incomplete. He had only profound humility and distrust of self.
A factor which undoubtedly added to the second bishop’s humility was the unenviable
challenge of succeeding in office Simon Gabriel Brute de Remur, a rare personality who was
both a paragon of holiness and beloved by the common people. According to Fr. Alerding, the
young Hailandiere had been strongly attracted to Brute because of his sanctity. “He who had
called him to his help was to him an example of every virtue, a sparkling fountain of
theological knowledge and ecclesiastical science, a counselor whom he knew ever to be guided
by the spirit of God.”97 Comparisons between the two bishops would have been inevitable,

95Mug, 168.
96Positio, 782.

97Aldering, Vincennes, 168.
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even if unspoken, and Celestine de la Hailandiere was undoubtedly his own worst critic when
he inevitably failed to measure up to his predecessor.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary and Conclusions

Mother Theodore Guerin
1. Blessed Mother Theodore (b. Anne-Therese) Guerin is an exemplary woman of her
own time. She fully responded to God’s call to serve as a vowed religious, missionary, and
foundress while facing obstacles which would have daunted a weaker person:
A. Sole caregiver for her mother and sister at the age of fifteen
B. Unable to eat solid food during her adult life
C. Transplanted to a foreign country where she knew neither the language nor the
customs
D. Situated in an isolated mission
E. Forced to live in abject poverty
F. Subjected to anti-Catholic hostility
G. Required to manage a business without counsel or advice
H. Denied the full support of her superior in France
I. Subject to a bishop who held opposing views, and whose mental health was
problematic

2. Mother Theodore Guerin transcends her own situation to serve as a paradigm for
all times. Her spirituality, grounded in the French School, sustained her well throughout
frequent suffering and tribulations, and could serve as a model for contemporary people of
faith. Those French School characteristics most readily identifiable in Mother Theodore,
“profound humility and distrust of self joined to boundless confidence in God,” are not
“Catholic” but “catholic,” and are transferable to any of the world religions. Even imperfectly
achieved, this spirituality leads to confident apostolicity in the name of God without fear of
the consequences.
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Bishop Celestine de la Hailandiere
1. Bishop Hailandiere has not been objectively portrayed by Mother Theodore’s
biographers or in similar historical works. Specifically, his plan for the development of the
nascent Diocese of Vincennes has not been adequately and objectively taken into
consideration. Admittedly, the plan was contrary to the Rules and Constitutions of religious
congregations because it called for them to become diocesan communities answerable to the
local Ordinary. However, this same type of plan had been successfully implemented in other
French and American dioceses. Referring to the second bishop of Vincennes as a “hardheaded Frenchman” or as having a Napoleon complex1is too superficial and does him a
disservice. It may not be too much of a leap to compare the pathetic figure of Celestine de la
Hailandiere to Shakespearean heroes such as Hamlet or Macbeth—strong men who were
fatally flawed. Had the second bishop of Vincennes been able to delegate authority and
collaborate with the many gifted women and men who surrounded him, his accomplishments
would have been far greater. Had he been born 150 years later, his depression and possible
bipolar disorder could have been brought under control by medication or therapy. (Ironically,
a bipolar disorder support group currently meets biweekly near Vincennes.)
2. Celestine de la Hailandiere’s spirituality, like that of Mother Theodore, was formed
in the French School. Yet it failed to sustain him during crises because a key component was
missing: confidence in Divine Providence. As a result, he micro-managed every project,
suffered from despondency, and caused insecurity and resentment in his co-workers. The
charism most closely identified with Mother Theodore Guerin was also the lacuna in Bishop
Hailandiere’s spirituality.*

'St. Dennis, 3.
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The Time of Trials
1. The actions taken and decisions made by Mother Theodore Guerin and Bishop
Celestine de la Hailandiere must not be judged by twentieth-first century standards. They
were persons of a specific time, place and society. In fact, the period in which they lived is
characterized as unique in the history of the Catholic Church in general, and of the American
Catholic Church in particular. Contributing factors were: explosive growth in church
membership; extreme impoverishment; minimal influence of canon law; trusteeism and
resultant property disputes; anti-Catholic hostility; the lack of means for women’s religious
congregations to obtain approval; and, especially, the unprecedented power and authority of
the local bishop.
2. Their time of trials is not unique in American Catholic history. The History of
Women Religious Newsletter, in which researchers of the history of female religious
communities report their findings, is replete with examples of disputes between mothers
superior and Catholic hierarchy. However, the complex relationship between Mother
Theodore and Celestine de la Hailandiere may be unique in that the subjects were previously
acquainted in France, and are of identical background and spirituality. What comfort they
should have provided to each other in a hostile foreign environment-speaking, not only the
same native language, but even the same local Breton dialect. They were both devout
Catholics with the same goal, an increase in the Mystical Body of Christ. But due to
circumstances that were larger than either of them, they constantly worked at cross
purposes. The fact that Mother Theodore and Bishop Hailandiere were unable to forge a
collaboration is a tragic instance of missed opportunity.
3. The extreme privations endured by pioneer sisters, priests, and bishops is nearly
unimaginable to twenty-first century readers; yet, relatively speaking, the pioneers lived in
the recent past. Anne-Therese Guerin and Celestine de la Hailandiere were only two of
countless missionaries who emigrated from comfortable circumstances in Europe in response
to God’s call. The conclusion of Col. Charles Blanchard’s book A History of Catholicity in
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Indiana honors the memory of these selfless pioneers. Although the book was written more
than a century ago, Col. Blanchard’s words are timeless:
In this day of the supremacy of the dollar, and of the prevalence of much
worldliness, how deaf the people have become to the voices of the past, and
how blind to the scenes of the struggles and privations of the early missionaries
and of the Catholic pioneers in Indiana and the west! The fact is that Catholics
have so much to be thankful for that the notion of their great indebtedness ought
to overwhelm them.2

Other Conclusions
The following conclusions are not directly related to the topic of this thesis, but arose
during the course of research and evaluation. They are worthy of further study.
1. Several American mothers superior have been beatified or canonized; but, where
are the venerable bishops? Why is there no groundswell of support for the beatification of
Simon Brute de Remur, a living saint by all accounts, or for proto-bishop John Carroll? The
answer is that the foundresses left behind a legacy of daughters who are willing to put forth
the time, effort, and considerable expense of promoting their foundress’ cause to Rome. The
bishops, mostly diocesan priests, have left no such legacy. The one exception and sole
American male saint, John Neumann, not coincidentally was a member of the Redemptorist
order. A review of the process of beatification and canonization with an eye toward
developing a mechanism for promoting “forgotten” personalities such as Bishop Brute, who
were not members of religious congregations, seems to be a worthwhile project.
2. The final conclusion of this study pertains to the contemporary shortage of Catholic
priests. Yet, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Midwestern Catholics would have
considered the present ratio of priests to church members as a plethora. “Priestless Sundays”
were the norm for parishioners in the antebellum American Midwest. Recall that Simon
Brute had but one priest for his 4,000,000 sq. mi. diocese. Yet the widely-scattered
congregations persevered in their Catholic faith in the absence of ordained clergy. (Patrick

2Blanchard, 74.
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Carey calls this the “diaspora experience.”)3 First the French-speaking settlers of Vincennes,
and later the German-speaking immigrants of southern Illinois and Indiana kept their faith
alive by lay initiatives. Mother Theodore Guerin described how the congregation of Jasper
attended church for hymns and worship every week for six months in the absence of a priest.
Recall also that lay people in Vincennes baptized infants and duly recorded their names in
the parish register. How these pioneer lay people managed to sustain their Catholic faith in
the absence of priests is worthy of further study for its implications regarding the
contemporary priest shortage, which shows no signs of abating in the immediate future.

Mother Theodore Guerin’s Accomplishments and Legacy
Blessed Mother Theodore Guerin died on 14 May 1856, at the age of fifty-seven,
having labored in the vineyard of America for a mere fifteen and one half years. It seems to
be the destiny of foundresses to sacrifice their physical health in establishing a community,
spending their final years on earth in exhaustion. Their gift to God and community is the
ultimate-the gift of self. Mother Theodore did not labor in vain. She left behind a matchless
legacy in her spiritual daughters, the Sisters of Providence, their accomplishments, and the
people whose fives they have enriched. Sr. Mary Roger Madden, historian at St. Mary-of-theWoods, wrote: “She who left Brittany more than 150 years ago only to find another home in
Indiana has left a legacy of courage and selfless service that endures to this day in the fives
of the Sisters of Providence who have followed in her footsteps.”4

The Sisters of Providence
Mother Theodore’s spiritual daughters have taught, nursed, ministered, judged,
administered, sung, counseled, and played music for a century and a half for the greater

3Carey, 57-59.
4Madden, No Exile, 21.
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glory of God and for the benefit of multitudes of His people. In 2000 there were 578 Sisters of
Providence ministering in twenty-two states, the District of Columbia, and three foreign
countries-China, Taiwan, and Mexico. The community’s 2000 annual operating budget was
$ 23,660,000, an amount which would have daunted even the dauntless Mother Theodore.5
(The earliest sisters were grateful for even the donation of a cow). Said Penny Baker
Mitchell: “From St. Mary-of-the-Woods the Sisters of Providence go forth with the hope of
bringing love, mercy and justice to God’s people...in schools and parishes in inner cities;
among the poor and sick in rural areas of the South, in hospitals and clinics with people who
are afflicted with HIV/ AIDS, cancer, and other life-threatening illnesses; in day-care and
retirement facilities for the elderly; at food banks; in Church and Congregation
administration, and in traditional and non-traditional classrooms.”6
The grounds of St. Mary-of-the-Woods themselves bear the imprint of the foundress.
When Sr. St. Theodore arrived, the mission was barely a clearing in a deep forest. The Positio
compiler wrote: “At her death she left it greatly embellished, a worthy portion of the
patrimony of Jesus Christ on earth, popularly called the garden of Indiana.” Its 1,230 acres
presently house the Motherhouse of the Sisters of Providence, St. Mary-of-the Woods College,
Woods Day Care Pre/School, and the White Violet Center for Eco-Justice. The latter is a
hands-on site for learning how to “care for and preserve the Earth’s resources.”7 St. Mary-ofthe-Woods also houses the National Shrine of Our Lady of Providence, a frequent destination
of pilgrims since Anne-Therese Guerin’s beatification.

5Sisters of Providence, Celebrating 2000 (St. Mary-of-the-Woods, IN: Sisters of Providence,
2001), 62, 58.
6Mitchell, 7.
7Positio, lxx; Mitchell, 6.
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Educational Legacy
The fourth vow taken by the Sisters of Providence during Mother Theodore’s time was
to instruct young girls and to serve the sick poor. Both of these services were badly needed in
antebellum Indiana, especially education, which was in a primitive condition. At that time,
viable public schools were found only on the East Coast; “in Indiana there were here and
there country schools conducted by teachers who worked on the farms during the summer
and autumn.” In 1840, the year of the original sisters’ arrival, of 273,784 children in Indiana,
only 48,189, or 17%, attended a school. Prior to arriving at St. Mary-of-the-Woods, Mother
Theodore had researched American education. “Mother Theodore was a woman of vision and
progressive in her ideas of education. She consulted the most eminent educators and
experienced ecclesiastics in America and visited schools established in the East, before
deciding the curriculum for higher education of women at St. Mary-of-the-Woods.”8 The
sisters’ first boarding academy for young ladies offered reading, writing, geography, history,
English composition, natural philosophy, chemistry, botany, mythology, biography,
astronomy, rhetoric, needlework, bead work, tapestry, and lace work. For an additional fee
the girls could study French, music, drawing and painting.
Mother Theodore took an active role in the day-to-day running of the Academy. She
“gave much of her attention to the academy, supervising the courses, visiting the classes, and
conducting the examinations.” “She herself was an accomplished teacher; she was
predominately, a Christian teacher, interested above all in the moral and religious formation
of the pupils. She brought to her task seventeen years of experience in France, her studies,
and all her observations of American methods. She did not content herself with giving
directions; she presented model lessons for the young Sisters in order to demonstrate for
them the best methods. . .” The foundress gave this quaint advice to the teachers during
their 1854 annual retreat: “When you have trouble with a child, tell your Angel to speak to

8Positio 173,184; Code 304.
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the Angel of the child, and you will succeed in all your undertakings.” She invited them to
look forward to “that beautiful day of Paradise where the true Sister of Providence will see
herself surrounded by all the children she has taught to love God.”9 .
St. Mary-of-the-Woods College, rooted in the original academy established by Mother
Theodore, is the oldest Catholic liberal arts college for women in the United States. Like its
predecessor, St. Mary’s Academy, the College is attuned to the needs of those it serves.
Among its current nontraditional offerings are online college courses and alternative Spring
Break volunteer service. The ways that the twenty-first century Sisters of Providence
continue to carry out their foundress’ educational mission are as teachers and administrators
of preschools, elementary schools, high schools and colleges, adult literacy programs, and
high school equivalency training. Besides the College and pre-school/day care center, the
third educational institution sponsored by the Sisters of Providence is Mother Theodore
Guerin High School for girls near Chicago in River Grove, Illinois.
The Sisters of Providence excel in the areas of music education and liturgical music.
This legacy is ironic in fight of Mother Theodore’s own distaste for music, which was part of
neither the liturgy nor the school curriculum in nineteenth-century France. None of the
original six sisters were musicians or music teachers, because in France music and art were
considered “ornamental branches” which were taught by Masters. When she first arrived in
America and attended Mass in New York, Sr. St. Theodore disapproved that the liturgy was
sung. Later, when the congregation began to establish parochial schools, they were implored
by German-speaking parents to teach music to their children. Mother Theodore resigned
herself to this requirement. “In this country one must teach the children to make a noise on
the piano or give up having school.”10

’Code 305; Positio 723, 831, 839.
10Guerin 29, 297.
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The State of Indiana recently has become aware that a venerable woman lived within
its boundaries. Its House of Representatives issued House Resolution No. 31 on March 12,
2001, calling attention to Mother Theodore Guerin’s many historic contributions, including
her pioneer work in establishing educational institutions. The House recommended that a
portion of US Highway 150 near Terre Haute be named in her honor.11 A new high school
named after Mother Theodore Guerin and unaffiliated with the Sisters of Providence is
under construction in the Indianapolis area.

Spiritual Legacy
The 1965 Vatican II document Perfectae Caritatis generated a movement on the part
of religious communities to explore their founder’s experiences and charisma as part of a
renewal effort. Mother Theodore’s “daughter” who compiled the Positio wrote: “When in the
spirit of the Second Vatican Council, the Church called the faithful to renewal, the Sisters of
Providence applied themselves earnestly to seek that renewal by deepening their
understanding of the spirit of their first Constitutions, and of her who had preserved it for
their Congregation in America.” Although it may not be readily apparent to an outsider, the
charism of every congregation is quite different. Each religious congregation lives the
broader mission of the entire Church in accordance with its charism.*12
The particular inspired charism of Blessed Mother Theodore Guerin is utter faith in
and reliance upon Divine Providence. Although she has had many successors, it is she, wrote
Mother Bailly, “who is by first right the Mother of the community from the time she founded
it and through the ages till it will finish its course.”13 One way that the congregation
continues to proclaim its dedication to Providence is via their Internet site,

"The Message, April 20, 2001, 17.
l2Positio, 412; Neal 4.
13Bailly, 947.
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www.sistersofprovidence.org. Besides information about Blessed Mother Theodore Guerin,
the Sisters of Providence, pilgrimages, and an excellent assortment of Marian prayers, this
site offers reflections about Providence. One such reflection reads, “Providence is part of
everyone’s life. Some call it luck; others chance; still others fate, accident or coincidence. We
experience Providence as the invisible hand of God, caring, offering choices, luring us to love
all people and Earth itself. Such Providence is revealed through the unfolding of our lives
and often discovered only upon reflection.”
The sanctity of Anne-Therese Guerin was at last recognized by the Catholic Church
in October 1998, when she was beatified. Like the rest of her life, Mother Theodore’s cause
for beatification and canonization did not go rapidly or smoothly. “It was opened in 1909, and
for various reasons, did not come to fruition until 1998.”14 Interestingly, the beneficiary of a
miracle credited to the foundress was Sr. Theodosia Mug, her early biographer. The cause for
canonization continues, and perhaps some day the name of Anne-Therese Guerin will be
added to the official roll of Saints. The Vatican selected as her feast day October 3. The
Opening Prayer for use at the Eucharistic celebration on Mother Theodore’s feast day, which
was written by a Sister of Providence, describes the foundress as a gift from God. “Loving
God, in Blessed Mother Theodore Guerin, you have given us an example of a religious woman
who trusted deeply in Providence. Through her intercession, inspire us to dedicate our lives
to proclaiming the Gospel through works of love, mercy and justice. We ask this through
Jesus Christ, your Son, who fives and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit, one God, forever
and ever. Amen.”
The six members of the 1890 graduating class of St. Mary’s Academy ended their poem
“The Angel’s Record, a Tribute to Mother Theodore, Our Beloved Foundress” by
acknowledging that “the story that the angels often tell” is never-ending.
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The tiny seeds of faith she sowed along the desert way
Are yielding up their ‘hundredfold’ of golden fruit to-day.
These works her zeal and love proclaim, and aye forevermore
Will live the name we all revere, dear Mother Theodore.

The Angel’s Record, a Tribute to Mother Theodore, Our Beloved Foundress

Celestine de la Hailandiere’s Accomplishments and Legacy
Although the legacy of Celestine de la Hailandiere pales in comparison to that of
Blessed Mother Theodore Guerin, he did leave behind number of enduring accomplishments.
Ironically, his greatest legacy is Mother Theodore Guerin; for, had he not appealed to the
Motherhouse at Ruille-sur-Loir, there would have been no foundation in Indiana. In the
same way that the foundress left her imprint on the grounds of St. Mary-of-the-Woods,
Bishop Hailandiere left his on the City of Vincennes. Unfinished at the time of Bishop
Brute’s death, the cathedral complex was Hailandiere’s first order of business. Fr. August
Bessonies wrote: “When he arrived, the cathedral was unfinished, not being plastered, and
the rain poured down in the sanctuary.” The wretched condition of the cathedral brought
tears to Mother Theodore’s eyes when she first saw it. The bishop’s residence was in no better
condition—“small, cramped, and approached by a flight of ramshackle steps from which he
had fallen into the snow the previous year.”15
Bishop Hailandiere finished the cathedral with craftsmen whom he recruited in
Europe. He also completed the rectory in 1840 and erected a small library between the
cathedral and the rectory. Fr. Alerding wrote:
In a short time all was in order, and in that little village of Vincennes,
which did not have a population of more than 3,000 souls, cathedral,
house, grounds, all connected with the church, was transformed from the
rudeness and roughness attending an almost frontier place, into a thing of
beauty and order. . .Strangers coming to the little town were astonished,
when they looked at its size and isolation, to find the tasty, elegant
completeness of all over which his influence and care extended. 16
15Bessonies, 490; Brown, 73.
16Alerding, Vincennes, 174-175.
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In the twenty-first century Vincennes, Indiana, is still comparatively small and isolated, and
no bishop resides there, the See having been moved to Indianapolis in 1898. Yet the fine Old
Cathedral complex stands as a reminder of the town’s historical importance and as a lasting
tribute to Celestine de la Hailandiere.
He also constructed buildings throughout the diocese, many of them on land which he
had previously, and astutely, purchased. A memorial issue of the Vincennes Sun dated 6
May 1934 notes that the second bishop “built churches, orphan asylums, seminaries,
hospitals and other charitable institutions, securing for the church valuable real estate in all
parts of the diocese.” Sr. Mary Borromeo Brown concurs with Fr. Alerding’s assessment of
the buildings overseen by Bishop Hailandiere. “A certain air of good taste and even elegance
characterized every edifice he erected. His buildings were perhaps not of the first elegance,
but. . .in general his contribution to Indiana architecture was a notable achievement.”17 The
same European craftsmen and architects who finished the cathedral contributed their
expertise to these buildings. The second bishop must also be given credit for designing and
constructing some of the buildings at St. Mary-of-the-Woods. He sent French carpenters and
architect Jean Marie Marcile to plan and construct edifices including a new village church, a
small brick church at The Woods, and to add new wings to the convent.
However, even more enduring than bricks and mortar were the living stones with
which Celestine de la Hailandiere’s built up the Vincennes Diocese. His name will be forever
finked with the three congregations: the Sisters of Providence, the Society of Holy Cross, and
the Eudists. Although St. Gabriel’s College, which the Eudist priests administered, no longer
exists, St. Mary-of-the-Woods College and Notre Dame University continue their tradition of
Catholic higher education 160 years after their founding. Fr. Bessonies, in referring to St.

17Brown, 209.
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Mary-of-the-Woods, said: “Had Bishop de la Hailandiere no other claim to the gratitude of
the Diocese of Vincennes, the debt could not be well paid.”18
In his pastoral letter of resignation, Hailandiere declines to take personal credit for
these accomplishments, but rather gives credit to the people of the diocese:
It is indeed through your prayers and your perseverance that churches in great
number have been erected, that congregations have been formed, and schools
established, that now religion flourishes in places which ten or twelve years ago were
uninhabited, and in others where even the name of Catholic was a term of reproach.
You have aided also in the foundation and development of religious institutions. . .To
you also is due the flattering prospect for Indiana, of a mature clergy—a prospect
which we have even now the consolation of seeing in part realized. It is finally,
through you that the Diocese of Vincennes, so young and so poor, has been
accelerated to an equal rank with Dioceses long since established.19

It is regrettable that the praise and recognition reflected in this pastoral letter were not part
of the leadership style of Bishop Celestine de la Hailandiere; his accomplishments and legacy
might have been far greater. Sr. Eileen Anne Kelley said: “If he and Mother Theodore had
worked together as a team, how much more they could have accomplished!”20

l8Bessonies, 492.
^Pastoral Letter, np.
20Kelley, Interview.

POSTSCRIPT
WALKING IN THEIR STEPS: A PERSONAL REFLECTION

And passing by a lowly mound, where for thirty years and more
The grass has grown, we read the name of Mother Theodore.
And we know that though she resteth here her spirit sleepeth not,
But o’er her children watcheth still, “Cor meum vigilat.”
The Angel’s Record, a Tribute to Mother Theodore, Our Beloved Foundress

In the course of planning a trip from Ohio to Indiana for archival research, I felt an
impulse to visit more than just the archives. I wanted to retrace some of the steps of Blessed
Mother Theodore Guerin and Bishop Celestine de la Hailandiere. My itinerary was to include
Vincennes, St. Mary-of-the-Woods, the sixty-two miles in between (twice), with a stop on the
banks of the Wabash River. Impressions of my sentimental journey comprise the final
chapter of this thesis and bring it closure. A few photographs augment the text, although
photography is not a talent I can boast of. I hope that the ending is not ruined by the
revelation that I saw no ghosts. No foundresses appeared in the cemetery, no bishops lurked
in the dark. Yet, at times I felt the nearness of “Mother.” I understood the quotation carved
on her monument: “Cor meum vigilat.” Her heart does watch over this Indiana countryside
which she adopted and came to love.
Sixty-two miles separate the earthly remains of Anne-Therese Guerin and Celestine
de la Hailandiere-hers in the Immaculate Conception Church at St. Mary-of-the-Woods and
his in the crypt beneath the Old Vincennes Cathedral. By coincidence, sixty-two miles is also
the distance between their birthplaces, Etables-sur-Mer and Combourg. The two Breton
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missionaries who suffered so much in life have earned their eternal rest inside of peaceful,
beautiful Indiana churches.

Vincennes
The City of Vincennes is still relatively small and isolated, not unlike Fr. Herman
Alerding described it in 1883. At my first stop, the Knox County Library, people from
Missouri and other states are researching their ancestors in the voluminous genealogy
section, reminding me that Vincennes was once an important crossroads. Asking about
Mother Theodore Guerin, I am sent to the historical section in the basement. The historical
librarian introduces herself as a niece of the late Ann Colette Wolf SP, a high school
classmate and dear friend of my mother. The niece guides me to some century-old
newspapers which include a photograph of Celestine de la Hailandiere. (See Figure 2 above)
In the historic section of Vincennes, the cathedral, library, and rectory, all completed
or constructed by Celestine de la Hailandiere, form a pleasant complex near schools, stores,
and the university. I recall that the bishop was young and energetic; he would have probably
been happiest while at home here in the cathedral city where he was a highly visible and
respected figure. Fr. John Schipp, hard-working in his dual role as parish pastor and
custodian of the archives, resides in the same rectory as Bishop Hailandiere did. The rectory
is austere and functional, free of ornamentation. Woodwork is dark, floors are wooden, and
ceilings are high. This is, and always has been, a man’s residence. Fr. Schipp tells me that
the original front entrance, where Mother Theodore Guerin would have entered, was to the
left of the building as one faces it, instead of in the center where the present entrance is
located. Going down the hall, I try to recreate the impressions she might have received upon
entering the rectory for one of her contentious meetings with Celestine de la Hailandiere. In
my imagination the tall and imposing bishop looms in the shadows.
Sensing Fr. Schipp’s reluctance to talk about the “locking in the parlor” incident
which culminated the time of trials, I bide my time. When he leaves, I ask the secretary and
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housekeeper if they know which room Mother Theodore was locked in. Giggling like
schoolgirls, we cross the hall to the room that they assure me was identified by the Sisters of
Providence as “The Room.” (Figure 4) This former parlor is now a formal dining room. It is
rectangular, with a fireplace at the opposite end of the door. There are windows on only one
wall, which faces into the courtyard. As a result, the room is gloomy, as it undoubtedly was
during Mother Theodore’s time. The three of us fall silent, no longer giggling, lost in the
profundity of what happened in this room on 27 May 1847.

Figure 4. Room Identified as That in Which Mother Theodore was Locked by Bishop
Hailandiere.
“The Room” now features a rose-colored carpet (I was told that for this reason the
Sisters of Providence did not use it in their film Blessed Mother Theodore Guerin, her
Journey of Faith), but in the foundress’ time there would have been a bare wooden floor. I
try to formulate a mental image of the frail and innocent foundress, suffering from a bad
cold, kneeling on that floor in front of the bishop, beseeching his forgiveness, but my mind
rebels. The image is too painful.
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It is a relief to leave the rectory and go with Fr. Schipp next door to the library,
museum, and archives. The original library was erected by Bishop Hailandiere to store the
many priceless documents of Bishop Brute. The present library building dates from 1969. Fr.
Schipp graciously gives me a tour of the Old Cathedral Museum with its artifacts from
Bishop Brute, Fr. Stephen Theodore Badin, St. Elizabeth Ann Seton, and other American
Catholic pioneers. The Old Cathedral Library, Indiana’s first library, contains more than
10,000 rare volumes. Among other treasures are fifty-nine Bibles in eleven languages and a
letter from the hand of St. Vincent de Paul. I promise myself to return some day when I have
more time to explore. Fr. Schipp allows me to select documents from the archives for
photocopying. Protective latex gloves do not diminish the thrill of holding documents hand
written by Celestine de la Hailandiere one hundred sixty years ago.
After thanking Fr. Schipp, I go alone to the old cathedral. It is relatively small, and
pretty without being ornate. It still serves as a parish church. Before entering I take note of
the 145’ steeple and clock tower, recalling that Bishop Hailandiere petitioned the borough
trustees to contribute towards its cost.1 (Did they respond favorably? I hope so.) Inside, even
in darkness the main altar and painted walls are beautiful, but I recall that Mother Theodore
wept upon seeing this humble cathedral for the first time. Not even a French peasant would
display the old red chair which served as the bishop’s seat, she lamented in her journal.*2 I
can easily imagine Bishop Hailandiere celebrating Mass, rising from his shabby red chair to
preach in French or heavily-accented English.
The Crypt was built in 1840 under the direction of Bishop Hailandiere. “The floor of
the sanctuary of the cathedral was raised and the ground under it excavated to make room
for a chapel designed as a suitable sepulcher for the bishops of Vincennes. The remains of
Bishop Brute were removed from the first burial place, and re-interred directly behind the

’Celestine de la Hailandiere, Letter to the Trustees of the Borough of Vincennes, nd. Archives, The
Old Cathedral, Vincennes.
2Guerin, 55.
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altar in the ‘Chapel of the Bishops.’” According to a 4 June 1939 issue of the Vincennes Post,
the crypt was formally opened to the public in 1939 on the one hundredth anniversary of
Bishop Brute’s death. Because the crypt is well-lighted and the walls are light in color, it has
more of the ambiance of a chapel than a mausoleum; Bishop Hailandiere did use it as a
chapel. It is the resting place of the only four men to have held the title “Bishop of
Vincennes,” Simon Brute, Celestine de la Hailandiere, John Stephen Bazin and Maurice de
St. Palais. Hailandiere outlived them all. When he died at his ancestral castle in France, his
remains were moved to Vincennes. He apparently had requested to be buried between Brute
and Bazin but this wish was not fulfilled. He is interred to one side of Bazin, creating an
asymmetrical arrangement where there had been an isosceles triangle. I stop to pray in front
of Hailandiere’s tomb. How much he must have loved Vincennes to ask to be buried here
rather than at his ancestral estate in Brittany! Before exiting I take a photo of his coat of
arms which is painted on the wall. (Figure 5)

Figure 5. Coat of Arms of Celestine de la Hailandiere Painted on the Wall of the Old
Cathedral Crypt.
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The Wabash River
Leaving the cathedral, I walk the short distance down to the banks of the Wabash
River, a wide blue ribbon which ties together Vincennes and St. Mary-of-the-Woods. Both
Mother Theodore Guerin and Bishop Hailandiere embarked and disembarked from
riverboats here many times. That method of travel must have been far more comfortable
than sixty-two miles of corduroy road by stagecoach! I take a photo at the point of
disembarkation. A historical marker notes that Abraham Lincoln arrived here. The State of
Indiana appears to be unaware that this riverbank was also trod by a venerable woman, a
saint. Words failed Mother Theodore when she tried to describe the majesty and beauty of
the Wabash to the sisters in France: “Nature unfolds in our forests and along our rivers in so
grand and marvelous a manner that describing it, even with the greatest simplicity, seems
an exaggeration to those who, not having seen it, cannot form an idea of its splendor.”3
On this lazy September afternoon the Wabash River is serene, but in Mother
Theodore’s time it was schizophrenic. It could quickly turn ferocious, isolating the
Motherhouse with its flood-swollen breadth. I recollect a dramatic scene involving the first
Sister of Providence to die in America, Sr. Mary Ligouri Tiercin. On 14 January 1847, the
Wabash was a mile wide and covered with ice. So that she might die at the Motherhouse, Sr.
Ligouri was brought from Madison, Indiana, and had to be taken across the river. Mother
Theodore recounts in her journal: “Three times we endeavored to have our invalid taken over
this sea of ice in a carriage, but we had to give up and carry her in a chair. Four strong men
rendered us this service with the greatest of difficulty, for it was almost impossible for them
to keep on their feet.”4

3Positio, 248 (Letter to Mother Mary Lecor 2 April 1841.)
“Guerin, 234-235.
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St. Marv-of-the-Woods
Imagine an entire campus named after Mary, Mother of Jesus, and founded on faith
in God’s Providence! Long before any sisters had agreed to come here, Bishop Brute said of
The Woods: “Some day there will be sisters here. You will see what great things will be
accomplished here.” Bishop Brute was as prescient as he was saintly. The Woods is entirely
the opposite of Vincennes-serene instead of bustling; feminine instead of masculine. I arrive
in the evening, and have difficulty finding the entrance road. Even though I have visited St.
Mary-of-the-Woods more than fifty times in my life, it remains elusive. Mother Theodore’s
description remains apt: “Like the castles of the knights of old, it is so deeply hidden in the
woods that you cannot see it until you come up to it.”5 Touring the familiar grounds early the
next morning, I stop in the St. Anne Shell Chapel. This intimate and unique shrine was
erected in fulfillment, of a vow made by Mother Theodore to her patron saint if she would be
saved from death at sea. “Perched on a gentle knoll and shaded by decades-old trees, (the
shell chapel) remains a favorite place for meditation and reflection.”6 Next I stop at the rock
which marks the first landing place of Mother Theodore and the original sisters, and reflect
on their bravery and total trust in Providence.
In the archives, Sr. Eileen Ann Kelley, the archivist, is gracious and helpful. I
immediately sense her deep devotion to the foundress. After a morning’s research, we attend
Mass at the Church of the Immaculate Conception where Mother Theodore is buried. Lunch
is lively; we are joined by the congregation’s historian, Sr. Mary Roger Madden, and our
conversation never strays from Mother Theodore Guerin and Celestine de la Hailandiere.
Later, I have the privilege of visiting privately with each sister, asking questions and
obtaining insights based on two lifetimes of study. By now I am feeling overwhelmed and
unworthy to write about their foundress.

5Brown, 42; Guerin, 63.
6Mitcheil, 9.
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The last stop of my sentimental journey is the Sisters of Providence Cemetery.
Commanding attention in the center is a Celtic cross which mark’s Mother Theodore’s first
burial place and serves as her monument. (Figure 6) (Her remains were later re-interred in
the Church of the Immaculate Conception.) The base of Celtic cross proclaims in Latin: “I
sleep but my heart watches over this house which I have built.”

Figure 6. Monument to Mother Theodore Guerin Marking her First Place of Burial.
The monument is surrounded by rows upon rows of tombstones marking the earthly
remains of her daughters. Sr. St. Francis Xavier, Sr. Olympiade, and the others who came
from Brittany occupy places of honor closest to the cross. Although the white stones are
legion, I vow to read every single name in a kind of litany. This is my small way of honoring
these devoted departed women. After an hour’s walking and reading I arrive at the newest
grave, that of Sr. Ruth Ann Lindenschmidt, another high school and novitiate companion of
my mother, and her last remaining living connection to St. Mary-of-the-Woods. Through my
tears I relish the fact that Sr. Ruth Ann “resides” in the back row, where every church
organist spends most of their time.
The atmosphere of the Sisters of Providence Cemetery is not of death, but of
exuberant life. A bicyclist appears from nowhere while I am snapping a photo. A jogger
passes me, followed by several walkers. Wooden birdhouses bustle with activity. (One tiny
bird prefers to nest on a tombstone). Useful native plants such as elderberry and wild grape
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grow in profusion and cause me to remember that Mother Theodore was a frontier
pharmacist. Over a hill, the life-giving water of a pond plays host to raucous ducks. A ll of
nature seems to be celebrating, and why not? A saint watches over them! “Cor meum
vigilat.”
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